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Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) processes are essential for pinning 
down free parameters in the Standard Model and for probing possible new physics 
beyond it. In this work, we compute the non-perturbative strong-interaction ef-
fects on a collection of FCNC processes using Lattice QCD. The processes exam-
ined are 
• B°) - B (3) mixing, from which one can extract the magnitude of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element Vid; 
• K°—K° mixing, which yields a constraint on the summit of the (db) uni-
tarity triangle; 
• the AI = 3/2, electromagnetic-penguin contributions to K —+ 7r7r decays 
which enter the calculation of the CP-violation parameter '. 
Lattice simulations are performed with the mean-field-improved clover action 
on a 16 3  x 48 lattice at 3 = 6.0 and a 24 3  x 48 lattice at 3 = 6.2. 498 gauge 
configurations are used at 3 = 6.0 and 188 gauge configurations are used at 
/3 = 6.2. 
Matrix elements and the bag parameter of the B ° ) _B° ) mixing processes 
are simulated in the charm-mass region, and extrapolated to the beauty-mass 
region using Heavy Quark Effective Theory. Decay constants of D3 , D, B 3 and 
B mesons and the ratios fB3/fB  and fD3/fD  are also calculated. 
Ratios of the relevant matrix elements of Kaon processes are computed for 
several initial and final meson momenta and for six light-meson masses ranging 
from approximately 435 MeV to 815 MeV. Fits of these ratios to the mass and re-
coil behaviours predicted by Chiral Perturbation Theory are then used to extract 
the relevant bag parameters. 
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Chapter 1 
Flavour Physics 
One of the highlights of current particle physics is the better understanding of 
the Standard Model that will be gained through extensive confrontation of the 
theory with experiment. Amongst the experimental progress during the past few 
years, two areas are particularly relevant to this work: 
The discovery of the top quark and the determination of its mass. 
The improved measurement of CKM matrix elements which govern the 
mixing of quark flavours. 
In the next few years, there will be even more relevant experimental progress. 
The construction of the B factories (KEK and SLAC) will enable extensive tests 
of the Standard Model's scenario for flavour mixing and CP violation. The NA48 
(CERN) and KTEV (Fermilab) experiments will further constrain the parame-
ters describing the CP violation in kaon systems. Significant theoretical advances 
have been made in understanding the strong-interaction effects on the weak in-
teractions of quarks. This understanding is necessary for relating fundamental 
parameters of the Standard Model, such as the CKM matrix elements, to phenom-
ena observed in experiments, such as those to be undertaken in the B factories. 
Although we already have rather good estimates of these QCD effects at high 
energies through perturbation theory, predictions for the low-energy effects are 
made difficult by the fact that quarks are confined in hadroris and the standard 
1 
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perturbative approach breaks down. A precise quantitative description of these 
low energy effects remains one of the most challenging theoretical issues in un-
derstanding the Standard Model. 
In this chapter, we give a brief outline of flavour physics, from which we can 
understand the structure of the electroweak Lagrangian and its implications. A 
detailed review of this field can be found in [6, 7]. 
1.1 The Standard Model 
The Standard Model is a gauge theory with three generations of fermions and with 
the gauge group SU(3) x SU(2) L x U(I)Y  spontaneously broken to SU(3) x U(i) Q , 
where L, Y and Q stand for left hand, weak hyper charge and electric charge 
respectively. There are many good references on the formulation of the Standard 
Model [8, 9]. We will only give a brief review of the aspects of the Standard 
Model which are relevant to this work. 
1.1.1 Basic Interactions 
The Lagrangian for the electroweak interactions between fermions and gauge 
bosons can be written as 
rI=LCC+rNC, 	 (1.1) 
where £cc  and rNC are the Lagrangians for the charged- and neutral-current 
weak interactions 
£cc = i(J+W+L + JW), 	 (1.2) 
v/2- it  




where e and 92  are the QED and SU(2)L coupling constants, 0w  is the Weak 
Mixing angle. fern  is the electromagnetic current, J and J are the weak charge 
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currents and JO is the weak neutral current. The currents can be written as 
( d\ 




	 ( 1.6) - 
f 
Jo - 	 JyIL (CV —cA5)f, 	 (1.7) IL - 
f 
where cv = T - 2Qj sin 2 Ow and CA= T5. Qj and T denote the charge and 
the third component of the weak isospin of the left-handed fermion. The unitary 
matrix VCKM  is the CKM matrix as explained in the next subsection. 
1.1.2 The CKM Matrix 
The CKM matrix [10, 11] relates the mass eigenstates to the weak-interaction 
eigenstates which are not the same in the Standard Model 
d' 	Vud V.s V. b 	d 
S 	= 	Vcd Vc, V cb 	.5 	. 	 ( 1.8) 
1/ 	1/ 	17 
LI 	 "td Vt., Vtb 
The elements in this matrix cannot be predicted by the Standard Model, they 
have to be determined by comparing the experimental data with theoretical cal-
culations of some weak-interaction processes. The particle physics community 
has put a lot of effort into constraining these CKM matrix elements, because 
1. As we can see from equation (1.4), the CKM matrix governs the strength 
of the couplings in the weak charged currents. 
2. The complex phase in the CKM matrix plays an important role in under-
standing CP violation in the framework of the Standard Model. 
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Ell 
3. The unitarity of the CKM matrix is strongly related to the strength of the 
Flavour Changing Neutral Currents, which reveal a lot of information about 
the quantum structure of the Standard Model and possible new physics. We 
will give a more detailed description of this point in the next subsection. 
Currently, the main difficulty in pinning down the CKM matrix elements is the 
control of the non-perturbative strong-interaction effects in the theoretical calcu-
lation of the relevant weak-interaction processes. 
In a three-generation model, the unitary CKM matrix has nine real parame-
ters. However, five of these can be absorbed into the redefinition of the phases of 
the quark fields. Hence there are four parameters to be determined. 
The standard parameterisation is given by 
l2l3 	 3 13 e 5 
VCKM 	— S12C23 - c 12 s 23 s 13 e 5 	c12 c23 - s 12 s 23 s 13 e 8 	s 23c13 	, 	( 1.9) 
- 
S1223 - c12 c23 .s 13 e-s 	C12S23 - s 12 c23 s 13 e c23c13 
where C J = cosOij and sjj = sinO j , and S is the phase necessary for the imple-
mentation of CP violation in a CKM framework. 
Another popular way to parameterise the CKM matrix is to approximate 
each element by expanding it in terms of a power series in A = 0.22, as 
proposed by Wolfenstein [12] 
	
2 
	 A 	AA 3 (p—i77) 
VCKM = 	—A 1— 	AA 2 	+0(A4 ) 
	
(1.10) 
AA 3(1 - p - i) 
	
1 
There is more than one way to include the higher-order terms in A in the 
Wolfenstein parameterisation. The authors of [13, 14] propose an efficient pa-
rameterisation by defining the parameters (A, A, p, ) as 
812 = A, 
23 = AA2 , 
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to all orders in A. This corresponds to a change of variables which exactly 
preserves unitarity when parameterising the CKM matrix by ,A,p,q). The 
Wolfenstein parameterisation can be reproduced by substituting this change of 
variables into equation (1.9) then expanding each element in terms of \ up to the 
leading order. 
By adopting the Wolfenstein parameterisation, it is easier to understand the 
structure of the CKM matrix from a geometrical point of view. The unitarity of 
the CKM matrix implies various relations amongst its elements. A particularly 
interesting one, which contains the poorly constrained Vb and Vtd,  is 
VdV + VcdV + VtdV = 0. (1.12) 
Keeping the expansion of the CKM matrix elements up to 0(A 4 ), based on equa-
tion (1.11), we find 
VV = AA3 (i + i) + 0(A 7 ), 
VdV = 	AA 3 + 0(A 7 ), 	 (1.13) 
VtdVt b = A) 3 (1 - - i) + 0(A 7 ), 
(1.14) 
where 5 = p(l - ) and = ii(1 - Therefore, after being rescaled by AP, the 
unitarity relation (1.12) can be represented by the unitarity triangle in figure 1.1. 
The parameters A and A in equation (1.10) can be very accurately related to 
the CKM matrix elements I VUS I and I Vbj through 
V = A + 0(A 7 ),  
Vb = A A 2 + 0(A 8 ) 
as 0(A 7 ) 0(10). Therefore a complete description of the CKM matrix can 
be given by the unitarity triangle in figure 1.1 together with IVI and IVCb I. 
Furthermore, from the relations between the lengths CA and BA in figure 1.1 
and the relevant CKM matrix elements 
A 2 1 II 
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A=(15,i) 
C=(O,O) 	 B=(1,O) 
Figure 1.1: Unitarity triangle 
it is clear that the measurements of four CP conserving processes which are 
sensitive to VU,, VU, lVrbl and  lVtdl  can tell us whether i is zero or not. This 
in turn tells us if the CKM mechanism implements CF violation. 
1.1.3 Flavour Changing Neutral Currents 
Unitarity of the CKM matrix forbids the presence of Flavour Changing Neutral 
Currents (FCNC) at tree level via the GIM mechanism [15]. Although there is 
no FCNC basic vertex in the Standard Model, it is possible to construct effective 
FCNC vertices at one-loop or higher order with the help of the flavour-changing 
charged vertices involving W. Because these FCNC processes appear only at the 
one-loop level in the Standard Model, they are sensitive probes for new physics 
beyond the Standard Model. The fact they are zero at tree level means that 
new physical effects in these channels will not be obscured by a large Standard 
Model contribution and the fact that they appear only at one loop means that 
they are sensitive to any new particle which may be too massive to be produced 
directly, but which can contribute as a virtual particle in the loop. Therefore, 
from high-precision measurements of these low-energy FCNC processes, we might 
(or might not) see the signal from physics at higher energy scales. 
Quantum loops in the Standard Model can generate FCNC effective vertices 





Figure 1.2: Electroweak penguin diagrams. 
a w 
—o 	I K u,c,tI 	u,c,t K° 
S 	W 	d 
Figure 1.3: Box diagram for K ° —K ° mixing. 
through penguin diagrams or box diagrams, as in the examples shown in figures 
1.2 and 1.3. These FCNC vertices vanish in the limit where the 'horizontal 
symmetry' amongst the three generations of fermions is valid, that is, where the 
relations M U  = Mc = Mt  and md = m = Mb hold true. This is a consequence 
of the unitarity of the CKM matrix. For instance, in figures 1.2 and 1.3, the 
contribution of each quark in the loop is proportional to where q = u, c, t. 
In the limit m, =rnc= mt, the unitarity relation 
V1V + Vc. 	+ VtdV = 0 	 (1.19) 
implements the GIM mechanism. However, with a very heavy top quark, the 
horizontal symmetry amongst the up-type quarks is strongly broken. This is why 
the FCNC processes involving K and B mesons are sufficiently enhanced to be 
experimentally measurable, and therefore more interesting than other processes. 
These one-loop FCNC effective vertices are constructed through the internal 
W± exchange, all penguin vertices contain a purely V - A structure and all box 
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vertices have the purely (V— A) ®(V— A) structure. They have been extensively 
studied by Inami and Lim [16] in the 'tHooft-Feynman gauge, where the Higgs 
bosons do not contribute at one-loop level. Inami and Lim show that these one-
loop effective vertices depend on a set of basic universal functions of 




where i = u, c, t. These functions (called the Inami-Lim functions) and the CKM 
factors govern the strength of the vertex in question. 
In this work, we will concentrate upon the control of non-perturbative strong-
interaction effects in some FCNC processes in B and K systems. However, here 
we would like to mention two other aspects which are important in performing 
high-precision theoretical calculations for these processes. 
. Short-distance QCD effects 
One-loop electroweak effective vertices can be systematically studied by us-
ing the operator product expansion which produces a low-energy effective 
theory. The matching between the effective theory and the full electroweak 
theory is most reliably done at the renormalisation scale of O(Mw ). How-
ever, hadronic matrix elements are usually calculated at the renormalisa-
tion scale of a few GeV. Therefore, we need to have a reliable way to run 
between these two scales, and the most important task is to re-sum the 
scale-dependent logarithms arising from the short-distance QCD effects. 
Two-loop perturbative QCD results for most interesting weak processes 
have been obtained, which reach an accuracy of better than +1%. Refer-
ence [6] gives a good review of these results. We will come back to this issue 
in somewhat more detail in the next section, since it is closely related to 
the non-perturbative calculations we are focusing on. 
• Two-loop electroweak corrections 
Although the one-loop effective FCNC vertices are already higher-order in 
terms of the weak coupling 92  (for instance, the box diagram in figure 1.3 
is of orderg), the ambiguity arising from the choice of the scheme for 
defining 92  at one-loop level gives about 5% error, as shown in [17]. Also, 
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Figure 1.4: A two-loop electroweak correction to the box diagram of B ° —B ° 
mixing, which might be large due to the heavy top quark. 
because of the heavy top quark, the two-loop diagram in figure 1.4 might 
have a significant contribution, given the fact that the coupling of the Higgs 
particle to the top quark is proportional to 92 rnt /Mw . There has not been 
much work done on this aspect. References [17, 18] give recent results for 
the effects of two-loop electroweak corrections upon B ° —B ° mixing and 
K -+ irvi decay. 
1.2 Operator Product Expansion and 
Effective Weak Hamiltonian 
Because of the asymptotic freedom of QCD and the difference between the weak-
interaction energy scale which is of O(Mw ) and the typical strong-interaction 
scale which is of 0(1GeV), we can adopt the operator product expansion (OPE) 
and renormalisatiori group (RG) improved perturbation theory to obtain a low-
energy effective theory describing the weak interaction of quarks. For any weak-
interaction process, we can always construct a low-energy effective weak Hamil-
tonian which has the structure 
CF 
neff = - VCKMCj (;i t) 	 (1.21) 
where VKM  is the relevant CKM factor, It some renormalisation scale, C. the 
Wilson coefficient, 0, the relevant lowest-dimension local operators (We only keep 
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the lowest-dimension operators). J contains the relevant Inami-Lim functions if 





The OPE is an important tool in dealing with weak-interaction processes. For 
instance, it is very difficult to put the Standard Model on the lattice because of 
the problem of discretising the chiral fermions on the lattice and the high cost of 
any computation which can accommodate the heaviest and the lightest particles 
in the Standard Model. 
1.2.1 OPE in the Pure Electroweak Sector 
Let us disregard QCD effects and focus on the electroweak sector of the Stan-
dard Model for the moment. The basic idea here is to 'integrate out' the heavy 
weak bosons, and expand the non-local product of charged-current operators in 
a series of local operators dimension by dimension. Each term in this series is 
weighted by (1/Mw) (n > 0) and some effective coupling constant, the Wilson 
coefficient. In the low-energy limit, where the momentum (k) transfered through 
the propagating W boson is only a few GeV, we can safely neglect 0(k 2 /M) 
terms when expanding the W-boson propagator 
1 	
(1.23) 
in powers of k 2 / /t4. In this case, it is sufficient to keep the leading terms of this 
series, i.e., the lowest-dimension operators. 
As a simple example, consider the decay of a kaon into two pions. We will 
use this process for illustration in this and the following two subsections. It is 
not difficult to generalise the treatment of this process to more complicated ones, 
e.g., the FCNC processes. 
Figure 1.5(a) shows the diagram of the leading-order quark-level operator for 
K -+ inn in the electroweak theory. The amplitude is given by 
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Figure 1.5: OPE for K -+ irr at the leading order 
A - _ ±VuV M 
	- 
— 	
d us k2 — (1.24) 








(Ju)v_A = J7(1 - ys)u. 	 (1.26) 
After implementing the OPE and neglecting the 0 (k 2 /M) terms which cor-
respond to higher-dimension operators, we obtain the operator in the effective 
theory 
01 = (du) v_A(Üs) V-A, 	 (1.27) 
which generates the effective vertex given in figure 1.5(b). Here a and /3 de-
note the colour indices. In this example, the leading operator in the OPE is of 
dimension six, and the Wilson coefficient is unity. 
A more formal treatment of OPE for this process which starts from the path-
integral formalism can be found in [19]. In this approach, we perform the func-
tional integration over the W fields explicitly. This results in a non-local action 
for the quarks, which can be expanded in powers of 1/Ma,. This expansion then 
gives local operators. 




Figure 1.6: Diagrams for one-loop QCD effects upon K -+ rrrr in the full elec-
troweak theory 
Figure 1.7: Diagrams for one-loop QCD effects upon K -+ 7r7r in the low-energy 
effective theory 
1.2.2 Factorisation of Short-distance and 
Long-distance QCD Effects 
Now we take into account the QCD effects. Let's look at the example of K —* irr, 
as in the last subsection. Figures 1.6 and 1.7 show the diagrams for the one-loop 
QCD effects in the full electroweak theory and the low-energy effective theory 
respectively. Because of the colour structure of these diagrams and the algebraic 
relation 
TT 8 = ko& yj +  y 	
2N 
where Ta are the generators of the SU(N) group, there is another operator 
02 = (dU) V_A(U/3Scx)V-A, 	 (1.29) 
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which will mix with 01. The effective weak Hamiltonian is therefore of the form' 
Reff = ( C1 ()0,() + C2 ()02 ()). 	 (1.30) 
The determination of the Wilson coefficients Ci and C2 can be done by match-
ing the full electroweak theory onto the low-energy effective theory, that is, by 
requiring the transition amplitude AflJ in the full electroweak theory to be repro-
duced by the one A eff in the low-energy effective theory described by the effective 
Hamiltonian in equation (1.30) 
Afll = Aeff = 
GF VV
u s (c1 ()(o,()) + c2 ()(0 2 ())). 	 (1.31) 
The matching procedure involves the calculations of the amplitudes of the 
diagrams in figures 1.6 and 1.7. While the amplitudes in figure 1.6 (full theory) 
are ultra-violet finite, the ones in figure 1.7 (effective theory) are ultra-violet di-
vergent, and therefore require renormalisation. This results in the fact that the 
amplitude A eff depends on In (,u 2 /(—p 2 )) at 0(a5 ), where 1u is the renormalisa-
tion scale, and p is the off-shell external momentum which we have to keep in 
order to regulate the infra-red divergence. On the other hand, Af11  depends on 
In (M 1,,/(—p 2 )) at the same order. We then find the Wilson coefficients are 
3a. M 
C,() = 1 + 	—ln----, 	 (1.32) 
N 47r 	/12 
C2 (a) = —3ln. 	 (1.33) 
47r 	jt2 
There are two important observations at this point: 
1. The Wilson coefficients do not contain any information about the long-
distance QCD effects. As can be seen in equations (1.32) and (1.33), the 
external momentump, which reveals the long-distance structure of Af11 does 
not show up in the Wilson coefficients at all. This means we have factored 
out all the long-distance QCD effects which are now contained in the matrix 
'For simplicity, we neglect penguin contributions at this moment. These contributions will 
be discussed in chapter 4 
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elements (0 1 (p )) and (O2()).  This factorisation can be schematically seen 
as 
Full Amplitude = Wilson Coeff x Operator Matrix Element
"2 
 2
M W2 	 M W2 
(1 + 	Flri) = (1 + 	Flri!) (1 + 	Fln ---), 	(1.34) 
47r —p 	 47 47r —p 
where F is just the one-loop anomalous dimension. This can be represented 
as the splitting of the logarithms according to 
In M w 22 =ln 	ln + 	
2 
_p2 	11 2 
, (1.35) 
which arises from the integration over some virtual loop momentum as 
fM dk 2 dk2 
2  dk2 
p 2 k2 = k2 + f p2 (1.36) 
so it is clear that ft is the scale which separates the long-distance and the 
short-distance regions. The operator matrix elements which contain the 
information from this region then have to be calculated non-perturbatively 
because of confinement of QCD. 
2. The Wilson coefficients do not depend upon the choice of the external states 
in the calculation of the amplitudes. This is obvious since they only repre-
sent the short-distance structure of the theory. The point is that we have 
to regularise the quark mass and the infra-red divergence in the same way 
in both the full theory and the effective theory. 
To conclude this subsection, we stress that it is important to have the short-
distance QCD information from the Wilson coefficients when performing the non-
perturbative calculation of the matrix elements. This is because we need the 
Wilson coefficients to obtain the physical answer in the full theory, which does 
not depend upon t. Also, for the purpose of making comparison with other non-
perturbative calculations for the same matrix element, we might have to run it 
to other scales. 
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1.2.3 Renormalisation Group Analysis 
Let's take a closer look at equations (1.32) and (1.33). When i = 0(Mw ), the 
scale-dependent one-loop correction to the Wilson coefficients is small. However, 
when ft = 0(1GeV), which happens in most cases, as (p) is between 0.1 and 0.2. 
Therefore, we have 
0(1), 	 (1.37) 
which gives a 100% correction at one loop What is worse is that at all orders, 
we have the so-called leading logarithms 
(1.38) 
which completely spoil the convergence of the perturbation theory. Therefore, we 
need to find a way to re-sum them. This is best done by solving Renormalisation 
Group Equations (ROEs) for the Wilson coefficients. The resulting expansion is 
known as RG improved perturbation theory. In this expansion, the first order is 
represented by the sum of all the terms of the form and the second 
order is represented by the sum of the next-to-leading logarithms, an+1  In n
M
--- , 
which are numerically of 0(a 9 ). 
From equations (1.30) and (1.31), we see that Oi  and 02 are not multiplica-
tively renormalised, as they mix with each other under renormalisation through 
the one-loop diagrams in figure 1.7 and equation (1.28). That means that the 
renormalised operators or  and O are related to the bare ones O' and 0 through 
( 0 
o) = Z() 0(ji))'  
where i is the renormalisation scale. Ob  arid 0 depend on the cut-off we intro-
duce. 2(1i) is a 2 x 2 mixing matrix, which can be written as 
1 + 	Z1() 	Z12() 	
(1.40) 
ilr - 	Z21 (1i) 1 + Z22 (j) j 
where Z, ( eu) all contain renormalisation-scale-dependent logarithms. This means, 
when we vary ft to run between different scales, we cannot run o r () arid or (j) 
separately. 
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Z+ () 	0 	
), 	
(1.41) 
0 	Z_ (It) 
where Z± are just the eigenvalues of Z and contain ti-dependent logarithms. The 
eigenbasis operators 0+  and 0_ are multiplicatively renormalised, and they are 




We now have 
Ob =Z±Or (1.43) 
and the corresponding Wilson coefficients for 0+ and 0_ are 
C±()=1+( 	
a M 
+3)—lri--j-. 	 (1.44) 
4 . 	[L 
We can run o r (p ) separately when varying the scale j. 
The ROEs for C± simply follow from the fact that the transition amplitude in 
the full electroweak theory does not depend upon t at all. In a mass-]ndependent 
renormalisation scheme, e.g., MS, 
dC(1) 
= 'y±(g)C±(), 	 ( 1.45) 
d(In) 
where g is the strong coupling constant and y±  is the anomalous dimension of 





where Z± is the renormalisation constant of 0±. 
The solution of equation (1.45) is 
C±() = U±(ii, MW) C±(Mw), 	 (1.47) 
where U±(fL, Mw) is the scale-evolution function 
[
Uc f
( i) , 'y±(g')l±(,Mw ) = exp dg 
, ] , (
1.48) 
(M) /9(g) 
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of the Wilson coefficients. 3(g) is the QCD 3 function 
g3 
= 	2 	 (1.49) l6ir 
130 	
2 
= 11 - 	 (1.50)  nf, 
with n1 the number of flavours. It is straightforward to find the one-loop solution 
which sums up the leading logarithms 
(0) 	 (0) 
--y± 
C±() 
- Fant) 1 -- 
= 	 ln11 	 (1.51) 
- [as (Mw )j 	 4 	2  j 
where 	is the one-loop anomalous dimension in the expansion 
(o) as (1) a 
2" 	 (1.52) 4ir 	l6rr 
This is the Leading-Logarithm Approximation (LLA) of the Wilson coefficients. 
It actually implies 








which means a tree-level matching (at M) and a one-loop running (down to the 
scale jt). 
Note that if we do not diagonalise Z in equation (1.40), then we have an 
'anomalous dimension matrix', 'y(g), from equation (1.46). In general, if there 
are ri operators which mix under renormalisation, '5'(g)  is a n x ri. matrix, and the 
RGEs become a set of rt coupled equations. This implies that when we evolve the 
scale, we cannot run the Wilson coefficients (or the operators) separately. Con-
sider a set of n operators 01, 02,.. . , O., and corresponding Wilson coefficients 
(1.55) 
OT=(C1C2C) (1.56) 
Label a renormalised quantity by a superscript 'r', and a bare quantity by a 
superscript 'b', we have 
T = i5r Ôb = (21)ôr 	 (1.57) 
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where 2 is the matrix which accounts for the renormalisation and mixing of these 








where we have dropped the superscript 'r'. Solving these RGEs results in an 








where Tg means 'g-ordered'. The scale evolution of the Wilson coefficients be-
tween these two scales becomes 
[ C1 (p i ) \ 	
[ 
C1 (1i 2 ) \ 
C2 (i i ) C2 ( 2 ) I 
= U(t 1 , 2 ) 
C( 1 )) 	 C( 2 )) 
The LLA scale evolution of the Wilson coefficients between two scales fil and p 
has the form 





= I (1.62) 
Las(It2) I  
where ,(0)  is the one-loop anomalous dimension matrix. 
Bearing in mind that the next-to-leading logarithms are of O(a3 ), we are 
strongly motivated to go to the Next-to-Leading-Logarithm Approximation (NLLA). 
NLLA is also necessary to explore the scheme dependence, as the anomalous di-
mension starts to depend upon the choice of the scheme at this order. Going to 
NLLA requires the calculation of the two-loop QCD 8 function and the anoma-
lous dimension for the operator in question. Results for these quantities in most 
interesting cases can be found in the literature. The general feature of the NLLA 
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of the scale evolution of Wilson Coefficients between the scales y, and /2  takes 
the form 







where the matrix I expresses the NLLA corrections to the scale evolution. Sup-




0) 	-i ((o))T V, 	 (1.64) 
then we have 
/ 	- 
LLA(Th,P2) = 	I 	(
CV,
m)






where 5(0)  is the vector whose elements are just the diagonal elements of the 
diagonalised matrixIf we define a matrix 
a = 	(( 1))T , 	 ( 1.66) 









- 0iJj 	 (0) 	(0)' 	 (1.68) /90 2/3o+ lyi — y 
where 01 = 102 — 38n/3 is from the two-loop QCD 0 function. 




, 	 ( 1.69) 
and obtain the scale-evolution function of the operators 
rYCEL1 ) 	 —' i1'g 
U( i ,1t2 ) = T9exp J dg' 	/ . 	 (1.70) g(/2) 
The scale evolution of the operators between ,i  and ft2  is 
01 (P2) 
02(/11) 	. 
= U(ii , j 2 ) 	. 	, 	 ( 1.71) 
0(/1i) 	 On(j12) 
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which has a Next-to- Leading- Logarithm approximation 




47r 	 47 
Here the notation is analogous to the one used between equation (1.62) and 
equation (1.68), with the replacement 
T 	_,(o) 	 (1.73) 
((1)) 	 (1) 	 (1.74) 
Chapter 2 
Theoretical Tools 
We have arrived at the stage where we know the general strategy for exploring 
flavour physics. However, we have not talked about how to control the non-
perturbative strong-interaction effects, which is the main theme of this work. This 
chapter is devoted to an introduction on how to perform the non-perturbative 
Q CD calculation for weak matrix elements in the framework of Lattice QCD. 
Because of some theoretical and technical difficulties which will be explained in 
the first section of this chapter, we need Heavy Quark Effective Theory and Chiral 
Perturbation Theory which can guide us to extract physically meaningful results 
from Lattice QCD simulations. 
2.1 Lattice QCD 
Lattice QCD is the Euclidean version of QCD obtained by discretising space-time 
with a finite lattice spacing a. This imposes a cut-off of order 1/a in momen-
tum space. Putting Lattice QCD in a finite space-time, the number of degrees 
of freedom becomes finite, one can then non-perturbatively perform numerical 
calculations in this framework. This makes the lattice regularisation different 
from other regularisations (e.g., Dimensional Regularisation) and renormalisation 
schemes (e.g., the MS scheme) introduced via perturbation theory. These latter 
schemes are inherently perturbative, and therefore they are not suitable for deal- 
21 
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ing with non-perturbative strong-interaction effects. Lattice QCD offers a tool to 
calculate the non-perturbative strong-interaction effects from first principles, and 
quantify the resulting systematic errors. In this section, we give an introduction 
to Lattice QCD. We will discuss in detail two sources of systematic errors, dis-
cretisation and operator matching. Quenching errors will be mentioned. These 
three systematic errors are the most significant in current lattice calculations of 
weak matrix elements, as the finite-size effects have been studied by Liischer [20] 
and can be shown to give a systematic error under a few percent on the largest 
currently available lattices. 
2.1.1 Euclidean Formulation of a Field Theory 
A Euclidean field theory is constructed from a Minkowski one with the substitu-
tion 
	
= — ix, 	 (2.1) 
and with the definition of the Euclidean gamma matrices 
1,2,3), 	 (2.2) 
yf = 70, 	 (2.3) 
75 = 	 (2.4) 
which satisfy 
{- ,-} 
= 28, 	 (2.5) 
E 	 E E E E 
1Y5 = 71727374 	 (2.6) 
An important requirement, the reflection positivity, must be satisfied such 
that the analytic continuation from Euclidean space back to Minkowski space 
can he performed. Consider the Euclidean field 
O(X) = 	0)e_ HX4 	 (2.7) 
and the Euclidean time-reflection operators 
O(, x4) = (, — x), 	 (2.8) 
Oq(x) = çb(Ox), 	 (2.9) 
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where the bar indicates complex conjugation. For a function F of the Euclidean 
fields at positive times, e.g., a Schwinger function, reflection positivity means 
((OF) F) > 0. 	 (2.10) 
This condition can be shown to be equivalent to the positivity of inner products in 
Hilbert space and the spectrum condition in the Minkowski formulation. On the 
lattice, a small complication arises from the difference between the site reflection 
and the link reflection. Reference [21] gives a detailed discussion of the Euclidean 
formulation of field theory on the lattice. 
The Euclidean path integral takes the form of a partition function, 
Z = I D4)e-*Dl ( is afield), 	 (2.11) 
in statistical mechanics. One can therefore gain further understanding of the 
theory by using Monte Carlo methods in performing numerical calculations. 
2.1.2 Discretising QCD 
Putting Euclidean QCD on a finite lattice can be done by replacing integrals 
with finite sums and derivatives with finite differences. The lattice fields are only 
defined on the lattice points. In a more formal treatment, one states that the 
lattice fields result from integrating out the physics at distances shorter than 
the lattice spacing in the dynamical variables. On the lattice, periodic (or anti-
periodic) boundary conditions are usually imposed, and momenta are restricted 
to the first Brillouin zone 
7r 7r 	
(2.12) 
1. Gauge Fields 
Gauge fields are represented by the link fields U,(x) which are group ele-
ments of colour SU(3) in the fundamental representation. They are parallel 
transporters 
x+aii 
U,(x) U(x,x+a) = exp[—iagA(x)] = i—igf 	A(x)dx, (2.13) 
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x+a 	U(x+a) 	x+a+a 
UV(x)j 	 U(x+aI) 
X 	U,(x) 	x+aji 
Figure 2.1: The plaquette in the .uí plane 
where A 1 (x) are the gluonic fields, P means path-ordered. Under a local 
gauge transformation A(x), the link fields transform as 
U(x) -+ A(x)U,(x)A'(x + au). 	 (2.14) 
The group integration is 
f
vu = JJfdu(x),  
which is finite on a finite lattice and well-defined for any compact group if 
the measure satisfies 
f'3 f(U)dU = f f(VU)dU = f f(UV)dU, 	(2.16) 
fG dU = 1 , 	 (2.17) 
where V is any element of the group G. Such a measure is called a. Haar 
measure. The functional integral is also finite. 
From equation (2.14), the gauge-invariant quantities in the pure Yang-Mills 
theory are closed loops formed by the link fields 
	
U(x,x) = U(x,y 1 )U(y 1 ,y 2 ) ... U(y,x), 	 (2.18) 
amongst which the simplest is the plaquette U, (figure 2.1) 
U,',, _ - L U (x)U(x + ai7)U(x  + a)U(x), 	(2.19) 
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with 
U(x) = U_,L(x + a/). 	 (2.20) 
The simplest pure gauge action for a SU(N) gauge theory is the Wilson 
action [22] 
Sw= 	(i_ 	eTrU(x)) 	 (2.21) 
x bL<v 
where /' = 2N/g2 (a). It can be shown that 
S0w = SYM + (9(a2). 	 (2.22) 
2. Fermion Fields 
Fermion fields on the lattice are anti-commuting spinors defined on the 
lattice sites. Under a local gauge transformation A(x), they transform as 
-+ A(x) O (x), 	 (2.23) 
(x) -* 	(x)A 1 (x). 	 (2.24) 
Therefore the simplest way to obtain a gauge-invariant fermion action on 
the lattice is through the naive discretisation 




where m = amphys is a dimensionless mass parameter. This action suf-
fers from the fermion doubling problem which arises because the Hermitian 
Dirac operator has only first derivatives, with an effective lattice spacing 
2a, and thus cannot distinguish the modes with momenta q and u/a - q. 
Fermion doubling is related to the problem of discretising chiral fermioris 
on the lattice via the Nielsen-Niniomiya no-go theorem [23, 24]. This states 
that if a lattice fermion action is 
• ultra-local 
• bilinear in fermion fields 
• translationally invariant 
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. Hermitian 
and has a continuous-like chiral symmetry (rn = 0 in this case), then ev-
ery left-handed fermion has a right-handed replica and every right-handed 
fermion has a left-handed replica. If one looks at the momentum-space 
Wilson-Dirac operator with m = 0, one finds this operator has two zeros 
in each dimension. It can be shown that these two zeros account for two 
propagating fermions with opposite chirality. This gives sixteen fermion 
species in a four-dimension space-time. 
Wilson [25] proposed a way to avoid the doubling problem by adding an 
irrelevant operator to the naive fermion action 
SW =[(x)(x) - 	((x + a7)U(x)(x) + (x)U(x)(x + a))] 
(2.26) 
where r is an arbitrary parameter which is usually set to unity. This term 
explicitly breaks chiral symmetry. The Wilson fermion action is usually 
written as 
Sw = 	 (2.27) 
+ K 	(x) [U(x)( - r)(x + a) - U(x - a)( + r) ,0 (x - au)] }, 
where 
= 	1  
2rn + 8r 	
(2.28) 
is called the hopping parameter. In order to obtain the expression in equa-
tion (2.27), the fermion field has been rescaled by 
(2.29) 
Here we stress some important features of the Wilson fermion action: 
(a) It deviates from the continuum action by 0(a), which means it ap-
proaches the continuum limit quite slowly. We will discuss the 0(a) 
improvement of the Wilson fermion action later. 
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Since chiral symmetry is explicitly broken by this action, there is noth-
ing to prevent the quark mass from having an additive renormalisation, 
which raises a complication of finding the zero-quark-mass limit of the 
theory. Formulating this problem in terms of the hopping parameter, 
we define kcritical (/s c ) to be the point corresponding to the zero-quark-




because of equation (2.28). However, this value changes significantly 
at one-loop, as the additive mass renormalisation constant receives a 
big correction at this order [26]. 
It can be shown that, for the Wilson fermion action, chiral Ward iden-
tities are only satisfied with 0(a) errors [27]. In the 0(a) improved 
Wilson-type fermion actions, these errors can be reduced to 0(a"a) 
or 0(a 2 ). In the literature, one finds the terminology 'chiral limit of 
Wilson-type fermion actions'. Here we stress that this actually refers 
to the zero-quark-mass limit. There is no unambiguously-defined chiral 
limit in Wilson-type fermion actions at finite lattice spacing. 
There are other ways to avoid the fermion doubling problem and pre-
serve chiral symmetry on the lattice, amongst which the most well-
known ones are the staggered fermion action [28] and the domain-wall 
fermion action [29, 30]. The reason why we choose to use Wilson 
fermion action is simplicity and locality. The action and the operators 
are all local in Wilson's formalism'. 
The Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem implies that one cannot discretise chi-
ral fermions, hence cannot put the Standard Model directly on the 
lattice. This theorem can be proved by showing that the path-integral 
measure in Lattice QCD is invariant under the continuous-like chiral 
transformation, hence any lattice action which has a continuous-like 
chiral symmetry must be free of chiral anomaly, and this requires an 
opposite-chirality replica of each fermion field. There are new devel-
opments in this area [31, 32, 33], amongst which the most promising 
'This is, however, not always true in the 0(a)-improved Wilson-type fermions. 
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actions are those which satisfy the Girisparg-Wilson relation [34]. In 
these fermion actions, explicit chiral symmetry breaking is minimal, in 
the sense that its effects are localised at each lattice site, but sufficient 
to reproduce the chiral anomaly in the continuum limit. These actions 
are still far away from being used in practical calculations 2 . 
2.1.3 The Continuum Limit 
The lattice regularises QCD with the cut-off a (lattice spacing). In order to 
simulate QCD in the continuum, we have to take the lattice spacing to zero. In 




diverges, where rap, is the dimension-full renormalised mass. It can be shown 
that there is an ultra-violet fixed point g(a) = 0 along the line mRa = 0 in the 
parameter space (g(a), rn(a)), while different values of the renormalised coupling 
constant gp, are allowed. Therefore, the continuum limit is formally reached as 
= 2N/g(a) 
2.1.4 Numerical Calculation in the Quenched Approxima-
tion 
It is difficult to numerically simulate Grassmann variables directly. However, they 
can be integrated out analytically in Lattice QCD, provided the action is bilinear 
in the fermion fields. From 
f [Jdd 	 detM, 	 (2.32) 
the vacuum expectation value of an operator 0 is 
(0) = f VUOdetM [U] e- 
SG U] 	 (2.33) 
2This is a rapidly developing field, therefore by the time this thesis is read, phenomenological 
calculations using these actions might already exist. 
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To perform the above functional integration, one can use a Monte Carlo simula-
tion. The first step is to generate a set of gauge configurations 
{UJ (i = 1,2, . . . , N 0 ) 	 ( 2.34) 
using a Markov process which samples the probability distribution 
p(U)dU - detM [U] e_ScUldU. 	 (2.35) 
Here N o  is the number of configurations. One then measures the operator 0 
on these configurations to obtain a set of measurements 10 [U]}. In the limit of 
large Non,  the average of these measurements is equal to the vacuum expectation 
value of the operator 
N 
N 	i 	
[Ui ]. 	 (2.36) 
con 
This means any Monte Carlo simulation contains a statistical error which de-
creases proportionally to 1/ \/7V. Throughout this work, we estimate the sta-
tistical errors by using the bootstrap [35], a re-sampling technique. 
The computation of the fermion matrix determinant in equation (2.33) is 
very expensive, and it has to be done in every update step in the Markov pro-
cess. There are algorithms (e.g., HMC [361) which can generate the probability 
distribution in equation (2.35) in more efficient ways than the direct calculation 
of detM. The common feature of these algorithms is that they all use auxiliary 
boson fields q, q and work in the configuration space (U, , . Because of the 
relation 
detM = f DO*D exp _fdx*(x)M_1(x), 	(2.37) 
one can use a Markov process to sample the probability distribution 
p (U, , ) dUd*d 	exp [S,, [U] 
- f dx *( x )M_ 1 ( x )] dUd*d, 	(2.38) 
and this distribution will be effectively the same as the one in equation (2.35) 
when performing functional integral in the configuration space (U, qY, q) using 
a Monte Carlo method. With this method, one does not have to calculate the 
fermion matrix determinant directly. However, when using these algorithms, one 
has to invert the fermion matrix, which is computationally expensive. Therefore 
most lattice calculations of weak matrix elements up to now have been performed 
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in the quenched approximation, in which one sets detM to a constant. This ap-
proximation is equivalent to throwing away internal quark loops. It retains the 
two most important non-perturbative features of QCD, confinement and chiral 
symmetry breaking, although it does strongly distort physics in some cases. An 
example is that a resonance in quenched QCD is stable, as the internal quark loops 
are necessary to generate the width of the resonance. This is actually the reason 
why one can use the p-meson mass to set the lattice spacing in the quenched ap-
proximation, but not in dynamical-fermion calculation. Apart from these cases, 
many numerical results obtained by using this approximation agree quite well 
with experiments. This might be explained by the fact that lattice calculations 
give dimensionless results, therefore one has to rescale quantities by powers of 
lattice spacing, which is fixed using some physical quantity (e.g., p-meson mass), 
to obtain results with correct dimensions. This rescaling procedure is equiva-
lent to taking ratios between quantities, from which one expects cancellations of 
quenching errors. 
Hadronic observables can be extracted from the mesonic or baryonic correla-
tors which are constructed by the operators that carry the same quantum numbers 
as the process in question. They can be numerically calculated from proper ma-
nipulations of quark propagators Gq (x, y) which are the inverse of the fermion 
matrix, obtained by solving 
M(x,z)Gq(z,y) = 6x, . 	 ( 2.39) 
This needs to be done on each gauge configuration U. It is important to use an 
efficient inversion algorithm here, since the fermion matrix M is large and highly 
non-local'. 
As a simple illustration, let's look at the mesoniic two-point function 
C(t;) = 	 (2.40) 
where the Euclidean time t > 0 and A 4 is the fourth component of the Euclidean 
axial vector current A, = 	After Wick contraction and the use of the 
3This means the linear equations described by equation (2.39) are strongly coupled. 
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relation Gq (x,0) = 75 G(0,x)7 5 , this correlator can be written as 
C(t;p = E e(Tr{ 4 C2 (0,x) 4 G(0,x)}). 	(2.41) 
LF 
By inserting a complete set of pseudo-scalar-meson energy eigenstates as inter-
mediate states in equation (2.40) and using the translational invariance of the 
vacuum, the correlator is now 
(0A 4 (0) In; p 126 Er. (plt 	 (2.42) C(t;1i)=> 
2E(j5) 
In the limit of large Euclidean time t, the ground state dominates, hence the 
above correlator (in the case ji= 0) can be written as 





where P) is the one-particle state and Mp is its mass. One can then take the 
correlator obtained from equation (2.41) and fit it with the function in equation 
(2.43) to extract 0A 4 IP)I and M. 
The operators and the ground state in a hadronic correlator are not guaranteed 
to have a large enough overlap such that one can obtain a reasonable signal-to-
noise ratio. This problem is more serious in heavy-quark systems. For instance, 
with a large meson mass, the correlator in equation (2.43) falls off exponentially 
very rapidly such that it might be 'buried' in the statistical noise before t is 
large enough to reach the ground-state-dominated region. Numerical techniques 
have been proposed to solve this problem by 'smearing' the operators, that is, by 
using operators with spatial extent instead of local ones [37]. In this work, we 
use fuzzed operators [38]. 
2.1.5 Discretisation Errors and 0(a) Improvement 
The Wilson fermion action has discretisation errors of 0(a), while the gauge 
action has discretisation errors of 0(a 2 ). This means, if one uses the Wilson 
fermion action, 
1. simulation results have a strong dependence on the lattice spacing, therefore 
it is difficult to control the continuum extrapolation. 
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chiral Ward identities are violated at 0(a) [27]. Therefore one expects to 
have large systematic errors when calculating quantities which are sensitive 
to chiral symmetry breaking, e.g., the parameter BK. 
the error O(arnq ) , where rnq is the quark mass, is very large in the simulation 
of a heavy-quark system. This in turn makes the extrapolations in the 
heavy-quark masses unreliable. Note that one always wants amq < 1 in the 
simulation so that the systematic errors 0(am) are under control. 
Therefore 0(a) improvement of the Wilson fermion action is strongly motivated. 
Symanzik's programme [39, 40] provides a systematic way of understanding 
the improvement of lattice actions and operators. The most important idea of 
this programme is that in the vicinity of the continuum limit, with energy well 
below the cut-off 1/a, Lattice QCD can be realised as a local effective field theory 
with the action 
Sff=So+aSl+a2 S2+... 	 (2.44) 
where S0 is just the continuum QCD action. Other terms are interpreted as 
(higher-dimensional) operator insertions in the continuum theory to define the 
effective theory. They are of the form 
Sk = f d4xk, with k > 1, 	 (2.45) 
where Lk are linear combinations of k + 4 dimensional local composite operators. 
This realisation enables one to understand 0(a) improvement in the framework 
of effective field theory [41, 42], with the continuum theory and the lattice theory 
identified as the 'full theory' and the 'local effective theory' respectively, c.f., 
OPE and effective weak Hamiltonian discussed in Chapter 1. Similarly, in the 
local effective theory, any lattice operator can be represented by a local effective 
operator 
0eff = 0 + a01 + a2 02 +..., 	 (2.46) 
where 00 is the operator in the full theory. 0k,  with k > 1, are linear combi-
nations of (Ic + dim [0 o])-dimensional operators. The coefficients in front of the 
operators, which appear in the linear combinations in forming £k and Ok,  are 
not a priori known but might be calculated order by order in g. 
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When calculating the expectation value of 0eff,  there are two sources for 0(a) 
operator insertions, L i and 0. The idea of 0(a) improvement is to add counter 
terms which cancel these operator insertions. For the QCD action, one can write 
down five dimension-five operators [40]. However, two of them amount to a renor-
malisation of the bare coupling constant and quark mass, and can therefore be 
dropped. When looking at on-shell quantities with external points well-separated, 
one can use classical equations of motion of the fields to eliminate two other op-
erators. In the end, there is only one operator left, the Sheikholeslami-Wohlert 
term 
CSW f 	 (2.47) 
which was first obtained by Sheikholeslami and Wohlert [43]. A popular lattice 
representation of the Yang-Mills field tensor F(x) is the 'clover leaf', which is 
why this operator is sometimes called the 'clover term'. In Lattice QCD, the 
Sheikholeslami-Wohlert action (clover action) is formed by adding this clover 
term to the Wilson fermion action. To improve composite operators,, one uses a 
similar procedure with symmetry constraints on the operators. 
The coefficients in front of the counter term operators in this improvement 
programme can be calculated perturbatively to a certain order a n by requiring 
that all 0(ac') (m < n) discretisation errors are cancelled. They can also be 
non-perturbatively determined such that there is no 0(aa') (Vm) error left [40]. 
When using the clover action in a lattice calculation, interesting four-quark 
operators mix with operators of lower dimension or operators of the same dimen-
sion but different chirality. (We will come back to this issue in the next subsec-
tion). Taking into account operator mixing with higher-dimension operators is a 
very complicated task in this case. Fortunately, these four-quark operators are 
already tree-level improved if the tree-level clover action, in which csw = 1, is 
used. This is why tree-level improvement is frequently used in the calculation of 
these four-quark operators, although it only removes the 0(a) error. 
An important issue in 0(a) improvement is the choice of renormalisation 
scheme. In order to solve the RGE in a simple way, one usually favours mass-
independent schemes. However, O(a) improvement is not a priori compatible 
with a mass-independent scheme. That is, the perturhative expansions for the 
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quark mass, gauge coupling and composite operators contain terms proportional 
to arnqa', where rnq is the quark mass. One way to avoid this problem is to 
modify the bare quantities by 
	
= (1 + bg amq )g, 	 (2.48) 
= (1 + bm arnq )rnq , 	 ( 2.49) 
0 = (1 + boarnq )0. 	 (2.50) 
b9 , bm and b0 should be chosen so as to cancel the remaining cut-off effects 
properly. Again, they can be calculated perturhatively to a certain order a by 
requiring that all the remaining 0(arnq 4) (k < m) discretisation errors arising 
from choosing a mass-independent scheme are cancelled. 
A similar way of understanding equation (2.50) is through the 'quark-field 
rotation' [44]. In this prescription, tree-level improvement requires a rotation of 
the quark field through 
(1+ am,) . 	 ( 2.51) 
At tree level, the 0(a) term which makes the Wilson fermion action different from 
the continuum fermion action can easily be eliminated by adding an operator to 
the Wilson fermion action. This operator contains next-to-nearest neighbour in-
teractions, so does the resultant action. However, this next-to-nearest neighbour 
action can be made to contain only nearest neighbour terms by performing the 
transformation 
(i+ arn) (1 - a) , 	 ( 2.52) 
4 	4
(i+ arn) 	 (2.53) 
The resultant action is the tree-level clover action. If we are looking at on-shell 
quantities with external points well separated, then the 17 in equations (2.52) 
and (2.53) can be replaced by —m, using equations of motion. Hence they are 
equivalent to the transformation in equation (2.51) in this case. 
To end this subsection, we address the point that it is difficult to control the 
discretisation errors of the form a nmn  in heavy-quark systems. A conventional 
method is to perform simulations in the charm-mass region then use Heavy Quark 
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Effective Theory to scale the matrix elements to the beauty-mass region. Based 
on an observation of the free-fermion propagator in Wilson fermion action, the 
authors of reference [45] propose to normalise the quark field by 
& —+ veamh/2 	 (2.54) 
instead of using equation (2.51). Here m 1 is the pole mass of the quark, and is 
related to the hare quark mass m 0 in the Wilson fermion action by 
am 1 = ln(1 + amo ). 	 (2.55) 
Evidence shows this normalisation (called the KLM normalisation) reduces dis-
cretisation errors in Lattice QCD calculation of heavy-quark systems. 
2.1.6 Operator Matching 
Let's recall the separation of short- and long-distance physics discussed in Chapter 
one. What Lattice QCD does is to provide a regularisation such that the opera-
tors, which contain long-distance QCD effects, can he calculated non-perturbatively. 
However, lattice operators are defined with a cut-off a, while the Wilson co-
efficients are usually perturbatively calculated in a continuum renormalisation 
scheme, e.g., the NDR—MS scheme. Therefore, the lattice operators have to be 
related to the operators in the same continuum scheme in which Wilson coeffi-
cients are calculated. Generically, one wants to establish the relation 
oont() = 	g)Ott(a) 	 (2.56) 
where ji is the renormalisation scale, and g is the strong coupling constant. i and 
J label the operator type, and mark the possibility of operator mixing. In addition 
to the operator mixing from colour exchange in perturbative QCD calculation, 
which happens in any regularisation, there might be extra operator mixing (with 
same or lower dimensional operators) on the lattice. In the following discussion, 
we focus on the Wilson-type fermions (including clover fermions) on the lattice. 
All quark biliniears composed of quark fields at the same lattice site require 
renormalisation on the lattice with Wilson-type fermions, as none of them are 
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symmetry currents. They can be multiplicatively renormalised [27, 46]. The 
vector and axial-vector currents do not depend on the renormalisation scale after 
being matched to the continuum scheme, in which they are symmetry currents. 
Four-quark operators are more complicated, and they are all divergent. For 
simplicity, consider a four-fermion operator 0 which can be multiplicatively renor-
malised in a continuum scheme. The matching between the lattice and the con-
tinuum scheme is of the form 
ocont = z (Qlatt + z0tt) ± zIvott 
flow (2.57) 
where the 'diagonal operator' 0latt  has the same structure as 0°', but is 'con-
taminated' by explicit chiral symmetry breaking so its matrix elements will not 
have the same chiral behaviour as the matrix elements of Qcont  The 'off-diagonal' 
operators in equation (2.57) fall into two categories: 
0 	are lower dimensional operators which mix with Qlatt  through some 
penguin contractions. The mixing with these operators is difficult to con-
trol, as the mixing coefficients ZOW  asymptotically scale like the inverse 
powers of a; hence the renormalised operator O 	is obtained by sub- 
tracting a divergent quantity from 01att,  which is also divergent, when a 
approaches zero. In the weak-interaction processes examined in this work, 
there is no such operator mixing, so we will not discuss this any further. 
Qlatt  are of the same dimension as 0latt  but have different chirality. They 
mix with olatt  as a consequence of explicit chiral symmetry breaking on the 
lattice. Hence this mixing is sometimes called chiral subtraction', as the 
coefficients Z' are tuned so that the matrix elements of 0latt + Z0tt have 
more 'continuum-like' chiral behaviour. 
There are non-perturbative methods to determine these renormalisation constants 
(matching coefficients) [47]. In this work, however, we only use renormalisation 
constants calculated from one-loop perturbation theory, as their non-perturbative 
determination for the action we use has not been done yet. This inevitably 
introduces systematic errors due to the truncation of perturbation series. 
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Perturbatively, up to one-loop level, the coefficients Z and Z' in equation 
(2.57) have the form 
Z = 1 + 	( °) ln(a) + d), 	 (2.58) 
4ir 
Zil = r2 Z*( r,g) , 
	 (2.59)' 
where (°) is the one-loop anomalous dimension and r is the same parameter 
in the Wilson fermion action (equation (2.26)). These coefficients have features 
which deserve some further discussion: 
Schematically, 0 	mix with (9!att  because a term in the quark propagator 
can violate chiral symmetry in loop diagrams. Therefore Z are of 0(a9 ). 
From the universality of the one-loop anomalous dimension, 	and 0latt 
have the same anomalous dimension at one loop, which is (°) in equation 
(2.58). This means Z do not depend upon ln(a) at this order. 
Obviously, Z' vanish in the limit r = 0, where chiral symmetry is restored. 
The scheme-dependent term d 4  in the renormalisation constant Z might 
be cancelled by tuning the scale p. However, in some cases, d is so large 
that to completely absorb it would result in a very big scale variation, 
which could make In(a) numerically large such that even higher-order log-
arithms, which we have not had a systematic way to deal with, contribute 
significantly. In practice, one performs one-loop operator matching at the 
matching scale t 	0(1/a), such that ln(za) in equation (2.58) is small. 
An issue in performing operator matching using perturbation theory is the 
choice of expansion parameter. It turns out that the bare lattice coupling 
a tt gives poor convergence of the series. Lepage and Mackenzie [48] have 
shown that a renormalised coupling constant, at some optimal scale de-
pending upon the operator in question, is a better choice. However, here 
we stress that the systematic error arising from the truncation of the per-
turbation series has to be analysed no matter which coupling constant is 
used. 
4 Note that this term is actually a next-leading logarithm. 
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2.1.7 Mean-Field (Tadpole) Improvement 
An important origin of lattice artifacts is from the expansion of the link variable 
with respect to the strong coupling constant 
U,L(x) = eiL9A 	—* 1 + iagA,(x). 	 (2.60) 
The 'tadpole-diagram' contributions at higher orders in this expansion generate 
power divergences in 1/a, which cancel the powers of a in the expansion. Lepage 
and Mackenzie [48] propose that a better expansion should be 
U(x) 	uo (1 + iagA(x)), 	 (2.61) 
where uo is the mean value of U and is meant to absorb most of the tadpole 
contributions. A gauge-invariant definition of u0 is through the mean value of 
the plaquette variable 
u0 = ( TrUP). 	 (2.62) 
The central idea of the mean-field improvement prescription is to replace U1, 
with U,/uo everywhere in the action and in operators when performing pertur-
bative calculations. As can easily be seen from equation (2.21), with the Wilson 
gauge actions, this prescription is implemented through 
= 	 (2.63) 




and using R, instead of /c, in the quark-field normalisation. For the clover action, 
one also has to replace CSW by csw/u, which has to he done at the simula-
tion time. This implemention also means that should be a better expansion 
parameter than giatt  when performing lattice perturbation theory. 
By using the mean-field improvement prescription, the large lattice artifacts 
from the contribution of tadpole diagrams can be reduced. Therefore, one expects 
the lattice theory should be more continuum-like. Evidence shows this is true. 
Some classical examples are: 
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The renormalisation constant (matching coefficient) for the lattice axial-
vector current, ZA, is closer to unity in this prescription. 
In this prescription, the tree-level 	which is 1/8u 0 when r = 1, is closer to 
the non-perturhatively measured nNP  (usually measured by PCAC relation). 
In subsection 2.1.5, we have addressed the difficulty in going beyond tree-level 
0(a) improvement in the calculation of four-quark operator matrix elements. The 
mean-field improved clover action, in which CSW = 1/u, is a convenient way of 
achieving this goal, as it removes the tadpole contributions which are higher-
order in a. However, here we stress that this prescription can formally control 
the discretisation error only at the same order as the tree-level clover action, i.e., 
at 0(a). Therefore, formally one does not have to take into account the operator 
mixing with higher-dimensional operators when using this prescription in lattice 
calculation. 
2.2 Heavy Quark Symmetry 
As mentioned in subsection 2.1.5, the 0(am) discretisation errors forbid direct 
application of Lattice QCD in the beauty-mass region, because a 1 is typically 
between two and three GeV in current lattice calculations. However, one can 
simulate heavy quark systems in the charm-mass region and scale the matrix 
elements to the beauty-mass region using Heavy-Quark-Effective-Theory inspired 
scaling relations. 
Quarks in the Standard Model fall into two categories, heavy and light, ac-
cording to the criterium that heavy quarks and light quarks have masses much 
larger and smaller than AQCD 200MeV respectively. There are two features 
which might make the strong interactions involving heavy quarks simpler: 
The heavy quark mass serves as a hard scale for performing an OPE. 
The strong coupling at the heavy-quark-mass scale is small enough such 
that perturbation theory works for QCD. 
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As we shall see later in this section, these do help in simplifying strong-interaction 
effects in heavy-quark systems. 
Consider a hadroriic system containing a heavy quark and some light quarks. 
The typical momenta exchanged between the heavy and light quarks are of 
O(AQCD). The Compton wavelength of the heavy quark, A Q , is much smaller 
than the hadronic size, Rh 1/A QCD . Therefore, the soft gluons exchanged be-
tween the heavy and light quarks cannot resolve the quantum numbers of the 
heavy quark. This means the light degrees of freedom cannot 'feel' the flavour 
and the spin of the heavy quark in the limit rnQ -+ 00. TflQ is the heavy-quark 
mass. In this limit, there is a symmetry SU(2N), where N is the number of 
heavy flavours. This Heavy Quark Symmetry has the properties: 
It is not a symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian, but rather a symmetry of a 
low-energy effective theory of QCD which involves heavy quarks. 
It does not tell us how to probe the light degrees of freedom in such a system, 
which is the difficult part. However, it does provide relations between the 
properties of heavy hadrons, like B and D mesons. These relations should 
be model-independent as they are derived from QCD in a well-defined kine-
matic limit. 
The symmetry-breaking corrections to the Heavy Quark Symmetry can be sys-
tematically studied in the framework of Heavy Quark Effective Theory. 
2.2.1 Heavy Quark Effective Theory 
Using the techniques discussed in section 1.2, it is not difficult to obtain a low-
energy effective theory describing strong interaction involving heavy quarks. The 
underlying idea is the same - integrating out the heavy degrees of freedom. 
Consider a heavy-light meson. We want to build a low-energy effective theory 
to describe this system, in which the heavy quark is almost on-shell and acts 
as a static colour source in the meson rest frame since the momentum exchange 
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of O(A QCD ) only changes the heavy-quark momentum by a negligible amount. 
According to this physical picture, we can write the heavy-quark momentum as 
PQ = rnQv + k', 	 (2.65) 
where v'1 is the hadron four-velocity and k is the (off-shell) residual momentum. 
Since the meson is on-shell, we have v 2 = 1. In order to implement this physical 
picture, we can first factor out a phase exp (—irnQv . x) from the heavy-quark 
spinor Q 
Q = 	 (2.66) 
such that the four-derivative acting upon Q in momentum space only produces 
the residual momentum k. In constructing a low-energy effective theory which 
can describe this physical picture in the limit mQ -+ oo, what we are integrating 
out is not the heavy quark. Rather, in the low-energy limit, we want to integrate 
out the heavy degrees of freedom such that pair creation cannot happen, as it 
takes 2mQ to create a quark-antiquark pair. Consider the decomposition of Q 
Q = h + H, 	 (2.67) 
= P+ Q,, 	 (2.68) 
fI = P_Q, 	 (2.69) 
where P, = (1 + ?/)/2 are projectors for positive and negative energy states. h 
is the big component of Q and annihilates a heavy quark with velocity v,, while 
H is the small component of Q and creates a heavy antiquark with the same 
velocity. If we express the heavy-quark sector of the QCD Lagrangian in terms 
of h and H, we find 
- L (Q)  — 7i (v. D) h - [lv j (v. D + 2rnQ) jv, 
+ 	4'I7 1 H + [IV iJ1.1 Lh V , 	 ( 2.70) 
where D = D - v (v. D). We observe: 
hv is massless and fI has a mass 2m Q . 
the third and the fourth terms in the above expression account for the 
interaction between h and II,  and are responsible for creating quark-
antiquark pairs. 
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We lose the symmetry between particle and anti-particle in equation (2.70). How-
ever, this expression 'factors out' the phenomena (pair creation) we want to 'in-
tegrate out'. The fact that h is massless and H,, has a mass 2rnQ is just a shift 
of the zero energy. 
So it is clear that we want to integrate out H,, to construct the effective theory, 
which is described by the Lagrangian 
£HQET = IL,,i (v. D) h,,+ 
1
(i) 2 h,,+ g 
	
(2.71) 
2rnQ 	 4TflQ rn Q2 
where gG' = —i [D, Dy]. There are some interesting features of this effective 
theory 
The leading term in £HQET  does not depend upon the heavy-quark spin and 
mass, as it has an exact SU(2N) symmetry. The Heavy Quark Symmetry 
breaking effects are systematically dealt with in the (1/m Q )Th terms. The 
operator h,,oG'h,, is the colour magnetic term which then implements 
the dependence upon heavy-quark spin at 0 (1/rnQ ). 
As mentioned above, we lose quark-antiquark symmetry in the Heavy Quark 
Effective Theory. However, heavy antiquarks can be treated by the same 
procedure and included in the Lagrangian. 
There are problems in choosing the expansion parameter in HQET, i.e., the 
parameter rrnQ has some ambiguities. These ambiguities can be shown not to 
affect physical results if other non-perturbative parameters in the theory are 
defined carefully [49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. However, in a lattice calculation, we can use 
the meson mass, which is well-defined in principle and is close to the heavy-quark 
mass, as the expansion parameter. This corresponds to a simple re-organisation 
of the expansion, and the procedure becomes free of these ambiguities. 
2.2.2 The Scaling of Matrix Elements 
We can use HQET to investigate the scaling property of matrix elements with 
respect to heavy-quark masses. The idea is, again, from the OPE introduced in 
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section 1.2. We start by expressing the full heavy-quark spirior Q in terms of h. 
At tree level, we can use the classical QCD equation of motion for Q 
(i - rnQ ) Q = 0. 	 (2.72) 
Express this equation in terms of h and il,, we find 
1 = 	 if/ ±h,, 	 (2.73) 
(iv. D + 2rnQ - 
which allows us to derive a l/mQ expansion for Q 
i  01 
Q = e m 	( i + 	+...) h. 	 (2.74) 2rn 
This expansion is used to construct the HQET operators at tree level. Note 
here 'tree level' is in the sense of hard-gluon exchanges. As an illustration, let's 
consider the axial-vector current A 1, = q'yy5 Q composed of a light quark (q) and 
a heavy quark. In HQET, this current is represented as 
A 1, = e 2m 1, ( i + 
e_mQAT. 	 (2.75) 
As for the external hadronic states, it is more convenient to use a mass-independent 
normalisation through the redefinition 
such that 
H(v)) =H(p)), 	 (2.76) 
jg (H(v')IH(v)) = 2v0(27 )33(_ ). 	 (2.77) 
We can then obtain the tree-level scaling properties for hadronic weak matrix 
elements. There are two sources of 1/rnq corrections to matrix elements. One is 
from the corrections to the operators, as equation (2.75) shows. The other one is 
from the corrections in the HQET Lagrangian in equation (2.71), i.e., corrections 
to the relation between heavy meson states in full QCD and those in HQET. For 
instance, at tree level, 
(0IAojP()) 
= (0IA T P()) 	a (1+ 	+ M 2 + ••)' 	
( 2.78) 
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where P) is the pseudo-scalar-meson state and Mp is its mass. Here we use 
meson mass as the expansion parameter. From the above equation, we obtain 
the tree-level scaling law for the decay constant, fp, of the pseudo-scalar meson 
MP MP2 
	 (2.79) 
One can then perform the matching of QCD onto HQET using the idea in-
troduced in section 1.2, which separates the short-distance and long-distance 
strong-interaction effects. Note that all quark biliniears require renormalisation 
in HQET, since the vector and axial-vector currents are not symmetry currents in 
this effective field theory. In this matching procedure, one takes into account the 
hard-qluon exchanges, and HQET operators also have logarithmic dependence 
upon heavy-quark masses beyond the tree level. Renormalisation Group tech-
niques can be used to sum these logarithms when scaling the matrix elements 
between two heavy-quark masses. 
2.3 Chiral Perturbation Theory 
As mentioned in section 2.1, chiral symmetry is explicitly broken in Wilson-type 
fermions. This has the consequence 
• There is an additive mass renormalisation. 
• Lattice operators do not have the chiral behaviour of their continuum coun-
terparts. 
Chiral Perturbation Theory is heavily used in lattice calculations for the following 
reasons: 
1. It offers a way to subtract the additive mass renormalisation (often repre-
sented by n, introduced in subsection 2.1.2) non-perturhatively. 
2. In practice, it is very difficult to perform lattice simulations near the zero-
quark-mass limit, as this requires a big lattice to accommodate the large 
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Compton wavelength of the very light particle, and the currently avail-
able fermion-matrix-inversion algorithms become inefficient when the light-
quark mass is small. We therefore need ChPT to guide the extrapolation 
of matrix elements to the zero-quark-mass limit. 
ChPT is a valid method to examine the chiral behaviour of matrix ele-
ments resulting from lattice calculations, and quantify systematic errors 
arising from the fact that lattice operators do not have the 'correct' chiral 
behaviour. 
2.3.1 The Realisation of Chiral Symmetry in 
Strong Interactions 
In the chiral limit, where u, d and s quarks are massless, the QCD Lagrarigian 
has a global flavour symmetry C = SU(3)L0SU(3)R (We disregard the UA(1) 
anomaly for the time being, and baryon number UB(1) is not relevant in the 
present discussion). This means the Lagrangian is invariant under independent 
transformations of the left-handed and right-handed quarks (qj. and q)  in flavour 
space 
	
qL 	gLqL, 	 (2.80) 
G 
qR 	+ gRqR, 	 (2.81) 
gL,R 	E 	SU(3)L,R. 	 (2.82) 
However, this chiral symmetry is not a symmetry of the light-hadron spec-
trum. Instead, what have been observed are: 
there is no degenerate multiplets with opposite parity for hadrons in SU(3)v 
representations. 
the octet of pseudo-scalar mesons is much lighter than all other hadronic 
states. 
These strongly suggest that the axial symmetry is spontaneously broken, and the 
mesons in the pseudo-scalar octet are pseudo-scalar Goldstone bosons. 
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2.3.2 Constructing the Chiral Lagrangian 
Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) [54] is a low-energy effective field theory 
which describes the strong interaction between light hadrons with energy below 
the chiral-symmetry-breaking scale. It deals with hadrons, instead of quarks. 
Since we do not know how to directly (perturbatively) derive the hadronic inter-
actions in this regime from QCD, due to confinement, we do not know how to 
match QCD onto ChPT. The techniques developed in section 1.2 do not apply 
in the chiral regime either, as there is no 'heavy scale' in this regime from which 
we can perform an OPE. These are the main reasons why strong interactions of 
light-quark systems are more difficult to understand than those of systems con -
taming heavy quarks. However, we know the symmetry properties of the QCD 
Lagrangian in the chiral regime, and we know that any low-energy effective the-
ory of QCD in this regime is constrained by these symmetry properties [41]. We 
can then parameterise the unknown QCD dynamics in a few parameters, which 
can be determined by comparison with experimental data, in the construction of 
CFIPT. 
Because of the mass gap between the pseudo-scalar octet and other hadrons, 
we can build a low-energy effective field theory containing only the pseudo-scalar 
Goldstone particles. This theory, as a valid effective theory of strong interac-
tions in the chiral regime, should realise the chiral symmetry in the same way as 
described in the last subsection. 
The dynamical variable is a unitary 3 x 3 field E. Under SU(3)L 0 SU(3)R, 
it transforms as 
	
= LRt, 	 (2.83) 
where L (R) is an element of SU(31)L(R). The field E is written as 
L1 
= exp 
v2 (D  
LT] ' 	 ( 2.84) 
where f is some constant which will he understood later, and '1 is constructed 
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The effective Lagrangian L eff is constructed from the dynamical variable 
and is required to be invariant under the transformation in equation (2.84), and 
has a vacuum expectation value of the form 
100 
()vEv 	0 1 0 	, 	 (2.86) 
001 
which implements spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. Since we are building 
up a low-energy effective theory, we expand L eff in powers of four-momenta, i.e., 
four-derivatives &L.  Parity conservation requires an even number of derivatives 
in each term, so the lowest-order (0(T2))  non-trivial effective chiral Lagranigiari 
is given by the term 
IC2 = 	Tr (Dta) 	 (2.87) 
However, as the low-energy effective theory of strong interaction, the chiral La-
grangian should explicitly break the chiral symmetry in the same way as the 
QCD Lagrangian does, i.e., by any non-vanishing quark mass'. In this case, the 
lowest-order chiral Lagrangian is 
IC2 = Tr (ata) + vTr (M + tMt) 	 (2.88) 
where v is some unknown parameter, and M is the quark-mass matrix 
M, 0 0 
M = 	0 md 0 	, 	 (2.89) 
0 0 m 
more complicated pattern of chiral symmetry breaking has been investigated by Knecht 
and Stern in [55]. This leads to a slightly different effective theory known as the Generalised 
Chiral Perturbation Theory. 
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This lowest-order chiral Lagrangian contains a lot of interesting information. 
By expanding E in powers of 1, one obtains the relation between quark masses 
and squared meson masses [56] 
= m2 	4v 
70 
= (rn, + md), (2.90) 
77 
4v (m + md + 4rn\ = 	
), 
(2.91)  f2 3 
M1 ±  
4 v = 	- (m 	+ rrt), (2.92) 
M1 0 
4v = 	j- (rni + mn). (2.93) 
These relations tell us the term vTr (M + YitMt) is of 0(p 2 ). The unknown 
parameters f and v can be identified as 
f = 	132MeV, 	 (2.94) 
—2v = (0uI0) (chiral condensate), 	 (2.95) 
in the lowest order. 
One can perform loop calculations using the Lagrangian in equation (2.88) 
for interesting low-energy hadronic phenomenology. These loops from the 0(p 2 ) 
chiral Lagrangian generate terms like 
4 /2), 
which are called chiral logarithms 
and are of 0(p4). In addition, these loops also result in divergent terms which are 
of 0(p4 ). These divergences can be regularised by adding 0(p 4 ) operators, whose 
coefficients can be determined by experiments, to the chiral Lagrangiani 6 . There 
are ten such 0(p 4 ) operators from the symmetry constraint. This is a general 
feature in the regularisation of ChPT, that higher-order couplings often depend 
upon the number of loops from the lower-order Lagrangian. 
From the above discussion, we have seen two ingredients of the 0(p 4 ) chiral 
Lagrangiari 
• One-loop graphs from the lowest-order Lagrangian. 
6 1f a hard cut-off A is used to regularise the theory, there will be divergent terms proportional 
to A4 /f 4 . However, these terms must vanish, since they imply the existence of a chirally 
invariant term constructed from E without derivatives and masses, in the chiral Lagrangian. 
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• The most general tree-level 0(p4)  Lagrangian, LI I , constrained by symmetry 
properties of the QCD Lagrangian. 
We end this subsection by mentioning the third ingredient - the Wess-Zumino-
Witten functional [57] which accounts for the chiral anomaly. 
2.3.3 ChPT for Operators 
The general strategy to deal with composite operators in ChPT consists of two 
steps [58]: 
Construct the operator in each irreducible representation of SU(3)L ® SU(3)R 
by a linear combination of all possible ChPT operators in that representa-
tion to a certain order in p. Again, the coefficients in this linear combination 
are riot a priori known. 
Up to the same order in p, express the operator in question by a linear 
combination of the irreducible operators constructed in the first step. This 
can be done using the standard trick of tensor decomposition. 
We will leave the second step until we perform calculations for kaon mixing and 
decay in chapter 4 
To classify a four-quark operator in a certain irreducible representation of 
SU(3)1. ® SU(3)R, we label it by (a, b), where a is the SU(3)L and b is the 
SU(3)R irreducible representation for the operator. For instance, an operator 
labeled by (8,1) means it is SU(3)L octet and SU(3)R singlet'. In ChPT, most 
interesting irreducible representations for four-quark operators have the generic 
forms 
(8,1) -+ 	aTr (00,t) + 3Tr (EM + 	Mtt), (2.96) 
(27, 1) —+ 	-r,' (öt), (2.97) 
(8,8) —+ 	8tj ik1 , (2.98) 
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to the lowest order in which these operators scale non-trivially, a, 3, 'y  and 5 are 
unknown parameters to he determined by experimental data or lattice calcula-
tions. ,\ is the constant matrix which picks out the suitable octet components for 
the operator in question. T and t are tensors arising from tensor decomposition 
for the operators. Obviously, the values of their components depend upon the 
operators in question. 
In lattice calculations for weak matrix elements in the chiral regime, relations 
such as those given in equations (2.96), (2.97) and (2.98) can guide the chiral 
extrapolation with respect to meson mass and recoil variable. For instance, when 
external mesonic states are on-shell and carry the same momentum, ChPT at 
0(p2 ) predicts matrix elements for (8, 8) operators approach constants (equation 
(2.98)), while matrix elements for (8, 1) and (27, 1) operators approach zero in 
the chiral limit (equations (2.96) and (2.97)). 
Chapter 3 
B0 —B0 Mixing & 
Heavy-light Decay Constants 
Being a FCNC process, B ° —B ° mixing system is a good testing ground for heavy-
flavour physics and possible new physics beyond the Standard Model. In partic-
ular, the study of B ° —B ° oscillations allows a clean extraction of the magnitude 
of the poorly known CKM matrix element Vtd.  However, the accuracy of this de-
termination is currently limited by the theoretical uncertainty in the calculation 
of the matrix element, 
Mbd = (B°IO 2 IB°) 
= (°p(1 - -y5 )dby(1 - y 5 )dB °). 	 (3.1) 
In this chapter, we review here the phenomenological analysis of this mixing 
process in detail, as many of the same ideas can be used in the kaon system, 
which will be discussed in the next chapter. We then present a high-statistics 
lattice calculation of matrix elements and ratios relevant for extracting I VdI from 
neutral B meson mixing. These include the matrix elements for B ° —B ° mixing 
and BO_ S B .0 mixing, the hag parameters associated with these matrix elements, 
the decay constants fB  and j,  and the ratios amongst them. 
There have been many lattice calculations of fB  and fB4.  However, for the 
matrix elements of B O ) —B ) mixing processes and their hag parameters, lattice 
51 
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calculations have only been done using propagating heavy quarks from the Wilson 
fermion action' [59, 60, 61, 62] or static heavy quarks [63, 64, 65]. As discussed in 
subsection 2.1.5, lattice calculations of these matrix elements and bag parameters 
using the Wilson fermion action have potentially large 0(arn4) systematic 
errors, as B ) —B ) mixing processes involve heavy quarks. Using static heavy 
quarks in lattice calculations avoids this problem, as the static theory  does not 
involve the mass of the heavy quark. However, lattice calculations for the matrix 
elements of four-quark operators using static heavy quarks contain big systematic 
errors arising from the operator matching between the lattice and the continuum 
scheme [66], as the one-loop corrections to the matching coefficients are large [67]. 
In this work, we use propagating heavy quarks from the mean-field improved 
clover action, which is the most-improved Wilson-type fermion action available 
in calculating matrix elements of four-quark operators so far (c.f., the discussion 
in subsection 2.1.5). We perform lattice simulations at two small values of lattice 
spacing, corresponding to 13 = 6.0 and 3 = 6.2. Given the fact that discretisation 
errors play an important role in lattice calculations of heavy-quark systems, using 
the mean-field improved clover action is expected to significantly reduce the sys-
tematic errors. Combining this feature with the use of propagating heavy quarks, 
we can more reliably investigate the heavy-quark-mass scaling of B ) _B ) mix-
ing matrix elements and their bag parameters. Decay constants for D8 and D 
mesons are also calculated in this work. 
3.1 Phenomenology of B° —B ° Mixing 
In the Standard Model, neutral meson mixing can occur from the flavour mixing 
implemented via the CKM matrix. In this section, we first give a review of a 
purely phenomenological analysis of the B°—B ° mixing process. We then show 
'This is known as 'the conventional method' in the literature. In this method, lattice simula-
tions are done at several heavy-quark masses. HQET is then used to scale the matrix elements 
to the physical B meson mass 
'The static theory is the leading-order heavy quark effective theory in the mesonic rest 
frame. 
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how the Standard Model dynamics describes this process. After factorising out 
the matrix element which requires a non-perturbative calculation due to confine-
ment of QCD, we discuss how to approximate this matrix element by vacuum 
saturation and how to parameterise it in terms of the bag parameter. 
3.1.1 Phenomenological Description 
In this subsection, we relate the strength of B ° —B ° oscillations to a quantity 
which can be measured in experiments. By looking at the time evolution, we can 
work out the mass eigenstates of this oscillation system, and the mass difference 
between these eigenstates. This mass difference is then experimentally measur-
able. In order to achieve this, we only have to resort to quantum mechanics. 
The states I B°) and B ° are eigenstates of the strong interaction, but they are 
not eigenstates of the weak interaction, through which they can decay. Obviously, 
they are not CP eigenstates either. Here we choose the convention such that under 
the CP transformation 
CPIB°) = - L ° ) 	 ( 3.2) 
CPB°) = —B ° . (3.3) 
Under flavour mixing, the time evolution of the B ° —B ° system can be de-




where M and F are both Hermitian matrices with positive eigenvalues, so M 
accounts for the propagation part and F accounts for the decay part of the B°—B ° 
oscillation system. If we write the B ° —B ° system as a two-component wave 
function 
= (A@) = A(t)B °) + B(t)B ° ), 	 (3.5) 
then the time-evolution equation is 
= ft(t)). 	 (3.6) dt 
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The diagonal elements of H should be equal, as required by CPT invariance of 
equation (3.6). Also, Hermiticity of M and F implies M21 = M1' 2 and F21  =17 1*2  
Therefore, H has the general form 
( h 
(3.7) 
q2 h)'  
where h, p2 arid q2 are complex numbers. Note that the off-diagonal elements p 2 
and q 2 serve as effective Hamiltonians for the transition from B ° to B° and the 
transition from B° to B° respectively. 
Diagonalising this matrix, we find that the eigenstates are 
1 
JBL , $ ) = 	 [p B0 ) + q')] 	 (3.8) 
\/IPI2 + JqF 
From equation (3.2) and (3.3), BL,S) will be CP eigeristates if p = q. This 
condition, together with Herrniticity of M and F, implies that M12 and F 12 are 
real if there is no CP violation through B°—B° oscillation. This means 
1+_JMi2—Fi2_i 	
(3.9) 
1—c 	q 	 12 
which then tells us 
(B ° IteffIB° ) 	- F12 = M21 - F21 	(B1effB° ), 	(3.10) 
where Heff  is a low-energy effective Hamiltonian for this process. 
In the real world, however, it might be the case that p 54 q. Therefore M12 
and 1712  are not real, and CP violation can occur 3. As we will see in the next 
subsection, the dominant Standard-Model contributions to B°—B° oscillations 
are the box diagrams involving top quarks in the loops. Therefore, one can show, 
by using perturbative calculations in scattering theory and complex analysis, that 
it is reasonable to assume 
1mM12 
< 1, 	 (3.11) ReM 12 
ImF 12 
< 1. 	 (3.12) 
ReF 12 
'Here we stress that neutral meson mixing does not necessarily mean that there will he CP 
violation, but it does provide interfering amplitudes that can cause CP violation. 
— 
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W 
B ° u,c,t I 	I u,c,t B ° 
b 	W 	d 
Figure 3.1: One of the Standard Model AB = 2 box diagrams for B°—B° mixing. 
The eigerivalues of H are non-degenerate, and their difference is 
Ah = (ML — MS) — (FL — FS) 
= Am - 	2ReM 12 - iReF 12 , 	 ( 3.13) 
where we have used the assumption in equations (3.11) and (3.12). Arn and A'y 
can be experimentally measured from the time development of a neutral B meson 
state which is produced via a strong-interaction process, and therefore starts as 
either a pure B ° or B ° at t = 0. On the other hand, they can be theoretically 
calculated because M12 and F 12 account for the effective Hamiltonian '(eff  of 
B ° —B ° mixing 
MBO\/(2ReM12) 2 + (Re F 12 ) 2 = (BJ9teffB)I, 	 (3.14) 
where MBO is the B ° meson mass, and it appears due to the normalisation of 
pseudo-scalar meson states. 
3.1.2 B°—B ° Mixing via the LB = 2 Box Diagram 
In this subsection, we discuss Keff,  which appears in equation (3.14), in the 
absence of QCD. QCD effects will be discussed in the next two subsections. 
In the framework of the Standard Model, the dominant short-distance elec-
troweak contribution to the B ° —B ° mixing comes from the AB = 2 box diagram 
shown in figure 3.1. Disregarding QCD effects, we can perform the OPE in the 
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pure electroweak sector and write the effective Hamiltonian of this /2KB == 2 pro-




iB=2 G M 
= 	 ( Vb)(bV)So (x i , x) LL,d 
ij 
where x i = m/M and i = u, c, t. The left-left four-quark operator is 
-' 	= LL,d 	[(i - 5 )d]  
S0 (x, x) is the relevant Inami-Lim function [16] which can be written as 





A 0 (x,x) 
B0(x,x) = 
1xlnx 





(1 - x)(1 - x) (x - x)(1 - x)2 	i)]. 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
The u-quark contribution in the loop can be eliminated using the unitarity of the 
CJKM matrix and setting x = 0. Therefore, the /.B = 2 effective Hamiltonian 
can be written as 
,HAB=2 = 167r 2M {(vCb)2F(xC) + (V1) 2 F(x) + 	 Xt)] 
(3.20) 
where F(x) and G(x,y) are functions given in [16]. In the limit x < 1 and 
Xt >> 1, they have the asymptotic behaviour 
F(x) - X c , 	 ( 3.21) 
F(x) '-i x, 	 (3.22) 
G(x, Xt) 	-' ln—. 	 (3.23) 
x c 
Note that in equation (3.20), all the CKM factors are of 0(A 6 ). Therefore, the 
internal top quark dominates the loop in the AB = 2 box diagram, because of 
the large rnj . The LB = 2 effective Hamiltonian can then be written as 
,B=2 	G2F
MW(V tb1) 2 So (x t ) Ltd , 	 ( 3.24) 
0B=  2 
eff,d = 167r2 
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L 
	EO B° 	EO 
Figure 3.2: The long-distance electroweak contributions to the B ° —B° mixing 
to a very good approximation. S0(x) is just the abbreviation for S o (x i , Xi), and 
is actually F(x t ) in this case. This effective Hamiltonian is roughly proportional 
to m 2  because of the asymptotic behaviour of the Inami-Lim function S o (x t ) 
(equation (3.22)). 
There are also long-distance electroweak contributions to B o —[3 0 mixing in 
the framework of the Standard Model. Figure 3.2 shows the diagrams for these 
contributions. They involve only the charm or up quarks in the intermediate 
states, and are actually composed of two A B = 1 decay process. Therefore, 
the long-distance effects are suppressed by the factor (M/  m) c 4 x iO 
in comparison with short-distance effects 4 , given the fact that the CKM 
factors in front of them are the same as the ones in the /2iB = 2 box 
diagram. 
the F 12 contribution in equation (3.14) is suppressed, i. e., ReF 12  << 2R,eM 12 , 
as F is determined by the rate of the decay of the neutral mesons. 
We then can conclude that the AB = 2 box diagram with the top quark in 
the loop dominates the electroweak contribution to the B ° —B ° oscillation. The 
effective Hamiltonian, in the absence of QCD, is given by equation (3.24), and 
its matrix element can he related to the mass difference of the eigenstates of this 
oscillating system through equation (3.14) 
Arad = 2MBO IM121 = 	0 7 B=2 IB O ) 
	
(3.25) 
'The factor MA is from the phase space of B meson decays 
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where we have used the fact that 1mM 12  << ReM 2 and ReF 12 << 2ReM12 . MBO 
is the mass of the B ° meson, and the factor 2MB 0 arises from the normalisation 
of the neutral-meson state. We see B ° —B ° mixing has the property that it allows 
a clean extraction of jVtdj,  as it is experimentally measurable and only involves 
the top-quark contribution in its theoretical evaluation 5 . The analyses of other 
neutral meson mixing processes are less clear and therefore do not allow clean 
extractions of CKM matrix elements. For instance: 
D° —D° mixing is much less clean than B ° —B ° mixing. The short-distance 
AC = 2 box diagram has d, s and h quarks in the loop. The b-quark 
contribution is suppressed by its CKM factor, and the GIM cancellation 
suppresses the d- and s-quark contributions. Worse is that the long-distance 
electroweak effect receives an 0(102)  enhancement from CKM factors, in 
comparison with the box diagram. Therefore, we cannot reliably predict 
the propagation part (ReM 12 ) of this mixing process, as it is unclear how 
the long-distance effect contributes. 
In K ° —K ° mixing, the c-quark contribution to the loop in the AS = 2 
box diagram is not suppressed. Instead, it is about sixteen times bigger 
than the t-quark contribution. This is because the c-quark CKM factor is 
of Q(\2),  while the t-quark CKM factor is of 0(\b0).  This mixing process 
also receives an important contribution from the long-distance effects, since 
the long-distance contributions involve pions as intermediate meson states 
such that the CKM factor is also 0(A 2 ), and the mass ratio (M/rn) is 
not small and can be compensated by the large Al = 1/2 enhancement of 
non-leptonic kaon decays. 
3.1.3 Next-to-Leading-Logarithm Analysis 
of Short-Distance QCD Effect 
Using the techniques introduced in section 1.2, we can examine the short-distance 
Q CD effect in There is no operator mixing from gluon exchange in this 
51½b1 is well-constrained to be very close to unity. 
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Figure 3.3: Some examples of two-loop diagrams which contribute to B ° —B ° 
mixing in the full Standard Model 
process, as the Fierz transformed left-left operator reproduces itself. Taking into 
account the short-distance QCD effects, the effective Hamiltonian can be written 
as 
	
iAB=2 - 	 \IB=2(1) 	 (3.26) eff,d 	- 167r 2 
Note that the four-quark operator is divergent and requires renormalisation. The 
dependence of the renormalisation scale i in the operator 011=2  (p) and the 
Wilson coefficient C12 ( 1u) should cancel each other, since the box diagram in 
the full Standard Model is finite and made up of symmetry currents. Solving the 
RGE, the Wilson coefficient C 2 () can be found to have the form 
C 2() = U 2 (j, MW)  C 2 (Mw), 	 (3.27)  
AB 
as in equation (1.47). The Next-to-Leading-Logarithm Approximation (NLLA) 
of this Wilson coefficient [68] is obtained from one-loop matching and two-loop 
running, in which the next-to-leading logarithms are summed and the 0(a 3 ) 
scheme ambiguity is removed. One-loop matching requires calculation of two-loop 
diagrams in the full Standard Model, as shown in figure 3.3. In LLA, matching 
is performed at tree-level and C 2 (Mw) only depends upon the Inami-Lim 
function So (x). However, G 2  (Mw ) takes the form 
a (Mw ) 
C 2 (iVI) = So (x 1 )+ 	 [S1 (x) + F(Mw,,t1)S0(x) + BS 0 (x)], (3.28) 
where 	is the renormalisation scale for the top-quark mass. S 1 (x) is func- 
tion arising from the two-loop calculation in the full Standard Model. B t and 
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F(Mw, ) are of the form (in the NDR-MS scheme) 
as0 (x) 	[L 
= y 	
1 
Xj 	 (3.29) 
axt 
N 	N 2 -1 
B = 	
2N + 3 2N 	
(3.30) 
where N is the number of colours, .y5) is the one-loop y function for the running 
top-quark mass. Note that the /it dependences of S (J (x t ), Si (x t ) arid F(Mjt 1 ) in 
equation (3.28) should cancel amongst each other at Q(ci,). This li t dependence 
actually amounts to a 9% variation of the matrix element (B Heffd B) in LLA, 
if pt is varied in the range 100GeV < pt < 300GeV. However, this ambiguity is 
reduced to 1% in NLLA [6]. The NLLA scale-evolution function for the Wilson 
coefficient (between Mw and it  0(1GeV)  ) takes the form (c.f., equation (1.63)) 
-d+ 
r rLB=2 	 _______ _ 
UNLLA(/t,MW) = [ i + _ 	
I at) 1 	
[_ a
9 (Mw) 1 




,61 	2'+ J+ = d- 	 (3.32) Oo 2/3o 
(0) 
d 	- 	 (3.33) 
- 
= 102-38rij /3, form the two-loop QCD f3 function. -y and- y ( i) are one- and 
two-loop anomalous dimensions of the operator °E2 in the NDR-MS scheme, 
= 4 arid = —7 + 4n 1 /9. This evolution function sums up leading and 
next-to-leading logarithms and gives a 1% scale uncertainty when being used to 
run between 0(M) and 0(1GeV). It is convenient to factor out the ft dependent 
part of U(1i, Mw) as 
\ 	( 	-(1+  bNLLA ) = () 	 [i + 
aj+]. 	
(3.34) 
The NLLA scale-evolution function for the AB = 2 four-fermion operator (be-
tween two scales y j and it2)  has the form (c.f., equation (1.72)) 
B=2   a(iii) 	1 [as(iti)1 	I 	a, ( /12 ) 	I + J+  . ( 3.35) UNLLA ( iti,it2) = [i - 	J+] a()] 	L' 4  
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3.1.4 Vacuum Saturation and the Bag Parameter 
We have reviewed the phenomenology of B ° —B ° mixing, the construction of 
9%B=2 and the analysis of short-distance QCD effects in NLLA. However, the 
Fiadroriic matrix element (B ° I0E 2 (ji)B ° ) requires a non-perturhative calcu-
lation due to confinement of QCD. Before presenting the lattice calculation of 
this matrix element, we introduce the vacuum-saturation (VS) approximation 
[69] which leads to parameterising non-perturbative four-quark matrix elements 
in terms of the Bag parameters (B parameters). 
The idea of VS is to insert the lowest-lying state ('the vacuum) in every possible 
way between the currents which compose the four-quark operator in question. 
This approximation is certainly dubious. However, we will see why it is in-
structive to look at the vacuum-saturated matrix elements of four-quark opera-
tors. 
We now proceed with the matrix element 
O( 	B 0 ) = ( 13 0  [by(i - y 5 )d] [674 (1 - 	-y,) d] I B0), 	(3.36) 
which has to be calculated non-perturbatively. We insert the vacuum state be-
tween the currents. There are four possible ways to perform the insertion, as 
there are four quark propagators and the external states are colour singlets. This 
is equivalent to stating that there are four possible Wick contractions. These four 
contractions are equal in pairs, which gives a symmetry factor 2. Therefore, the 
result of the VS approximation of the above matrix element is 
(O Q2( 	BO) vs =2 { (° 1 6.7p (1 - 5 )d o) KU 	(1 - 5)d B0) 
	
+ (60  L(i - 5 )d o) (o (1 - 75)d B0) }, 
(3.37) 
where a and 3 are colour indices. From parity and Lorentz invariance, the vector 
current matrix element between vacuum and a B meson should he zero. There-
fore, only the axial-vector current contributes to the right-hand side of equation 
(3.37). Its matrix elements between the vacuum and a B meson are 
(o b 5 d I B o (p)) = —ifB pexp(—ip. x) 
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(o b yy 5 d B0(p)) = — ifBpexp(ip. x), (3.38) 
where the second equation follows from the fact that the B meson is a colour 
singlet. pL  is the four-momentum carried by the B meson and fB  is the B-meson 
decay constant. Therefore, the VS approximation gives the relation 
(B°IO 2 (iiB°) vs = 	 ( 3.39) 
An immediate observation tells us the VS approximation cannot he right in 
this case. The matrix element depends upon the renormal-
isation scale p, while the vacuum saturated one does not. Hence we introduce 
the Bag parameter (B parameter). The B parameter for a four-quark matrix ele-
ment is defined to be the ratio between the matrix element itself and its vacuum-
saturated counterpart. In the case of 02,  the B parameter BB is 
(BoOB= 2  LL,d ti') B °) - (B° Q .B = 2(ii) B°) 
BB() = ( B0OLLd i i 
) I
B°) vs - 	
( 3.40) 
B=2 ( 	 W MB 
BB depends upon ft in the same way as Q2  does, so we can define the 
renormalisation-scale independent B parameter BB by multiplying it by b(u) 
introduced in equation (3.34) 
BE = b =2(/)BB(). 	 (3.41) 
3.2 Lattice Calculation 
Our goal is to non-perturbatively calculate the matrix element 
Mbd() = ( ° pOe 2 (1B ° ), 	 ( 3.42) 
using Lattice QCD to extract lVtdl  from B ° —B ° oscillations. However, this ma-
trix element is of dimension four. Hence it has a strong dependence upon lattice 
spacing a, which is typically determined in quenched calculations at the level of 
10%. Furthermore, there will he discretisation errors proportional to 0(arn4), 
where rnq is quark mass. Since rnq is quite large for a heavy quark, these system-
atic errors could be sizable. Therefore, Mbd  is expected to be determined with 
rather large uncertainties. There are two remedies to these problems: 
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The experimental error on IVt is constrained to be within 10%. Therefore, 
we can calculate the flavour-SU(3) breaking ratio 
Tsd = 
Mb3
, 	 ( 3.43) 
Mbd 
from which we can extract V5/14. It is reasonable to expect that many 
theoretical uncertainties in the calculations of M9 and Mbd  will cancel in 
this ratio. First, it is obvious that this dimensionless quantity has a milder 
dependence upon a than the matrix elements themselves. Secondly, if we use 
the same heavy-quark masses for Mb,  and  Mbd  in the lattice calculation of 
r j then use HQET to extrapolate it to the beauty-mass regime, we expect 
significant cancellations of the discretisation errors in Mb,  and  Mbd.  Also, 
the renormalisation-scale dependence of Mb,  and  Mbd  will cancel which 
means we can reduce systematic errors arising from 
• operator matching between the lattice and the continuum scheme. 
• running in the continuum scheme. 
From the discussion in the last section, it is clear we can calculate the B 
parameter BB and the decay constant fB,  then use them and the experi-
mentally measured B ° meson mass to obtain Mbd. BE is a dimensionless 
quantity formed by taking ratio between some closely related matrix ele-
ments (Mbd and 1 (0 1 A ,1 13') 1 2),  so we expect that it will suffer less from the 
discretisation errors than the matrix element Mbd. .fB is of dimension one, 
which is still expected to be better controlled than Mbd. 
In this work, we calculate Tsd  directly from Mb8/Mbd and indirectly by com-
bining BB,/BB  and  .fB3/.fB.  We also present results of the B parameters and 
decay constants. We estimate the statistical errors of these quantities using a 
bootstrap analysis [35]. One thousand bootstrap samples are created in the anal-
ysis. 
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters 
/3 Csw = I/U3 lattice size # of configs. 
6.0 1.48 163 x 48 498 
6.2 1.44 24 3  x 48 188 
3.2.1 Simulation Details 
Lattice simulations are performed in the quenched approximation at two /3 values 
using the mean-field (tadpole) improved Sheikholeslami-Wohlert (clover) action 
it 
= Sw - 	 x)a,Pq(x), 	 (3.44) 
where u0 = (TrU/3 1 /4 , Sw is the standard Wilson fermion action, P. is the 
clover-leaf representation of the Yang-Mills field-strength tensor. The Wilson 
r parameter is set to unity in the simulation. Table 3.1 gives some simulation 
parameters. The quenched gauge configurations are generated using an over-
relaxed [70, 71] Cabibbo-Marinari [72] algorithm. The quark propagators are 
generated using the algorithms described in reference [73]. 
We use three it values for the light-quark masses, which then give six light-
meson masses ranging from approximately 435 MeV to 815 MeV 6 . We use prop-
agating heavy quarks in the charm-mass regime and use HQET to extrapolate 
matrix elements, B parameters, decay constants and flavour-SU(3) breaking ra-
tios to the beauty-mass regime. We have five ic values for heavy-quark masses at 
each 0. However, only three of them are used in calculating four-fermion operator 
matrix elements and B parameters at 13 = 6.2. This is due to a shortage of disk 
space. The it values are summarised in table 3.2. 
Throughout this work, we only fuzz [38] the propagator of the heavier quark 
in a heavy-light and light-light meson. For a light-light meson composed of de-
generate quarks, we fuzz one of the quarks. The other quark in the meson is 
always non-fuzzed (and non-smeared). 
'As we will show later, the central values of the lattice spacing are 	= 1.96 GeV at 
= 6.0 and a 1 = 2.57 GeV at P = 6.2. 
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Table 3.2: ic values used for quark masses. 'i  and 'h  are ii values for light- and 
P
s heavy-quark masses. aM1 means the mass of the degenerate light-light pseudo-
scalar meson formed by (/cl,1s1) in lattice unit. aMPS means the mass of the 
heavy-light pseudo-scalar meson formed by (I'ih, r1h) in lattice unit, where r,1h  is 
the r, value corresponding to the heaviest light-quark mass 

























In this work, we want to use the KLM normalisation  introduced in equation 
(2.54). Therefore, we have to multiply the lattice quark field q by \,/1 + amo/2ç, 
qKLM = 1 + amoJ i"i q = 1 + - ) (3.45) 
The critical hopping parameter K c in the above equation is determined non-
perturbatively by a spectral calculation, which will be presented in subsection 
3.4.1. Taking into account the mean-field improvement, we have to modify the ic 
values according to equation (2.64), so 
I 	1 	i 	1 
qKLM = 1 + arn'2Kq uoq = Ii + \ - - 	2ic q uoq. 	(3.46) 2u0 k q 
where rn 1 denotes the mean-field improved bare quark mass. u0 is determined 
'The KLM normalisation is based upon the observation of the tree-level fermion propagator 
in the Wilson fermion action. The clover term in equation (3.44) is of 0(g), so the tree-level 
fermion propagator is the same as the one in the Wilson fermion action. 






Figure 3.4: Three-point function for the B ° —B ° mixing. 
non-perturbatively from the numerical calculation of (TrU/3) 4 as obtained from 
the gauge configurations we have. 
3.2.2 Correlation Functions 
In order to extract the matrix elements Mbd, Mbs and the B parameters BB and 
BB., we use the three-point correlation function 
C3 (t 1 , t2) = 	( P(17, t2)oB=2(j  0)P(, t 1 )), 	 (3.47) 
where PF(,  t) = h751 is the fuzzed operator such that 	0 creates a pseudo- 
scalar meson composed of the heavy antiquark h and the light quark 1, at position 
i and (Euclidean) time t. 0B=2(5 0 ) 8 is a LB = 2 operator at position O arid 
time 0, the subscript L means that it is not smeared and not fuzzed. The sum-
mation over the spatial points 1 and g means this correlation function describes 
interactions of zero-spatial-momentum mesons. On the lattice, there is more than 
one AB = 2 operator which can contribute to this mixing process because of ex-
plicit chiral symmetry breaking. We will discuss this issue in the next section. 
This correlation function can be written as a product of four quark propagators 
through Wick contraction, which is schematically depicted in figure 3.4. 
'We perform the lattice simulation with heavy-quark masses around that of the charm, and 
light-quark masses around that of the strange. Mesons composed these quarks do not have 
counterparts in the real world. Therefore, strictly speaking, here we should call this operator 
0iH=2 However, to avoid cumbersome notation, we still call 1 t QLB2 
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Here we want to discuss the time slices t 1 and t 2 in equation (3.47). The 
correlation function in this equation means there is a neutral meson at 11 and its 
anti-particle is at t 2 . We move these two time slices along the time direction and 
always keep the operator OeB=2 (0, 0) at the space time point (, 0). Suppose we 
have a lattice with T lattice points along the time direction. Periodic boundary 
condition means t = 0 is equivalent to t = T. Therefore, we choose 
t 1 <T, 	 (3.48) 
0 < t2 < 	 ( 3.49) 
In order to extract the matrix element (POeB2Ip) (IP) is the pseudo-scalar 
meson state) from this correlation function, we have to use the translational 
invariance of vacuum and insert two sets of Hamiltonian eigenstates. When t 2 
and T - t j are both large enough, the correlation function is dominated by the 
ground-state contributions, and thus has the form 
	
C3 (1 1 , t 2 ) 	 [—aMp(T - t + t), 	(3.50)   
where aMp is the mass of P) in lattice units. Pt  at the space-time point 
(O 0). However, the asymptotic behaviour in equation (3.50) is contaminated by 
the 'backward contributions' 
C 1 (ti, t 2 ) 	 0)exp [—aMp(t 2 + t1)], (3.51) IL 
C 2 (t 1 ,t 2 ) 	(00 2 PP)(PPP)(PIP0)exp [—aMp(2T - - 
(3.52) 
Assuming all the matrix elements appearing in equations (3.50), (3.51) and (3.52) 
have similar magnitudes, we can estimate the backward contamination at each 
time slice by looking at the ratio 
C(t 1 ,t 2 ) 
exp [—aMp(2t 1 - T)}, 	 (3.53) 
C 2 (t 1 ,t 2 ) 
exp [—aMp(T - 2t 2 )]. 	 (3.54) 
C 3 (t 1 , t 2 ) 
These equations tell us that we cannot take t j and t2 too far away from the 
interaction point, i.e., t = 0 or t = T, otherwise the backward contributions 





Figure 3.5: A correlator 
become significant. As an example, let's look at the heavy-light pseudo-scalar 
meson with mass aMj = 0.702 in table 3.2. When t 1 = 9, the ratio in equation 
(3.54) is C 2 /C3 - 7x10 10 . However, when t 1 = 22, this ratio becomes C/C3 
0.06, which is a non-negligible contribution. 
To get the B ° —B ° -mixing matrix elements and B parameters, we have to take 
ratios between the above three-point function and two-point correlation functions 
(correlators). Generically, a zero-spatial-momentum correlator can be written as 
C12(0 = (3.55) 
where t > 0. qi  and q2  are quark fields, and F 1 and F 2 are Dirac matrices. A 
correlator can be written as the product of two quark propagators, as depicted in 
figure 3.5. After inserting a complete set of Hamiltonian eigenstates between the 
quark bilinears, the asymptotic behaviour of a correlator at large t is found to be 
proportional to exp(—aMt), where aM is the meson mass in lattice unit. Again, 
it is contaminated by the backward contribution due to the periodic boundary 
condition. The ratio between the backward and forward contributions is of order 
exp [—aM(T - 2t)] in this case. 
To extract B parameters, B (P means pseudo-scalar), we need the ratio 




which reduces to 	
(p,QeB=21p) 
= Bl att , 	 ( 3.57) 8fM 
3ZA 
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in the limit where t 2 and T - tj are large enough to isolate the ground-state con-
tribution. Here ZA is the renormalisation constant (matching coefficient) which 
matches the lattice axial-vector current to its continuum counterpart. The su-
perscript latt' in Btt  means it is the bare lattice result, which still has to he 
renormalised (matched to a continuum renormalisation scheme). We will discuss 
the issue of operator matching in the next section. Note that the KLM nor-
malisation factors cancel between the three- and two-point correlation functions. 
Jp is the decay constant of the pseudo-scalar meson. C'(t) means a correlator 
formed by a local (non-smeared) operator (h'y5 'y4 i)t at the origin arid a fuzzed 
operator h 5 1 at time t. In the above equation, we have used the periodic bound-
ary condition and the property of the correlator CPA  under the time-reversal 
transformation 
CPA(t) = - CPA( - t)- 	 (3.58) 
That is, we have 
CFL - t1) = —C(t 1 - T) = —C(t 1 ). 	 (3.59) 
An example of the plateau of the ratio in equation (3.56) is shown in figure 3.6(a). 
To extract the matrix elements Mbd  and M3, we need the ratio 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	1 	C3 (1 1 t 2 ) 
ZF (2h1) (1+ 
(-Kh - _)) 
(1+ 	





where the KLM normalisation is made explicit. Lattice simulations only give 
dimensionless results, so we get the dimensionless matrix element a4Mtt.  C(t)  PP 
means a correlator formed by a fuzzed operator (hy5 l)t at the origin and a fuzzed 
operator hy5 1 at time t. The correlator CPP is invariant under the time-reversal 
transformation, therefore 
çFFp -, \ - rPFf4 
Lppi - "1) - ppbI (3.61) 
Z5F is the matrix element (0PFIP), where PF  is the fuzzed operator h 5 1 and P) 
is the pseudo-scalar meson state. It can be determined by fitting the correlator 
C(t) to 
2 
C(t) -+ 4 	2e M cos h [aMp G - t)]. 	(3.62) 
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Figure 3.6: (a) A B-parameter plateau for a AB = 2 lattice operator. The 
data points correspond to the ratio of equation (3.56) in the time-slice range 
10 <_ t2 <_14 and 10 <T - < 14. Points with the same T - t + t 2 are shifted 
for clarity. The straight line is the fit to the ratio. (b) A plateau for the matrix 
element of the same LB = 2 lattice operator. The data points correspond to the 
ratio of equation (3.60). Other details are the same as (a). 
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The cosh in the above equation comes from the backward contribution which has 
a time dependence exp(T - I). An example of the plateau of the ratio in equation 
(3.60) is shown in figure 3.6(b). 
Since we have to perform a light-quark-mass extrapolation and heavy-quark-
mass extrapolation to get the physical matrix elements, we have to determine 
certain spectral quantities. We will discuss this issue in detail in section 3.4. Here 
we just want to show that the pseudo-scalar-meson masses can be determined 
using the fit 





Z5LF 	Z5FZ5L, 	 (3.64) 
Z5L = (OPL lP), 	 (3.65) 
PL is the non-smeared operator 	At this point, it is convenient to introduce 
the effective mass for a pseudo-scalar meson, which mimics the lattice meson mass 
a M  
M(t) = —In 
Cpp(t + 1) + c(i + 1) - C() 	
(3.66) 
Cpp(i) + /C(t) - C() 
The effective mass plateau is a good tool to judge the onset of the large-time 
asymptotic behaviour of correlators. Figure 3.7(a) shows a plot of the effective 
mass plateau and the mass fit of equation (3.63) for a heavy-light meson in this 
work. 
Similarly, vector-meson masses can be determined by looking at the large—i 




V F e_aMv 
4 a 2 	
cosh [aMv ( - t) 
Jt/I 
where aMy is the vector-meson mass in lattice unit. VIF  are the vector-meson 
counterparts of the quantity in equation (3.64). 





I Effective Mass and Mass Fit 
Ioo 
Ic h 	0.12200 
IC 1 	0.13700 





a 2fpM ptanh[aM p (T/2_t)],/Z A 
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(b) 
Figure 3.7: (a) A plot of effective mass and mass fit for a pseudo-scalar meson in 
the simulation. The data points are effective masses at each time slice obtained 
from equation (3.66), the straight line is the mass fit, i.e., the parameter aMp in 
equation (3.63). The fitting time-slice range is from 11 to 23. (b) A plot of the fit 
to equation (3.68). The data points are the left-hand side of the equation at each 
time slice. The curve is drawn according to the right-hand side of the equation 
with fitted . The fitting time-slice range is from 13 to 23. 
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To calculate the decay constants, we fit the following ratio (in the limit t is 
large enough) 
	
11 	1 	1 /1 — 1\C(t) 
Z5F(2 ) 1+— --- i+ —  (—
AP  
2uo (i 	k) 	2uo \2 	 PP 
ajp 	 T 	\1 
—* ---(aMp)tanh [aMp (-- — (3.68) 
where ZA is the reriormalisation constant which relates the lattice axial-vector 
current to its continuum counterpart. Again, the KLM normalisation is taken 
into account. The tanh comes from the fact that CAP  and Cpp have different 
behaviours under time reversal. In the above fit, we plug in aMp determined by 
equation (3.63). Figure 3.7(b) shows the result of such a fit. 
3.3 Operator Matching 
We have seen that we need the operators 0Jd(s)  and 174y5q2  to study B(°8 ) — B(° ) 
mixing and extract lVtdl.  In a lattice calculation, we have to perform operator 
matching for these operators between the lattice regularisation and a continuum 
scheme. In this work, we match the four-fermion operators to the NDR-MS 
scheme, since most Wilson coefficients are calculated in this scheme. 
3.3.1 From Lattice to the Continuum Scheme 
The matching between the lattice and the continuum scheme' is done using one-
loop perturbation theory. Note that the clover term in equation (3.44) is of O(g). 
Therefore, the factor 1/u in the same equation does not generate any extra 
diagrams at the one-loop level, as the perturbative expression of u 0 at O(a) is 
[48] 
= (-3 Tru.) 
= 1 + X (X = _). 	 (3.69) 47r
This tells us that we can use the renormalisation constants calculated using the 
'Strictly speaking, there is no 'continuum scheme' for the axial-vector current since it does 
riot require renormalisatiori in the continuum theory. 
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Table 3.3: Numerical values of relevant quantities for the matching of local quark 
bilinears between the lattice (tree-level clover action) and the continuum scheme 
[46] at r = 1. A r , is from the renormalisation of the fermion wave function, other 
quantities are from the matching of vertices. The local bilinears 71q2, q1 'y0 and 
q1a,,q2 are matched to the NDR-MS scheme. 
A 1 L\ AY5YP & 
-10.42 -13.50 -6.21 -4.67 -1.94 -9.11 
tree-level clover action with appropriate modification to accommodate mean-field 
improvement. 
Let's first consider the axial-vector current q1_Yt,_Y5q2  in the absence of mean-
field improvement. Using the KLM normalisation, the lattice current is 
- 	lat latt 
(41yy5q2) 	(a) = ./i + aml\/1 + aln2 \/ 	(q1'yysq2) 	(a), 	(3.70) 
where am 1 and am  are bare quark masses. We want to perform the matching 
\cont 	 Iatt 
(q1'y -y5q2) 	= ZA(a; csw = 1) 	 (a), 	(3.71) KLM 
where ZA(a 3 ; cW = 1) is the renormalisation constant calculated from the tree-
level clover action. It does not contain scale-dependent logarithms because the 
axial-vector current is a symmetry current in the continuum and is finite. ZA(a 3 ; csw = 
1) has the expression [46] 
3 
a3 1 
ZA(a3;esw = 1) = 1 + 	(A 5 +A E1 )], 	 (3.72) 
4 ii- [ 
where A 5 is the contribution from the matching of the vertex, and A 1 is from 
the wave-function renormalisation. Their values at r = I can be found in table 
3.3. 
Now we take into account mean-field improvement. According to equation 
- 	latt 	. (3.46), the current (qi'yy5q2) L (a) in equation (3.70) should be modified by 
I - 	latt 
(qi5q2)
att  
J_LM (a) = 1 + am1 + arnT' uo (qisq) 	(a), 
(3.73) 
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where u0 is non-perturbatively determined from the numerical calculation of 
(TrU/3) 114 using a Monte Carlo method. The factor \/ arises from the fact 
that the quark fields are rescaled by this factor in Wilson-type fermion actions, 
so the replacement 
Ic —+ icu 	 (3.74) 
is equivalent to using a different prescription to normalise the quark field. This 
then has an effect upori A E , in the reriormalisation constant ZA(a; GSW 
On the other hand, is not affected, since there is no extra vertex arising 
from mean-field improvement at this order. Therefore, implementing mean-field 
improvement results in the one-loop renormalisation constant 
ZA(a;csw = 1) = 1 a 9  14 
ZA (a8 ; tad) = 
U0 	+ -- L (L\ 15 + E1) — x], 	(3.75) 4,7r 
where we have used the one-loop expression of u0 in equation (3.69). Note that 
+ is a negative number. The term -x is a positive number. This 
means mean-field improvement is reducing the one-loop correction for ZA. The 
matching between the lattice and the continuum is then 
cont latt 
= ZA(a; tad) 	 (a). 	(3.76) 
We now turn to the matching of the four-quark operator. In the continuum 
scheme, there is no operator mixing for O ) operators. However, chiral sym-
metry is explicitly broken in Wilson-type fermion actions, so there is nothing 
to prevent this operator from mixing with other parity-conserving operators of 
the same dimension but different chirality. The following five parity-conserving 
operators form a complete basis under renormalisation: 
= 	X + L5 X 
02 = 	X 7t , - 	X 
03 = I X I + 75 X  75, 	 (3.77) 
04 = IxI--y 5 x 5 , 
05 = attv X 
where a sum over Lorentz indices is implicit. F x F stands for (qi Fq2 ) ( 3 Fq4 ) 
(In this case, q3 = q and q4  = q). Oi has the same structure as the operator 
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we want to calculate, therefore, the one-loop matching we are performing can be 
written in the following generic form: 
0=2() = oNDR_(1) 
= Zi(a, a; cSW) (0att(a) + 	Z(a; csw )0tt( a)). 
(3.78) 
These renormalisation constants, Z1 and Z, have the generic features discussed in 
subsection 2.1.6. For the case of tree-level clover action with KLM normalisation, 
the lattice operators 03  (j = 1,.. . , 5) have the form 
	
-1 	 \ latt f 0ree_latt(a) = (1 + am i ) (1 + am2 ) (2ici2,2) [( i Fq2 )(qi i q)] 	ta). 	(3.79) 
The renormalisation constants Z3  (j = 1,... , 5) can be related to the renormali-
sationi constants of the local quark bilinears, as all the one-loop vertex diagrams 
for four-fermion operators can be brought into forms which are constructed by 
local quark bilinears [74]. This is achieved using Fierz transformations and charge 
conjugation. It saves a lot of time in calculating renormalisation constants for 
four-fermion operators. However, this can only be done in the DRED-MS scheme. 
Therefore, the matching between the lattice and the NDR-MS scheme is composed 
of two steps: From lattice to DRED-MS [75] and from DRED-MS to NDR-MS 
[76]. The second step is only relevant for Z 1 at this order, since other renormali-
sation constants are of O(a). 
Taking into account mean-field improvement will modify the lattice operators 
in equation (3.79) 
0T1-latt = (i + arn') (i + arn') (2'c 1 2k2 ) u [( 1 Fq2 )( i Fq2 )] latt  . 	( 3.80) 
Using this prescription will modify the renormalisation constants through the 
modification of the quark-field renormalisation constant. However, only Z 1 needs 
to be modified at one-loop level, since other renormalisation constants are of 
0(a3 ). The one-loop Zi (a3 ,an; tad) is related to its counterpart from the tree-
level clover action through 
Zi (a3 ,a,u; tad) - 
-  Zi (a3 ,a;csw 	1) 	
(3.81) 
where the perturbative expression of u 0 in equation (3.69) should be used. 
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The matching coefficients between the lattice and the NDR-MS scheme in the 




{ —41n(a) + [5 	+ 	- ( A l + A) + 8E 1 ] — 2 - 2X}, 
(3.82) 
Z2 (a; tad) 
11 a, 




 = --- z2 , z4 =---z2 , z5 =---z2 
11 	11 	 11 
(3.84) 
where we have used the quantities given in table 3.3. In equation (3.82), the 
factor (4) in front of In(aft) is just the one-loop anomalous dimension of O,  the 
term (-2X) is from the perturbative expression of u 2  and the term (-2) is from 
the matching between DRED-MS and NDR-MS [76]. 
There is an ambiguity, which arises from the truncation of the perturbation 
series, when performing the operator matching in obtaining the B parameter in 
the NDR-MS scheme. We use the ratio in equation (3.56) to fit the lattice bare 
B parameters, so the matching takes the form 
BN_ 	
5 - Zi (a9 ,a y- 	
B tt (a) + 	Z(as; csw )Btt( a)). 	(3.85) 
( 
,i ) 
- Z(a;csw) i=2 
We can treat Z as an overall factor, or combine its 0(a 8 ) correction with the 
one in Z 1 . In this work, we always present the results of B parameters with Z 
treated as an overall factor in the matching procedure. Actually, we observe that 
combining the one-loop correction of ZA with the one in Zi makes an indistin-
guishable change to our results. This is because ZA(a; tad) has a very small 
O(a) correction. 
Before the end of this subsection, we want to discuss the issue of choosing 
a coupling constant and a scale for the matching. As discussed in subsection 
2.1.6, it is difficult to determine which coupling constant we should use and at 
which scale we should perform the matching, with only a one-loop calculation. 
According to the authors of reference [48], the coupling constant introduced in 
equation (2.63) is a good expansion parameter with the mean-field improvement 
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Table 3.4: Values of ci 	used in performing operator matching between the 
lattice and NDR-MS. 
/EI 	j (11a) a(2/a) a(ir/a) 
6.0 0.192096 	0.152163 	0.134303 
6.2 0.172993 	0.140189 	0.124985 
prescription. However, we want to have a way of estimating the systematic errors 
arising from the truncation of the perturbative series. To this end, we use a MS 
coupling constant, a(ft) (i is the scale at which we perform the matching), 
and vary within the range 1/a 71/a, which encompasses the range of typical 
ultra-violet scales on the lattice. We follow the procedure in reference [48] to 
determine a(): 
First, we use the non-perturbatively determined u 0 and the relation 
ln(uo ) = av(3.41/a)(1 - 1.185av ), 	 (3.86) 
and solve for av(3.41/a). av [77] is the coupling defined from the heavy-quark 
potential [78]. 
Second, we use the relation 
/ 
a(3.41/a) = av ( e5 /63.41/ a) (1 + 	 (3.87) 
71) 
and solve for o j -(3.41/a). Here we set nf = 0 in /o,  since we are in the quenched 
approximation. The a(i) at a different jt is then obtained from a(3.41/a) 
using two-loop QCD 13—function with nj = 0. Varying q between 1/a and ir/a 
causes a +25% variation in c çj -(). This range covers the coupling constant 
obtained from equation (2.63). Table 3.4 lists the values of M(ft)  we use in 
performing the operator matching between the lattice and the continuum scheme. 
3.3.2 Running in the MS Scheme 
We have discussed the matching between the lattice and the NDR-MS scheme at 
the scale u 0(1/a). In order to compare results at different ft and to compare 
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our results with other calculations, we have to be able to run them to other 
scales (e.g., 5 GeV) in the MS scheme. In principle, we want to use the two-loop 
evolution function introduced in equation (3.35). However, there is an ambiguity 
in performing this running. Since we work in the quenched approximation, we 
do not know if we should take into account particle thresholds when using the 
two-loop MS coupling constant. We choose to take into account the particle 
thresholds in this case, to be able to compare with what is commonly done. That 
means, we choose to perform matching using the following two steps: 
Match from the lattice to NDR-MS scheme at the scale ft with flj = 0. 
Run from p to other scales in NDR-MS scheme using two-loop evolution 
function introduced in equation (3.35) with particle thresholds taken into 
account. 
serves as an intermediate scale between step one and step two. This procedure 
means we abandon the quenched approximation once we match the lattice to 
the NDR-MS scheme. This is in contrast with the 'horizontal matching' used 
in reference [76], in which the running in the MS scheme is done using nj = 
0. We stress here that both procedures are valid, and the difference will be 
quenching errors. However, these errors can only be truly quantified when data 
from dynamical-fermion simulations are available. 
3.4 Analysis and Results 
In the last two sections, we have seen how to use the lattice correlation functions 
to extract matrix elements of relevant lattice operators in the analysis of B ° —B ° 
mixing, and how to match these lattice operators to the operators in the NDR-MS 
scheme. We then fit the plateaus for the following quantities: 
1. The lattice bare pseudo-scalar decay constant afp/ZA  (P means pseudo-
scalar) for all light-light and heavy-light mesons we have. This is done using 
equation (3.68). 
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The lattice bare matrix elements a4(H0IOt3H0) = a4Mtt_3 ( = 
1,... ,5), and B parameters, B"3,  for all the basis operators in equation 
(3.77) (H° means a heavy-light pseudo-scalar meson) for all heavy-light 
mesons we have. This done using equations (3.60) and (3.56). 
The matrix elements of the °E=2 operators in the NDR-M scheme in 
lattice units, a4 (H° I(92 2 IH°) = a4 MH, and the B parameters, BH of 
the same operators for all heavy-light mesons we have. This is done using 
the renormalisatiori constants in equations (3.82), (3.83) and (3.84) and the 
plateaus in equations (3.60) and (3.56). 
We then obtain the NDR-MS matrix elements and B parameters from two ap-
proaches 
Fit the plateaus in equations (3.60) and (3.56) for each lattice operator in 
equation (3.77), then obtain NDR-MS matrix elements and B parameters 
from these fits. 
Form the 'NDR-MS three-point correlation functions' by using NDR-MS 
°e=2 in equation (3.47) then fit according to equations (3.60) and (3.56) 
We find, as expected, these two methods give nearly indistinguishable results, 
and we will present matrix elements and B parameters obtained from the second 
approach. 
However, these matrix elements, B parameters and decay constants are cal-
culated for heavy-quark masses around that of the charm, and light-quark masses 
around that of the strange. Therefore, we have to perform extrapolations/interpolations 
with respect to the quark masses to get results pertinent to B( s ) and D() mesons. 
We start with a light-quark spectral calculation, which is necessary in order to 
determine the ic values corresponding to zero light-quark mass ('ce)  and strange-
quark mass (i). This spectral calculation is also necessary for determining the 
values of lattice spacing at each /9 = We evaluate these spectral quantities 
for all the bootstrap samples that we use in fitting the matrix elements above, 
and use them in the bootstrap analysis for quark-mass extrapolations. 
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In fixing these light-hadron spectral quantities and performing light-quark-
mass extrapolations for the matrix elements under investigation, we have to rely 
upon Chiral Perturbation Theory. In quenched approximation, the QCD La-
grangian has some extra ghost fields [79] which remove the internal quark loops. 
These ghost fields result in a larger chiral symmetry of the Lagrangian than the 
chiral symmetry of the unquenched QCD Lagrangian, as U(1)A anomaly is absent. 
In this case, the ii' meson remains massless and should he treated as a pseudo-
scalar Goldstone boson in the Quenched Chiral Perturbation Theory (QChPT) 
[80]. The 1] ' field gives extra chiral logarithms when one performs one-loop calcu-
lations. These ij ' chiral logarithms diverge in the zero-quark-mass limit, hence are 
different from the chiral logarithms we have discussed in section 2.3. In principle, 
one should include these i ' chiral logarithms when performing light-quark-mass 
extrapolations. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that they do not contribute sig-
nificantly with the light-quark masses we work with [81]. Therefore, we will not 
include them in this work. 
3.4.1 A Light-hadron Spectral Calculation 
First of all, we have to find the limit of zero-quark mass for the theory (mean-field 
improved clover action), i.e., n,. As has been discussed in the end of subsection 
2.1.2, we need a non-perturbative method to determine since one-loop per-
turbation theory gives a large correction to the additive mass renormalisation. 
We fix tQ using the PCAC relation introduced in equation (2.90), i.e., from the 
prediction of lowest order chiral perturbation theory. The pseudo-scalar-meson 
masses are determined using equation (3.63), while the bare quark masses are 
	
i/i 	i\ 
arnq =—(----J. 	 (3.88) 
2 \k q 	cJ 
Therefore, for the pseudo-scalar meson composed of (ki,ic2), we define 
1 	1/1 	1\ 
- (-+-), 	 (3.89) 
/ff2\/c1 k2 




1 , 	 (3.90) 
neff 
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Figure 3.8: Implementation of equation (3.90) at (a) ,@ = 6.0 and (b) /3 = 6.2 to 
determine tt 
where aMp is the pseudo-scalar-meson mass measured on the lattice. This rela-
tion then non-perturbatively fixes the value of the bare quark mass which corre-
sponds to the zero-quark-mass limit'. Figure 3.8 shows the implementation of 
equation (3.90) at both 13 values we have. 
The next task is to determine the p—meson mass in terms of lattice units. As 
discussed in subsection 2.1.4, the p mass can be used to set the lattice spacing 
in quenched approximation. We determine the lattice p mass using a linear 
relation between the vector-meson masses and the quark masses [82], which is 
implemented through 
aMy = A + B ( 
	-   ), 	
(3.91) 
'eff 	kc 
and extrapolating to 'eff = K, 	Here aMy is the vector-meson mass determined 
"This is actually the zero-pion-mass limit. 
11 We can use a more complicated procedure to extrapolate aMy to the ,c value which cor-
responds to the physical pion mass, 135 MeV , instead of K, which corresponds to the zero-
pion-mass limit. However, this will only give insignificant changes to the results of the matrix 
elements, B parameters and decay constants. 
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Figure 3.9: A linear fit of the vector-meson masses with respect to 1/k eff and 
extrapolate to 11i to determine to p - meson mass in lattice unit (aMa ). 
from equation (3.67), A V and By are fitting parameters, with A V identified as 
aMa . Figure 3.9 shows the implementation of this equation and the determination 
of the p mass in lattice unit. 
An issue in the above two extrapolations is the inclusion of higher-order terms 
of CFIPT. A previous analysis of light-hadron spectrum using the same data set 
[81] shows that including these higher-order terms does not change ic and aM 
significantly. Therefore, we drop these terms in the fits as they increase the 
statistical errors. 
Bearing in mind that we also want to investigate the B ° —B ° mixing, we need 
to fix the ic value (ic.) which corresponds to the strange-quark mass. What we 
mean by strange-quark mass' is somewhat similar to the zero-quark-mass limit 
we have fixed using the PCAC relation, i.e., we want to use a physical condition 
to fix i. This time we use the kaon mass. The first step is to take the six light 
pseudo-scalar mesons we have, square their masses, then take one of the two i 
values to i, for each meson and use PCAC to see how the squared meson mass 
changes. We then only have three independent light mesons left after this step. 
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Schematically, this can be seen as 
PCAC a2 M(ic i ,i 2 ) —+ a 2 M(i,ic2), (3.92) 
where we have taken ici to i. Now we are ready to use the experimental kaon 
mass to fix i. However, we have to determine the lattice spacing a, since we 







( a2 M(i, t2)  
a2M ) = 	M )  
in which the lattice spacing cancels. We can then scale 	k2)/MP2)Iatt with 
respect to 1/K2 according to PCAC, and interpolate to the point where 
- 	latt 	M12  ( M(ic, it2) 
M 	) 	= 	
)
e = 0.413. 	 (3.94) 
it2 is then identified as i. 




( a A p ) tt' (3.95) 
In this work we set the lattice spacing using M and pion decay constant fir. 
The latter is preferred in the calculation of pseudo-scalar-meson decay constants, 
as it removes the dependence of the mass-independent renormalisation constant 
(matching coefficient) ZA in the calculation. In order to set the lattice spacing 
using f, we have to calculate af71.. Lattice simulations actually give the pseudo-
scalar-meson decay constant (fp)  in the form afp/ZA,  as can be seen in equation 
(3.68), which we call the bare lattice result for fp. Inspired by Chiral Perturbation 




j + Bf 	
I — I ) , 	
(3.96) 
ZA 	 (r-eff 	K, 
and extrapolation to iteff = ' 12 A 1 and B1 are fitting parameters, with A 1 
identified as afp/ZA.  Figure 3.10 shows this extrapolation at both / values we 
have. af/ZA  can be used to set the lattice spacing through the relation 
12 As in footnote 11, we can extrapolate to the K value which corresponds to M 	135 MeV, 
but this makes insignificant changes to the main results of this work. 
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Figure 3.10: A linear fit of the pseudo-scalar-meson decay constant with respect 
to i/I eff and the extrapolation to I/K, to determine f7,- 
(fexP ) a_ 	
(= 	
(3.97) 
Clearly, setting the lattice spacing using f7, has an ambiguity from the one 
loop ZA we use. In this work, we use MXP = 769.9 MeV and f" = 132 
MeV to set the lattice spacing. Table 3.5 lists the results of this light-hadron 
spectral calculation. Note that the values of lattice spacing set by M and f are 
compatible with each other. 
Table 3.5: Results of the spectral quantities which we will use in performing 
chiral extrapolations. Errors bars quoted here are statistical. In setting the 
lattice spacing by f, we use ZA with a(1/a). 
ic 	a 1 (M) (GeV) a1(f)  (GeV) 
6.0 	0.13924(1) 0.13757(8) 1.96(5) 1.92(4) 
6.2 	0.13793(1) 0.13670(9) 2.57(8) 2.58(9) 
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3.4.2 Light-quark-mass Extrapolations/Interpolations 
After fixing ic and ic 8 , we can perform light-quark-mass extrapolations/ interpolations 
for B ° —B ° -mixing matrix elements, B parameters (BH), afH/ZA  and heavy-
light-meson masses produced by fitting the ratios in equations (3.60), (3.56), 
(3.68) and (3.63). For clarity, we explicitly write the dependence upon K values 
of these quantities, i.e, 
NDR.-MS Matrix Element in Lattice Unit = a4 Mjq(Ish, ki), 
NDR-MS B Parameter = Bjq(lsh,l'1), 
Bare Lattice Heavy-light Decay Constant 
= af(Ich, #c') 
ZA 
-  




For each RH(Ih, 'ci), where R can be M, B, af/ZA  or M/M, we want to perform 
a light-quark-mass extrapolation to obtain RHd(Ich) 	RH(th,I), and a light- 
quark-mass interpolation to obtain RH5(Ich) 	Ri(ic,, ic). We have to perform 
light-quark-mass extrapolations/ interpolations for the mass of the heavy-light 
pseudo-scalar meson because we want to use it as the expansion parameter in 
the heavy-quark-mass extrapolations. We also perform the light-quark-mass ex-
trapolations/interpolations for the matrix elements and B parameters of 0F1—latt 
as it has the left-left structure. We find it exhibits the same behaviour as the 
NDR-MS left-left operator. This is expected, as the renormalisation constants 
Z. (i = 2,. . . , 5) are much smaller than Z 1 . As mentioned before, we drop the 
?j' chiral logarithms when investigating chiral behaviours of quantities of interest. 
With three light-quark masses, we can only investigate the linear dependence 
of these quantities with respect to light-quark masses. It turns out that the 
linear fits work quite well with the data we have. Examples of these extrapo-
lations/interpolations are shown in figures 3.11, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14. RH(Ich,Ij) 
in these examples are with the heaviest Icj in this work. RH with other Fcj, are 
observed to behave similarly to the ones shown in the plots in light-quark-mass 
interpolations/extrapolations. From these plots, we can see the lines in the plots 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 3.11: Light-quark-mass extrapolations of the inverse masses of the heavy-
light mesons normalised by M with the heaviest 1h  at (a) /' = 6.0 and (b) 
/=6.2. 
of B parameters are very flat, while the lines in the plots of a4MH are quite steep. 
This seems to suggest: 
The flavour-SU(3) breaking effect in B parameters should be small. The 
flavour-SU(3) breaking in MH comes mainly from fH. 
Numerically, it is more difficult to control the behaviour of MH with respect 
to the light-quark mass, as any uncertainty in the determination of n, and 
/ .9 will give a larger systematic error in the determination of MHCI  and 
M111 and one may also expect the need for a non-linear term in these 
extrapolations. 
We can also see that the lines in figure 3.11 are very flat, which means MP /MH S  
and MP /MHd are quite close to each other in these plots. Actually, 
MHS — MHd 
5%, 	 (3.98) 
MHd 
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Figure 3.12: Light-quark-mass interpolation/extrapolations of afjq/ZA with the 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 3.13: Light-quark-mass interpolation/extrapolations of NDR-MS BH 
matched at p = 1/a with the heaviest 'h  at (a) /3 = 6.0 and (h) 0 = 6.2. 
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Figure 3.14: Light-quark-mass interpolation/extrapolations of NDR-M —S a4 MH 
matched at = 1/a with the heaviest 'h  at (a) 3 = 6.0 and (b) 0 = 6.2. 
in both plots in figure 3.11. Again, this is trivially expected, since the mass of 
a heavy-light meson is dominated by the heavy-quark mass. With the lightest 
heavy quark in the simulation, we find 
MH S  — MHd 
10%. 	 (3.99) 
MHd 
Therefore, we form the flavour-SU(3) breaking ratios Sjq = RHS/RHd, where R 
could be f, B or M, and perform heavy-quark-mass extrapolations of Sjq using 
the heavy-light-meson mass as expansion parameter. 
3.4.3 Heavy-Quark Scaling 
Now we are ready to investigate the heavy-quark-mass scaling properties of RHd, 
Ri-is and flavour-SU(3) breaking ratios SH defined in the last subsection. Ac-
cording to subsection 2.2.2, if we define 
2 
afjq fM[a s (MH)1 60 
f(MH) = 	
\JM c5(MB)] ' 
	 ( 3.100) 
 ZA 
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- 	 4 





where F means the quantum number representing the heavy flavour, then for 
X(MH)=f(MH),F=2(MH), BH(MH) and SH, HQET predicts 
X(MH) = Ax {i + B 	+Cx 




in the LLA. The factors in the square brackets in equations (3.100) and (3.101) 
are from the re-summation of the leading logarithms. A, B X and Cx are non-
perturbative inputs in HQET, and can be fitted using lattice calculations. 
Some important points in performing these extrapolations with respect to 
heavy-quark masses are: 
In equation (3.102), X(M jq ) is what the lattice calculation produces from 
QCD. We are just using HQET to guide the extrapolation /interpolation of 
X(MH) in terms of heavy-quark mass. The HQET anomalous dimensions 
of the operators of interest are not big (4 for the four-fermion operator and 
2 for the axial-vector current), and we are scaling X(MH) within the range 
of a few GeV. Therefore, the LLA approximation should work well enough. 
/o = 11 in the above equations, because we work in the quenched approxi-
mation. 
In the above equations, we always normalise the heavy-light-meson mass 
by M, i.e., we set the lattice spacing by M for spectral quantities. We 
also set the lattice spacing using M for MH.  However, we use f7, to set 
the lattice spacing for decay constants. Since these two scales are nearly 
identical, they make no difference on the main results in this work. 
We use equations (3.100), (3.101) and (3.102) to perform extrapolations/ interpolations 
to the physical meson masses [83] 
MB = 5.28 GeV, 
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MB 5 = 5.37 GeV, 
MD = 1.86 GeV, 
MD, = 1.97 GeV. 
5. Using the heavy-light-meson mass as the expansion parameter avoids the 
renormalon ambiguity in the heavy-quark mass. However, in all of our 
heavy-quark-mass extrapolations, the choice of the expansion parameter 
is still arbitrary up to O(A QCD /rnQ ) corrections (rnQ is the heavy-quark 
mass). For quantities which depend only on a single pseudo-scalar meson, 
we use the mass of the corresponding meson. For SU(3) ratios, we use MHd 
but have checked that using Mu ,, gives entirely compatible results. 
Examples of heavy-quark-scaling behaviours of RHd, RH and SH are shown in 
figures 3.15, 3.16,..., 3.20. These figures have the features: 
For decay constants and B parameters and their flavour-SU(3) breaking 
ratios, we do see heavy-quark scaling. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 even suggest 
that the 1/rn2  corrections are small in B parameters. 
In figure 3.19, we see the extrapolations of Mjq and MHd  to MB are very 
large, as the HQET corrections are observed to be significant for these 
matrix elements. Therefore, it is more difficult to control the heavy-quark-
scaling behaviours of MH5  and MHd. 
In figure 3.20(a), we observe that the contribution from the quadratic term 
M2 	
2 in the heavy-quark-mass extrapolation of the SU(3) breaking ratio 
MHS/MHd is larger than that from the linear term MP /MHd. A plausible 
explanation is the large heavy-quark-mass dependence in the matrix ele-
ments MH5 and MHd  (e.g., figure 3.19). Suppose we have the relations of 
heavy-quark-mass scaling for the matrix elements MH and MHd 
 ( , 
A {i + B () + 	MHS) + ., ( 3.103) 
___ 	d/'MP " 	 ' I 
= A{l+B(J)+Cx M ) +...J , ( 3.104) 
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Figure 3.15: Scaling of j(Mjq 3 ) with respect to Mp /MH at (a) 3 = 6.0 and (b) 
0 = 6.2. Octagon Symbols indicate data points. The heaviest meson mass in 
each plot is about 2.1 GeV. Fitting parameters defined in equation (3.102) are 
shown in the plots. Here we see a quite significant quadratic-term contribution 
in the Heavy-Quark-Effective-Theory expansion. 
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Figure 3.16: Scaling of the SU(3) breaking ratio fHs/fHd  with respect to MP /MHd 
at (a) fJ = 6.0 and (b) i = 6.2. The fitted flavour-SU(3) breaking ratios at B- and 
D-meson masses are consistent with the ratio taken between the extrapolated fB 
and fB,  and the ratio between the interpolated fjj , and f jj. The fitting parameters 
BX and Cx are consistent with zero in both plots. 
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Figure 3.17: Scaling of BHd with respect to Mp /Mjq at (a) 3 = 6.0 and (b) 
0 = 6.2. We only show the linear extrapolations of B parameters with respect 
to M/MHd . As we have five heavy ic values at 0 = 6.0, we can investigate the 
contribution from the quadratic term M/M/d  in this heavy-quark-mass extrap-
olation. However, adding this quadratic term does not change A X and BX in 
(a), and the resulting Cx,  which has a central value —1.76 x iO, is consistent 
with zero. This suggests that the contribution from M/Md  is very small in the 
heavy-quark-mass extrapolations for B parameters in our calculations. Therefore, 
the linear extrapolation in (b) should be reliable. 
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Figure 3.18: Scaling of BH S /BHd with respect to MP /MHd at (a) 0 = 6.0 and (b) 
/9 = 6.2. The fitted flavour-SU(3) breaking ratio at B-meson mass is consistent 
with the ratio taken between the extrapolated BB, and BB. We only show the 
linear extrapolations of BH 8 /BHI with respect to Mp /Mjqd . As we have five heavy 
ic values at /9 = 6.0, we can investigate the contribution from the quadratic term 
in this heavy-quark-mass extrapolation. However, adding this quadratic 
term does not change A x and Bx in (a), and the resulting Cx,  which has a central 
value 2.14 x 10, is consistent with zero. 
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Figure 3.19: Scaling of 	F=2(MHd) with respect to MP /MH CI at (a) 3 = 6.0 
and (b) 0 = 6.2. The plot in (a) is a quadratic fit. It shows a large MP /MHd 
dependence and a large M,/M d  dependence. Bx and Cx have opposite signs 
in this fit. The plot in (b) shows a smaller Mp /Mjqd dependence than the one in 
(a). However, from what is observed in (a), the extrapolation in (b) might not be 
a reliable one. This is because the iVf,/IVI d dependence, which we are not able 
to investigate using three heavy-quark masses at /3 = 6.2, might be absorbed into 
the parameter Bx in this case. 
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Figure 3.20: Scaling of MHS/MHd with respect to Mp /MHd at (a) 0 = 6.0 and (b) 
/3 = 6.2. The fitted flavour-SU(3) breaking ratio at B-meson mass is consistent 
with the ratio taken between the extrapolated Mb,  and  Mbd.  The plot in (a) is 
a quadratic fit. In this plot, we observe that the contribution from the quadratic 
term M/Md  is larger than that from the linear term M/MHd . This might be 
explained by the large BX observed in figure 3.19(a), see the text for details. 
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according to equations (3.101) and (3.102), where the meanings of the sub-
scripts (superscripts) d and .s are clear. The logarithmic dependences in 
1F=2 and LF,,=2  should be very similar. Assuming BBj, we expect 
that the SU(3) breaking ratio MH5/MHd has a small dependence upon 
the linear term M/MHd in its heavy-quark-mass extrapolation. However, 
a large B can result in a large M,/Md  dependence of this ratio, although 
it is reasonable to expect CR 
CXd 
These features show that heavy-quark-mass extrapolations are better controlled 
in the calculations of decay constants and B parameters than in the calculations 
of the mixing matrix elements. This point, together with what we have discussed 
in the last subsection, suggests that V sd might be more reliably determined from 
the calculations of fB/fB  and BB,/BB, rather than from a direct calculation of 
Mb and Mbd. 
3.4.4 Results and Systematic Errors 
In this subsection, we present the results of heavy-light decay constants, BB., BB, 
their flavour-SU(3) breaking ratios and T sd. We do not present Mb,  and  Mbd 
because they contain large systematic errors, as we have discusses in the last two 
subsections. We also discuss the analysis of systematic errors. The systematic 
errors due to perturbative matching are estimated by using u (the scale in a(p) 
and the matching scale for four-fermion operators) at three different values, 1/a, 
2/a and r/a. 
We first present the results of pseudo-scalar-meson decay constants and their 
flavour-SU(3) breaking ratios at both 0 values (lattice spacing). They are sum-
marised in table 3.6. 
The results of decay constants presented in table 3.6 are from the method in 
which we set the lattice spacing using f. Hence they are free of the systematic 
errors due to perturbative matching. Here we mention that f7, varies for about 
3% within the range of the strong coupling we use in ZA. Therefore, if we set the 
lattice spacing by M, we will have a 3% systematic error due to the perturbative 
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Table 3.6: Results of decay constants and their flavour-SU(3) breaking ratios. 
The error bars quoted here are only statistical. 
/3 .tiv5  (MeV)  fD  (MeV) fB  (MeV)  lB  (MeV) J/fD fB3/fB 
6.0 	239(6) 213(6) 221(7) 191(10) 1.12(1) 1.15(4) 
6.2 	221(9) 193(10) 190(12) 161(16) 1.15(4) 1.18(8) 
matching, although the values of lattice spacing set by f7, (with a(1/a) in ZA) 
and M are very close to each other. 
In table 3.6, we observe a quite large discrepancy between decay constants 
at the two different values of lattice spacing. The difference is about 2cr for fD 
and fB,  and about 3cr for fD  and  fB.  This strongly suggests that discretisation 
is the main source of systematic errors in lattice calculations of decay constants. 
In order to quantify these discretisation errors, we are undertaking analyses of 
heavy-light pseudo-scalar-meson decay constants 
using the improved axial-vector current [40] 
= A + cAaap, 	 (3.105) 
where P is the pseudo-scalar density. aaP is a higher dimensional operator 
which serves as the counter term to remove the 0(a) discretisation errors 
(recall the discussion in subsection 2.1.5). For tree-level improvement, CA = 
0. Formally, we do not have to take this operator mixing into account in 
the mean-field improvement prescription, as discussed in subsection 2.1.7. 
However, using this improved axial-vector current with the one-loop value 
for CA [84], we can try to explore the O(arnq&) discretisation errors (rnq is 
the quark mass) in the axial-vector current. 
using different quark-field normalisations. From the discussion in subsection 
2.1.5 and equation (2.50), we can see that using the one-loop value for bA [84] 
in equation (2.50) can remove the O(am qa) errors arising from choosing a 
mass-independent renormalisation scheme. 
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These analyses will be finished in the near future, and hopefully will help us to 
quantify the discretisation errors in heavy-light decay constants. We temporarily 
quote the 19 = 6.2 results of decay constants and their SU(3) ratios as our best 
estimates of these quantities (the discretisation errors in the SU(3) ratios seem 
to be very small): 
= 221(9) MeV, 
fD = 193(10) MeV, 
fB. = 190(12) MeV, 
fB = 161(16) MeV, 
fD = 1.15(4), 
fB 
where the errors are statistical. 
Results of the B parameters and their flavour-SU(3) breaking ratios at both 
0 values are summarised in table 3.7. We present our results of B parameters 
renormalised at 5GeV in NDR-MS scheme. Here we actually use the two-step 
procedure introduced in subsection 3.3.2. The strong coupling used in the two-
loop running in the NDR-MS scheme is run down from Z °-boson mass Mz using 
a8 (Mz) = 0.118 and two-loop QCD 0 function. 
From the method we use to estimate the systematic errors due to perturbative 
matching, these errors are small for B parameters. Varying q amongst 1/a, 2/a 
and 7r/a causes a less than 3% change in B parameters. The discretisation errors 
seem to he small too, as the values of BB and BB are quite stable with respect 
to the change of the lattice spacing. However, with only two values of the lattice 
spacing, it is difficult to draw strong conclusions. A plausible way of estimating 
the discretisation errors might be comparing our extrapolated static B parameters 
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Table 3.7: Results of B parameters in NDR-MS scheme and their flavour-SU(3) 
breaking ratios. The error bars quoted here are only statistical. Bt_sta  and 
Bt_sta are the extrapolated-static' results, i.e., results extrapolated to the limit 
MB cx:>. 
/ 	R 5 (5GeV) BB(5GeV) BBS/BB B_sta(5G eV) Bext_sta(5G eV) 
6.0 0.86(2) 0.83(4) 1.03(3) 0.94(2) 0.93(5) 
6.2 	0.85(2) 0.85(3) 0.99(3) 0.90(2) 0.93(4) 
with a calculation done using tadpole-improved-clover light quarks and static 
heavy quarks, although this static calculation might have systematic errors from 
other sources, which have to be analysed carefully. We have not found results of 
this kind in the literature. This calculation will be performed by the UKQCD 
Collaboration in the near future. However, given the evidence presented above, 
it is reasonable to give BB., BB and their SU(3) breaking ratio using our results 
at 0 = 6.2 
BB(5GeV) = 0.85(2), 




where the errors are only statistical. 
Finally, we present our results of rd in table 3.8. Two approaches are used to 
calculate this SU(3) breaking ratio: 
1. The direct calculation from taking the ratio between the directly calculated 
Mb, and Mbd.  (Direct method) 
2. The indirect calculation from combining the SU(3) breaking ratios of JB(s) 
and BB. (Indirect method) 
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Table 3.8: Results of r,,i from direct and indirect calculations at both 0 values 
we have. 
/3 M/M 	(MRfp\2 MBJB) BR 
6.0 	1.52(19) 1.38(7) 
6.2 1.70(28) 	1.37(13) 
At both 0 values, the direct calculation of r,d  is compatible with the indirect 
calculation within error bars. However, the direct calculations have much bigger 
statistical errors, and might have larger systematic errors due to the uncertainties 
in quark-mass extrapolations, as we have discussed in the last two subsections. 
Therefore, we quote the indirect calculation at /3 = 6.2 with only statistical error 
as our best estimate of rd 
T s d = 1.37(13), 	 (3.106) 
with a word of caution that we still need to improve the statistics in calculating 
this ratio by the direct method. 
3.4.5 Comparison with Other Calculations 
We now compare our results of BB., BB and r,d  with other lattice calculations. 
An extensive comparison of our results of decay constants and other calculations 
can be found in [85]. Here we just stress that our results for decay constants at 
13 = 6.2 are well compatible with the two recent world averages in references [66] 
and [85]. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, lattice calculations of 
matrix elements of B ) — B (3) mixing processes and their B parameters using static 
heavy quarks contain large systematic errors arising from the operator matching 
between the lattice and the continuum scheme. Therefore, here we only compare 
with the calculations using propagating heavy quarks. 
In table 3.9, we can see that our results of BB, and BB are consistent with 
other calculations using propagating heavy quarks from Wilson-type fermion ac-
tions. Here we add a word of caution that BBS and JLQCD perform lattice 
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Table 3.9: Comparison of our result of BB and B8 with other calculations us-
ing propagating heavy quarks from Wilson-type fermion actions. rn, = 5 GeV. 
JLQCD presented calculations at 3 = 6.1 and /3 = 6.3, here we only quote 
their results at 3 = 6.3. The results from BBS are already extrapolated to the 
continuum limit. 
Authors 	CSW BB(rnb) 	BB , (rrtb) 
This Work 1/ug 	0.85(3) 	0.85(2) 
BBS[62} 0 	0.96(12) 	0.96(12) 
JLQCD[61] 0 	0.840(60) 	0.878(32) 
ELC[60] 0 	0.84(5) 
BDHS[59] 0 	0.95(14) 
simulations using heavy-quark masses in the beauty-mass regime, where arnq > 1 
(m q is the quark mass). These authors use meson kinetic masses, defined in [86] 
and [87], in investigating heavy-quark-mass scaling properties of matrix elements 
of four-fermion operators and their B parameters. 
Table 3.10 shows that our results of T,j are also consistent with other calcula-
tions using propagating Wilson-type fermion actions, although the results in this 
table all contain large errors. Here we choose to present our result at 3 = 6.0 when 
comparing r. d calculated from direct method. This is because the heavy-quark-
mass extrapolations at /3 = 6.0 are more reliable than those at 19 = 6.2 in calcu-
lating Mb and Mbd  (c.f., figure 3.19). ELC presented f 3 BB/fBB = 1.19(10) 
in their paper [60], we then take this number and the B(.)—meson masses from 
[83] to obtain the r3d quoted here. 
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Table 3.10: Comparison of our result of r3 d with other calculations using prop-
agating heavy quarks from the Wilson fermion action. Results from BBS are 
already extrapolated to the continuum limit. 
Authors 	direct 	indirect 
This Work 1.52(19) 	1.37(13) 
BBS[62] 	1.76(10)t 	1.42(5)t 
ELC[60] 	 1.23(10) 
Chapter 4 
Kaon Mixing and Decays 
FCNC processes in kaon systems have been crucial in the development of the 
Standard Model. For instance, in 1974, the charm-quark mass was estimated 
through low-energy phenomenology of kaon mixing [69] before the experimental 
discovery of the charm quark. However, a clean analysis of these FCNC processes 
is very difficult because of the long-distance effects enhanced by the AI = 1/2 
rule. In this chapter, we will not present any analysis of the AI = 1/2 rule, as a 
precise lattice calculation of this phenomenon is still hard to achieve [88] due to 
the mixing with lower-dimension operators. The lattice calculations we present 
in this chapter include: 
the short-distance electroweak contribution to K ° —K ° mixing, which helps 
to constrain the unitarity triangle in figure 1.1, and is a plausible description 
of indirect CP violation in KL -* 7r7r [89]. 
B parameters of four-fermion-operator matrix elements of the purely Al = 
3/2 electromagnetic-penguin contributions in K -+ rr decays. These EM 
penguin contributions are potentially important for describing direct CF 
violation in kaon systems in the framework of the Standard Model. 
We start with a brief review of the phenomenology of the processes examined 
in this chapter. We then present high-statistics lattice calculations of the BK, 
B' 2 and B' 2 parameters. BK is the B parameter of the matrix element of 
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the AS = 2 four-fermion operator, which appears in the analysis of the short-
distance electroweak contribution to the K°—K° mixing process. BK is also a 
very interesting quantity to look at from the point of view of lattice field theory, as 
it is very sensitive to chiral symmetry breaking, and Wilson-type fermion actions 
break chiral symmetry explicitly. B 12 arid B 12 are the B parameters relevant 
for purely Al = 3/2 EM penguin contributions in non-leptonic kaon decays. 
4.1 Phenomenology 
In this section, we start with a phenomenological description of kaon CP violation. 
We then outline the anatomy of '/€ in the framework of the Standard Model. 
4.1.1 CP Violation in Kaon Systems: the Story of c'/E 
In this subsection, we review the phenomenology of direct and indirect kaon CP 
violations. Indirect CP violation is induced by the mixing of a neutral kaon and 
its anti-particle. Before discussing this K ° —K ° mixing, we stress that all the 
results in the purely phenomenological analysis of B ° —B ° mixing in subsection 
3.1.1 apply to neutral kaon mixing, with B meson states replaced by kaon states. 
However, as we shall see in the next subsection, the Standard Model dynamics 
involved in K ° —K° mixing are very different from the ones in B ° — E° mixing. 
Kaons can decay into pions non-leptonically. Let's consider K -+ 7r7 decays. 
7r 0  is a CP elgenstate, while and ir are CP-conjugate with each other. We 
choose the phase convention such that 
CPir°) 	= _J 0 ), (4.1) 
CP[) 	= -Iir), (4.2) 
CP17r) 	= H7r). (4.3) 
The two final-state pions must be in a S-wave (1 = 0) state, therefore all the 
two-pion final states are CP even 
CPNnir) = 1717r) 	 (4.4) 
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Also, it is obvious that a three-pion final state is CP-odd. Therefore, in a CP-
conserving world, the weak-interaction eigenstates, K 11. and K, would be CP 
eigenstates (c.f. equation (3.8)) and only have the modes of non-leptonic decay 
into pious 
KL 	+ 7r7r7r, 	 (4.5) 
Ks 	7r7r. 	 (4.6) 
However, from the discussion in subsection 3.1.1, K°—K° oscillations might cause 
CP violation. This is called indirect CP violation, as it happens through the 
mixture of CP eigenstates in physical kaons. Define the states 
K)=IhIK0)+JI?0)], 	 (4.7) 
which are CP eigeristates 
CPKJ = ±K), 	 (4.8) 




[i + K)], KL,S) __ (4.9) 
where E is introduced via the kaon analogue of equation (3.9). 
There is also possibility of direct CP violation, which occurs because of CP-
violating terms in the effective Hamiltonian describing non-leptonic kaon decays. 
I(f) might decay into a two-pion state, which is CP-even. In order to discuss the 
phenomenology of the search of both direct- and indirect- CP-violation signals in 
the decay 
	
KL —4 7r 7r, 	 (4.10) 
we have to look closely at the generic features of K —+ irir decays. 
Since the two-pion state is a S-wave state, Bose-Einstein symmetry implies 
that it has a total isospin 0 or 2. Kaons have isospin 1/2, so each K —+ irir 
decay has a Al = 1/2 part and a Al = 3/2 part. The matrix elements of these 
processes can be parameterised as 
(7rnr(I = 0)HeffIK°) = 	AoeiS0, (4.11) 
(irir(I 2)I'HeffK°) i 52 = 	A2e, (4.12) 
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where neff  is the effective Hamiltonian for K -* irir decays. It is not difficult to 
write down the same decay-process matrix elements for K ° in terms of A 0 and A 2 . 
So and 62  are phase shifts due to I = 0 and I = 2 final-state pion interactions. 
Since they arise from strong interactions, they are called strong phases. From. 
the unitarity of the S matrix and CPT invariance, one can show that A 0 and 
A 2 are real numbers if there is no direct CP violation (as CP invariance implies 
time-reversal invariance). However, in the presence of direct CP violation (which 
is implemented via the complex phase 71 in the CKM matrix in the framework of 
the Standard Model), A 0 and A 2 could be complex, so there are also weak phases 
o and e2 in this situation, 
A 0 = l A o l eico, 	 (4.13) 
A 2 = J A 2 1e 2 . 	 (4.14) 
Now we look at the matrix elements of neutral kaons decaying into two-pion final 
states. First, we have the decompositions of neutral two-pion states: 
7r + = 	( - (I 1 = 0) + = 2) 1 (4.15) 
(7r 7r
00 	= 	( °°(J = 2) - 	@ 0 (I = 0). (4.16) 
From these decompositions, we can write down the K ° -* 77r decay amplitudes 
as 
= j Ao j ei6 ei jO  + e2ei82 	 (4.17) 
= Ao Je0e24 - vA21e2ei52. 	 (4.18) 
K ° -+ 'irir decay amplitudes can also be written down in a similar fashion. 
At this stage, we already have all the necessary information in order to param-
eterise the indirect and direct CP violations in KL - ~ irir decays. The parameter 
in equation (4.9) parameterises the indirect CP violation. However, it is phase-
dependent. An alternative is to use the parameter c defined as 
(4.19) 
As we shall see, this parameter is phase-independent. Using equations (4.9), 
(4.17) and (4.18), a straightforward calculation leads to the following measures 
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of CP violation: 
(7heffIKL) — 
(+7r tefflKS) = lr 	
+ E' , 	 (4.20) 
(7r07019-teffIKL) - 
1IKS) = 
ijoo 	— 2', 	 (4.21) 
° 7r° 9-teff  




characterises direct CP violation through its dependence upon (52 — 
In j(0_0  mixing, /rn/&y (c.f., equation (3.13)) is experimentally measured 
as 0.478 ± 0.003. Approximating this value by 1/2 and using the fact that both 
direct and indirect CP violations are small effects, we can write 
etT 1mM 12 	lmA0 





 — 2ReA0)' 	
(4.24) 
where w ReA 2 /ReA 0 1/22 (Al = 1/2 rule). From the above two equations, 
we observe some important characters of c and c' parameters: 
c is sensitive to the (indirect) CF violation in the mass matrix AT. 	comes 
from the contributions of purely AS = 1 decays. 
c and EI  are independent of phase convention. A phase shift ). in K ° , 
will have the effect 
IK°) —4 	elK°), 
—+ 	eK ° ), 
ImA j  ImA 1 





I 	lvi 12 
which leaves c and c! unchanged. 
TmM12 
— 2A, 
ReM i2  
(4.28) 
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3. Any theoretical calculation of c' cannot avoid facing the the difficulty of 
resolving the Al = 1/2 rule, because of the term (ImA o/2ReA 0 ) in equation 
(4 . 24) 1 .  In the literature, one can see a widely used convention, in which 
[mA 0 is set to zero. However, this is not convenient for the Standard Model 
prediction of direct CP violation, as here the A 0 amplitude does have a CF 
violating phase, implemented by the complex phase in the CKM matrix. 
Indirect CP violation has been well confirmed by experiments [89]. However, 
searching for direct CP violation is still one of the most challenging task in testing 
the CP-violation scenario of the Standard Model. ' and c can be experimentally 
studied through the measurements of the decay amplitudes relevant to the ma-
trix elements in equations (4.20) and (4.21). However, the current experimental 
situation on ' is still unclear. While the result of the NA31 collaboration at 
CERN indicates direct CF violation [90], the result of E731 at Fermilab indi-
cates that c'/c is consistent with zero [91]. The values of c'/c given by these two 
experimental groups are: 
r (23 ± 7) x 10"' 	[NA31] . 
	 (4.29) = 	
(7.4 + 5.9) x 10 -4 [E731]. 
A non-zero c'/c indicates that there is a complex phase in the CKM matrix, and 
therefore rules out the superweak models in which all the CKM matrix elements 
are assumed to be real. The experiments undertaken by the NA48 collaboration 
at CERN and the KTEV collaboration at Fermilab will hopefully constrain the 
experimental prediction of '/€ to a precision level with errors smaller than 10. 
4.1.2 Effective Hamiltonians 
In the last subsection, we have reviewed the phenomenology of € ' / E. In this 
subsection, we will discuss the Standard Model dynamics involved violations in 
the kaon sector. 
1 1fl equation (4.23), this term is assumed to be much smaller than (ImM 12 /211eM 12 ), as 
evidence shows direct CP violation is much smaller than indirect CP violation. 
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We start with the parameter c. In equation (4.23), the important contribution 
is from (ImM12 /211eM12 ), as the direct CP violation is very small. Therefore, we 
have to examine what the Standard Model dynamics predicts for the mixing mass 
matrix 1i21. In analogy to equation (3.13), we have the relation 
AM 1< Am 	2ReM 12 , 	 ( 4.30) 
using the fact that CP violation is a small effect. AM Ic can he measured by the 
time evolution of a neutral kaon state which is produced via a strong-interaction 
process, and hence starts as either a pure K ° or K° . It has been very precisely 
measured to he 
AM 1 = (3.522 ± 0.016) x 10_12  MeV. 	 (4.31) 
Therefore, we want to estimate 1mM 12 . In the Standard Model, the leading short-
distance electroweak contribution is from the AS = 2 box diagrams, such as the 
one shown in figure 4.1. As already discussed in subsection 3.1.2, the c-quark con-
tribution is an order of magnitude bigger than the t-quark contribution in the loop 
in the AS = 2 box diagram. Also, CKM factor for the long-distance contributions 
via two AS = 1 processes are of the same order as the c-quark contribution in the 
box diagrams. Therefore, these contributions should be suppressed by a factor 
1/10 2with respect to the short-distance contribution. However, the 
Al = 1/2 rule might modify this factor to be (20Mi /rn)2 40. This makes 
it very difficult to he precise about the mass matrix M, since there is still no 
reliable theoretical calculation of the Al = 1/2 rule. In this work, we will only 
focus upon the short-distance electroweak contribution of K O —K_° mixing, which 
results in the relation 
s 2MKO (ImMi2 ) hort—dist = Im(k° '7-t= 2 IK° ), 	 (4.32) I 	eff 
where MK0 is the kaori mass. The factor 2MK 0 is from the normalisation of the 
kaon states. L ff52  is the effective Hamiltonian resulting from the AS = 2 box 
diagram contributions. Using the same procedure as the one we used to obtain 
equation (3.20), this effective Hamiltonian can be written as (in the absence of 
QCD) 
2 Cl 
= TFMJ [ F(x) + AF(x) + 2A1C(x,x)} tLL , 	( 4 . 33 )16.2 eff 
The factor M/ is from the phase space of kaon decays. 
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Figure 4.1: One of the Standard Model AS = 2 box diagrams of K° —. k° mixing 
where ) = VCS V arid ) = 	The four-fermion operator Qf=2  is the left- 
left operator ['Y,L(i - y5 )d.7 1 (i - 75 )d]. The NLLA of the short-distance QCD 
effects in this effective Hamiltonian should have similar features as the one in 
'1rff in subsection 3.1.3, i.e., the O(a) scheme ambiguity and p t ambiguity 
should be removed. However, analysing the short-distance QCD effects in the 
jO_[O mixing process is more involved than the same analysis in the B ° —B ° 
mixing system, because of two reasons: 
There are more terms in equation (4.33), which have to be evolved. 
After performing an OPE at the scale of O(Mw ), the c-quark is still a 
dynamical degree of freedom. Since the t-quark dominates the loop in 
the AB = 2 box diagram, one does not have to take the c-quark into 
account. However, in the K ° —K° mixing system, the c-quark contribution 
is significant in the loop in the AS = 2 box diagram. Therefore, one has 
to deal with bilocal structures such as the one shown in figure 4.2, when 
evolving between the scales MW and rn. 
NLLA calculations of the short-distance QCD effects in this AS = 2 effective 
Hamiltonian can be found in references [68, 92, 93]. The resulting Hamiltonian 
is written as 
eff 	= CFM2 [S(x) + 	2S(x t ) + 2ii3tS(x,x t )] b()O 2 (t), 1672 	C 	
(4.34) 
where the Wilson coefficient has been split into two parts, the one in the square 
bracket only depends upon matching condition, while b(1t) only accounts for 
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AYN N  
Figure 4.2: One of the bilocal structures obtained after performing OPE above 
the charm threshold for the AS = 2 box diagrams. 
the scale evolution and is independent of the matching condition. This b() is 
actually identical to bej(i)  introduced in equation (3.34), as the scale evolution 
is purely due to QCD effects, which are independent of the flavour content of the 
four-fermion operators to the leading order in the OPE. S(x, x j ) is the relevant 
Inami-Lim function. T11, r,2 and 773 are from short-distance QCD effects. They 
do not depend upon the renormalisation scale ,u, but they depend upon how the 
matching is done (i.e., above or below the charm threshold). 
Now we turn to the Standard Model dynamics which contribute to C. This 
time we need the AS = I effective Hamiltonian, 7..(%S1  (c.f., equation (4.24)). 
The analysis of this Hamiltonian is a very complicated task, as there are ten 
operators which mix under renormalisation. Good reviews of this ' and eff 
related subject can be found in references [94] and [95]. Here we will only give a 
very brief outline of the construction of this Hamiltonian, with stress upon the 
components we are calculating in this work, i.e., the Al = 3/2 part of electro-
magnetic penguin contributions. In constructing we take into account eff 
the QED effects. 
In the absence of QCD and QED, i.e., a3  = aem = 0, there is only one AS = 1 
operator after integrating out the heavy W boson. It arises from the diagram in 
figure 1.5(a). This operator is traditionally called Q2 
= (.Ua) VA  (üd)v_A, 	 (4.35) 
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Figure 4.3: A QCD penguin diagram. 
where a and 0 are colour indices, (V ± A) stand for the structure y,L(i + 'yS). 
Taking QCD into account will introduce five more operators under renormalisa-
tion. Amongst these five operators, there is an operator Qi  which is just the 
colour-mixed partner of Q2, 
	
Qi = (-U) VA  (üd)VA 	= ( ada ) VA  (üu)V_A, 	(4.36) 
where we have used a Fierz transformation in the second step. The other four 
operators (Q3, Q, Q5 and  Q6)  are called QCD penguins, as they come from 
penguin diagrams with a gluon propagator involved, figure 4.3 
Q3 = ( dc) VA 	(eq)v_A, 	 (4.37) 
q =u, d,s 
= (de)V-A 	(cqa)v_, 	 (4.38) 
q =u,d, s 
Q5 =(d)V _ A 	(qp) vA , 	 ( 4.39) 
q =u,d , s 
Q6 = (d)VA 	E (qq)VA. 	 (4.40) 
q=u,d , s 
It is instructive to look briefly at the kind of transition processes between K and 
irrr these operators can generate. First, we can see that Qi  and  Q2  are singlet 
under SU(3)R, as they both have purely left-left structure. In order to investigate 
the transformation properties of Qi  and  Q2  under SU(3) L , we look at the two 
operators 
Q i = Qi - Q2 = [( d)L(u)L - (u)L(id)L], 	 (4.41) 
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= Q + Q2 = [( d)L(uu)L + (su)L(üd)L], (4.42) 
where spinors in the same parenthesis carry the same colour index, and we have 
written V - A as 'left' (and we will write V + A as 'right'). We can write Q'1 and 
as the form 
rnjk-L L-L L 
	
'1q q3qkql , 	 (4.43) 
where i,j,k,1 are SU(3) indices, with the convention 
U —* 1, 	 (4.44) 
d 	2, 	 (4.45) 
S —+ 3. 	 (4.46) 
Then we see that for Q, 
T 31 - T12 - 13 - 	T 3 - T 13 - - 	all other T = 0. 	(4.47) 21 - 	2' 12 - 21 - 2' 
Therefore, T is antisymmetric in the upper and lower indices, which means the 
four-quark operator Q is aritisymmetric under the exchange of two antiquarks 
and the exchange of two quarks. Bearing this in mind and using the tensor-algebra 
relations 
(3 X 3 )antisymm = , 	 (4.48) 
(3 X )antisymm = 3, 	 (4.49) 
we can see that Q can be represented as 3 x 3 = 8 + 1 under the SU(3)L trans-
formation. Since this operator describes the quark-level st -+ dL  transition, it 
cannot be flavour singlet. Therefore, we conclude that Q is in the (8,1) repre-
sentation under SU(3)L x SU(3) R . We can apply this argument to Q. In this 
case, 
T 31 - T 13 - 	- T' 3 - , all other T = 0. 	(4.50) 21 — 12 — 12 - 21 
That is, T is symmetric in the upper and lower indices. This means we have to 
use the relations 
(3 X 3)symm = 6, 	 (4.51) 
X )symm = 6, 	 (4.52) 
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and Q'2 can be represented as 6 x 6 = 27 + 8 + 1. However, this operator cannot be 
in the 27 representation since it is not traceless 3 , and it cannot be in the singlet 
representation since it is not flavour singlet. We conclude that Q is also in the 
(8,1) representation under SU(3) L x SU(3) R . This can also be justified by the 
fact that Q'2 is related to Q i via gluon exchange, so they should be in the same 
irreducible representation under flavour SU(3)L x SU(3) R. Therefore, Qi  and  Q2 
are both in (8,1) representation, as they are just linear combinations of Q and 
Using an argument which is very similar to the above one, we can show that 
Q3 and  Q4 are also in the (8,1) representation under SU(3)L x SU(3)R. As for 
Q5 and Q6,  we can write them in the form 
Q5,6 = (sd)L(üu + dd + s)R (colour unmixed, mixed). 	(4.53) 
The (d) L is in the octet representation under SU(3)L, and (üu + dd + s)R is 
singlet under SU(3)R. That means Q5,6 are both in the (8,1) representation under 
SU(3)L x SU(3)R. 
Therefore, the above six operators are all in the (8,1) representation. Q and 
Q2 can generate both Al = 1/2 and Al = 3/2 transitions. On the other hand, 
Q, Q, Q5 and  Q6  only generate Al = 1/2 transitions and only contribute to 
(ImA o /2ReA 0 ) in the estimate of c' in equation (4.24). This is from the fact 
that these four operators involve a .s —* d transition, and the quark-qluon vertex 
must be flavour-singlet. It can be argued [96, 97] that the (V — A) x (V + A) 
chiral structure of Q6  enhances its matrix elements by an order of magnitude 4. 
Hence most analyses of (ImA o/2ReA 0 ) only include this operator. Calculating 
matrix elements of Q6  is a very difficult task due to mixing with lower dimensional 
operators on the lattice, and is beyond the scope of this work. 
In addition to the above six operators, there are also four elect roweak-p engui n 
(figure 4.4) operators 
'From the tensor method for classifying irreducible representations of Lie groups, the highest-
dimension irreducible representation must be traceless. 
'Of course, matrix elements of Q5 receive the same enhancement as well. However, the 
colour-mixed (V — A) x (V + A) structure has a larger overlap with pseudo-scalar-meson states 
than its colour-unmixed counterpart. We will discuss this point in subsection 4.2.2. 






q 	 q 
d 	u,c,t 	S 
q 	 q 
Figure 4.4: Electroweak penguin diagrams. 
Q7 = eq (q)vA, 
q =u ,d,s 
Qs = ; (sd)vA  (- q (qq)V+A, 
q=u,d,s 
Q9 = _ (ad) eq (qq)v_A, 
q=u, d,s 
Q10 (d) v _ A  eq (qa)_, 





where e q is the electric charge carried by the quark. We now look at the structures 
of these operators. For Q7,8,  we can write them in the form 
Q7,8 = e, ( ~~d) L  ( - dd— 	(colour unmixed, mixed), 	(4.58) 
where e is the electron charge. The (.d)L structure is clearly in the octet represen-
tation under SU(3)L. The right-handed component [üu - (1/2)dd - (112)s] R is 
the traceless part in the SU(3) algebraic relation 3 x3 = 8+1, hence it is also in the 
octet representation. Therefore, Q7 and  Q8  are in (8,8) under SU(3) L x SU(3)R. 
They can contribute to both A I = 1/2 and A I = 3/2 transitions between K 
and inn. This can be seen from the fact that (d), carries AI = 1/2, and the 
right-handed part can he decomposed into a linear combination of /I = 0 and 
AI = 1 transitions according to 
(uu — id — s)=(uu_Jd) R +(uu+Jd_ 23) R . 	(4.59) 
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Q 9 and Qio  can be shown to he in (27,1) representation under SU(3) 11. x SU(3)R, 
and can also generate both Al - 1/2 and Al = 3/2 transitions. 
From this observation, it has been argued [98] that the Al = 3/2 parts of the 
EM penguin operators Q 7 and Q8 contribute significantly to ', although they are 
suppressed by a factor of aem/as in comparison with the QCD-penguin operators. 
This argument is based upon two reasons 
Q7 and Q8  transform as (8,8), while Qi,. . . , Q6 transform as (8, 1). From the 
predictions of Chiral Perturbation Theory, equations (2.96) and (2.98), we 
can see that Qi,. . . , Q 6 vanish in the chiral limit, while Q7,8 contributions 
scale like constants'. 
The imaginary part of the matrix elements of purely Al = 3/2 EM-penguin 
operators contribute to the phase of A 2 . Since ReA 2 is a small number in 
comparison with ReA0 (Al = 1/2 rule), these operators might give signif-
icant contributions to c' via the enhancement of (ImA 2 /ReA 2 ) in equation 
(4.24). 
From the above discussion, we are strongly motivated to investigate the matrix 
elements of the Al = 3/2 parts of Q and Q8.  We will call them and 0/2 
throughout this work, 
03/2 = ( d) 	-d] + (s. Lu,) (ud), 	(4.60) 
03/2 - ( Ld) [üyua - dydc ] ± ( yu fl ) (Üyd c ), 	(4.61) 8 - 
where 7 R = ( 1 + ) and 	= (1 - 
RG analysis of the scale evolution of 	in NLLA [95, 99, 100] is much eff 
more involved than the one for 7=2  In addition to the fact that there are ten eff 
operators which mix under renormalisation, the presence of QED contributions 
to the scale evolution makes this analysis very complicated. The first step is 
5 Q9,10 are in the (27,1) representation. Therefore, equation (2.97) predicts that their matrix 
elements should vanish in the chiral limit too. Also, as we shall see in the next section, the 
(V - A) x (V + A) structure of Q7,8  enhances their matrix elements. 
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to calculate the Wilson coefficients at the scale MW where we match the low-
energy effective theory describing AS = 1 transitions to the full Standard Model 
(c.f., equation (1.21)). In NLLA, this matching has to be done at O(a.) and 
O(aem ). At this order, top-quark contributions dominate the loops in the penguin 
diagrams (from the argument of CKM factors and the asymptotic behaviours of 
the relevant Inami-Lim functions). Here we just list the Wilson coefficients of Q 
and Q8  at the the scale M [100] 
C7(Mw) = 	I4co(x) + Do(xt)], 	 (4.62) 67 
	
C8(MW) = 0, 	 (4.63) 
where Co and b0 are the relevant Inami-Lim functions. Because of the compli-
cation arising from the inclusion of QED effects, the scale-evolution function for 
the Wilson coefficients is more complicated than the one introduced in equation 
(1.60). In this case, it is [100] 
= Tgexpfdg' Tg/,aem) 
009 	
, 	 (4.64) 
where '5'(g', aem ) is the 10 x 10 anomalous dimension matrix including QCD and 
QED contributions, it can be expanded as 
aem) 	
aem 1 (0)C's - 4 S + 162S + 	+ 	+ 	 I. 	(4.65) 
(0)  and 	are one- and two-loop anomalous dimension matrices arising purely 
from QCD effects, while '' and '' are from the presence of QED corrections.sem 
Numerical values of the matrix elements of these four 10 x 10 matrices have been 
calculated by the authors of [95], [99] and [100]. On the other hand, the scale-
evolution function for the operators Qi, , Qio is also slightly complicated than 




—'g,a em ) 
(4.66)I
(2) 	 g)  
This scale-evolution function can be decomposed as 
acm 
(/I,2; aem) = S()  + 	R(1 1 , 2 ), 	 (4.67) 
4ir 
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where Ts(1,2)  is from the pure QCD contributions, and &j 1 , 2 ) arises from 
the QED corrections. In NLLA, U(iij , sums the leading logarithms 2 /ft 
and the next-to-leading logarithms a 1 ln(4/), while (1,2) sums the log-
arithms and a In' (ui/). In this work, we need to 
evolve the scale in a range of a few GeV, where a 3 is between 0.1 and 0.2. There-
fore, the contributions from the logarithms summed by A(11 1 , are much smaller 
than the ones summed by O ' ( fl  1, 2)  as they are suppressed by the factor aem/as. 
Hence we drop &/11412)  in performing the two-loop running of B'2 and B' 2 . As 
we will see in the next section, we are performing lattice calculations of B' 2 and 
B. in the chiral limit. in this case, Q7 and Q8  mix with each other under renor-
malisation, but not with the other eight operators. Under these circumstances, 
we have the one- and two-loop anomalous dimension matrices 
o) 	(2 —6 
Y78 
= \ 0 —16 ) ' 
	 (4.68) 
(\
/ 71 — 
	 — 99± (1) 	 -i- 9 	 3 
'Y78 = 	- 225  —i--- +4nf -1343 + 	/ ' 
	 ( 4.69) 
	
6 	9 
where rnj is the number of active flavours. We then use these two matrices and 
equation (1.72) to perform two-loop running' for B 2 and B83"2 . 
4.2 Lattice Calculation 
Our goal is to nion-perturbatively calculate the matrix elements 
(f?0 I0 =2  LL (K ° ), 	 (4.70) 
(77107 (it)IK), 	 (4.71) 
(IO' 2 (ii)IK), 	 (4.72) 
we shall see in the next section, in order to perform two-loop running for B' 2 arid B' 2 
we still need to know the one- and two-loop anomalous dimensions for the pseudo-scalar density 
quark bilinear. We will present this anomalous dimension then. 
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using Lattice QCD. t is the renormalisation scale. However, in calculating the 
K —+ irr transition matrix elements, we have to deal with the two-pion final state. 
In the limit of large Euclidean time, the final state with two rest pions dominates. 
However, this state is not the one we need in calculating the matrix elements of 
K —+ 7r7r decays. This makes the lattice calculation of these matrix elements 
difficult. A remedy [101, 102, 103] of this problem is to use Chiral Perturbation 
Theory prediction to relate the matrix elements ( 7r7rI 03/2 (it)K) to the matrix 
elements (7rI 0312 (ji)IK) 
°I0312IK) = 	(+03/2IK+) 	 (4.73) 
fir 
However, this is just a result from the lowest-order Chiral Perturbation Theory. 
Therefore, throughout this work, we study (the B parameters of) the matrix ele-
ments (-+o3/2(1)K+)  in the chiral limit, where u, d and s are massless 7 . These 
matrix elements can be related to AI = 3/2 K — irr decay matrix elements 
through equation (4.73). In the end, we are investigating 
	
LL (/1)K ° ), 	 (4.74) 
(4.75) 
+ ,r3/2 (7r k8 (j) K). 	 (4.76) 
As addressed in section 3.2, these matrix elements are of dimension four. That 
means they have a, strong dependence upon the lattice spacing. Therefore, we 
study their B parameters (subsection 3.1.4), which are dimensionless and are 
expected to have much smaller dependence upon the lattice spacing than the 
matrix elements themselves. The vacuum-saturation approximation of the above 
matrix elements and their B parameters will be discussed in subsection 4.2.2. 
7Since the typical scale for chiral symmetry breaking is 1 GeV, one would expect that this 
approximation has a (M/(1CeV) 2 ) 20% error. 
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4.2.1 Simulation Details 
The simulation details are the same as those presented in subsection 3.2.1 (table 
3.1). We use the three ici values in table 3.2 for light-quark masses. In the 
investigation of the chiral behaviour of the AS = 2 operator, we need the recoil 
variable (p . q), where p is the four-momentum carried by K° arid q is the four-
momentum carried by K° . Bearing in mind that the energies of the pseudo-scalar 
mesons can he determined from fitting the large-time behaviour of the correlator 
in equation (3.63), we only need to implement the spatial components of the 
momenta at simulation time. We use spatial momenta (27r/L, 0, 0), (0, 27r/L, 0) 
and (0, 0, 2r/L) for K ° and K° . Here L is the number of lattice points in the 
spatial directions, therefore L = 16 at f3 = 6.0 and L = 24 at 0 = 6.2. 
4.2.2 Bag Parameters: B1., B'2 and B'2 
Let's start with the left-left AS = 2 operator which accounts for the K ° —K ° 
oscillations. This operator has the same left-left structure as the AB = 2 operator 
studied in the last chapter. Therefore, following the discussion in subsection 3.1.4, 
especially equations (3.37), (3.38) and (3.39), the B parameter of this matrix 
element (called BK) at the renormalisation scale u is defined as 
	
BR (,a) 
- 	 -  
- - 	f(pq) 	
, 	(4.77) 
LL 	IKI(p))vs 
where p and q are the momenta carried by K ° and K ° respectively. The renormalisation-
scale independent BK is defined as 
BK = b 2 (/)BK(/i). 	 (4.78) 
Now we turn to the B parameters of 03127  and 
0312 
. We first look at 03127
,  which 
has the structure 
(qyq) 	 (4.79) 
where 	= 'y(1 - y) and 	= -Y,(l + 'yb). Its parity-conserving part is 
yq) (qyq) - 	q# 	 (4-80) .
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which has the same structure as 02 in equation (3.77). Now we insert the vacuum 
state in all possible ways in the matrix element (7r + 1021 K+). There are two dif-
ferent ways to insert the vacuum state. One is equivalent to leaving all the quark 
fields in their original positions in equation (4.80), the other one is equivalent to 
exchanging the flavours of q2 and q4 with their colours unchanged. The former 
one simply results in a term 
	
0)(0jV2K) - @IAI 0X 0IAK, 	 (4.81) 
where 	are the local vector currents and 	are the local axial-vector currents 
with the correct flavour content. The latter one results in a term 
+p1O)(OJp2IK+) - +S10)(0S2K+)) (4.82) 
where S are the scalar-density local quark bilinears and P are the pseudo-scalar-
density local quark hilinears with the correct flavour content. The factor 1/3is 
from the arrangement of colour indices. Here we have used the Fierz identity 
(q1-y,q4) (3yI2q2) - (y,Ly5q4) (37Ly5q2) 
= 2 x 	 - ( 1q2)(q3q4)] 	 (4.83) 
to bring the spinors to the positions which results in the transition between 
the kaon and the vacuum, and the transition between the pion and the vacuum. 
Because of parity and Lorentz symmetry, the vector current and the scalar density 
do not contribute to the matrix elements when sandwiched by the vacuum and a 
pseudo-scalar-meson state. Therefore, vacuum saturation of the matrix element 
(+03121j+) leads to the result 
(IO2IK)vs = 	P10)(Op2IK+) - 	 (4.84) 
However, the second term on the right hand side vanishes in the chiral limit, where 
we are performing the lattice calculation for B' 2 . In this limit, the vacuum 
saturation approximation of the above matrix element becomes 
((92K)vs = (7r+ p 1 0)(0 IP 2 JK). 	 (4.85) 
3 
A similar procedure leads to the result 
= 2(7r IPi 0)(0P2 K). 	 (4.86) 
There are two important observations here: 
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The pseudo-scalar densities P have larger overlaps with pseudo-scalar-
meson states than other quark bilinears. Hence we can expect that the 
contributions to the term (ImA 2/2ReA 2 ) in € form 073/2  and 08
3/2 
 should be 
bigger than the contributions from 	and 	8,  especially 03/2 should 
have the biggest contribution amongst the EM-penguin operators. This is 
actually an important reason for why the contribution of the QCD-penguin 
operator 06 dominates the term (ImA o/2ReA 0 ) in c. 
The vacuum-saturated matrix elements (ir +103127  JR )vs  and 
(7+103/2
8 
  JR )vs 
depend upon the renormalisation scale t, as the pseudo-scalar density P is 
not a symmetry current. 
32 	3/2 . 	. The B parameters B 7 and B8
/ 
in the chiral limit are then defined as 
3/2 	 (J0 2 ([t)JK±) 
B7 () +JP()Jo)(oJP()JK+)' 	
(4.87) 
3/2 	 (10 2 ()1 K±) 
B8 (/2)  
2(+ JP(/2) JO)(OJP(/2) K+ 
 
where we do not distinguish the pseudo-scalar-density quark bilinears in (rjP(/2)J0) 
and (OJP(i)JK) any more. 
4.2.3 Correlation Functions 
In order to study BK, it is obvious that the correlation function we need is 
similar to the one in equation (3.47). However, as we shall see later, we want to 
investigate the dependence of BK upon the recoil variable in performing chiral 
extrapolation. Therefore, we need the correlation function 
C 8=2 (t 1 , t 2 ; j, )  e 	FM t2)02  (0, O)P(x, ti)), 	(4.89) 
where the notation follows the one introduced in subsection 3.2.2. Once again, 
we fix the operator 0eS2  at the space-time point (0, 0) and let ti and t 2 move 
and 	have left-left structure. Therefore, we only have axial-vector-current contri- 
+ 3/2 butions in the vacuum saturation of the matrix elements (it IO,II 








Figure 4.5: Three-point function for the K ° —K° mixing 
in the range 
	
t i <T, 	 (4.90) 
O<t2 <- 	 (4.91) 
This correlation function is depicted in figure 4.5. This diagram is known as 
the eight diagram'. The backward contaminations of this correlation function 
are similar to the ones in equations (3.53) and (3.54), with Mp replaced by the 
energy E(Mp,p). 
Notice that there is more than one lattice 0S=2  which contributes to K ° — K ° 
3/2 mixing, because of explicit chiral symmetry breaking. This is also true for 07 
and 08  in It —+ 7T7T decays. As we shall see in the next section, all these 
operators have structures listed in equation (3.77). This offers a convenient way 
to obtain matrix elements of03/2  and 3/2 from correlation functions similar 
to If we work out the Wick contraction of matrix elements of 07 2  and 
03/2 
in equations (4.60) and (4.61) with an initial one-kaon state and a final one-
pion state, there are eye-diagram (penguin) contractions depicted in figure 4.6. 
These contractions will result in the mixing with lower dimensional operators, 
which makes the lattice calculations very difficult. However, these contributions 
will cancel amongst each other in the limit where isospiri symmetry is exact. 
This means we do not have to take them into account, since we are investigating 
rIO12(t)IK) and (+IO/2 (I+) in the chiral limit'. Therefore, we only 
9 0f course, lattice simulations are not done in this limit. We have to resort to Chiral 
Perturbation Theory to study these matrix elements in the chiral regime. 








Figure 4.6: The eye-diagram (penguin) contraction for 
( 
10 2IK) and 
(IO 2 IK). 
have the eight-diagram contributions which are the same as the contraction shown 
in figure 4.5, with 0S=2  replaced by 0tS1 Moreover, we do not need the 
dependence of B' 2 upon the recoil variable to investigate their chiral behaviours. 
We then resort to the correlation function 
3/2 
C ,8 (t 1 , t 2 ) = 	(P(il, t2 )(07 , 8  )L(0, 0)P, t 1 )), 	 (4.92) 
zg 
in the calculations of B 182 . Note that this correlation function has the feature 
that the initial- and final-state mesons have the same mass. This will give matrix 
- 	3/2 P) . 	 3/2 elements (PO7,8 	, content with the quark 	t of 07,5 different from the operators 
in equations (4.60) and (4.61). However, the above matrix elements are equivalent 
to (irIO'K)  in the chiral limit. 
In order to complete the calculations of BR-, B 2 , we also need the correlators 
	
C(t,p) = 	e 0(PF ( x ) PL'  (0)), 	 (4.93) 
Cfr(t) = 	(PL(x)P(0)), 	 (4.94) 
ze 
C(t) = 	(A(x)P(0)), 	 (4.95) 
where P is the pseudo-scalar-density, and A 4 is the fourth component of the 
axial-vector-current quark bilinears. 
The authors of [104], [105] have proposed a way of examining the chiral be- 
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haviour of BK and BC 2 . Evidence shows this reduces systematic errors arising 
from the exclusion of higher-order terms in Chiral Perturbation Theory in the 
calculations of BK.  In this work, we follow this convention. We will discuss it 
more in section 4.4. Here wejust list the ratios between the correlation functions 
we need in this convention. To look at the chiral behaviour of BK, we need the 
ratio in the limit where ti and T - t 2 are large enough 
I 	CS2(ti,t2;,q 	 (P0(qO21P0() 	
(4.96) 
	
ZA2 	 CPFPL  
where ZA is the renormalisation constant for the lattice axial-vector current. 
The reason why we have ZA2 in the denominator in the above ratio will become 
clear later on. K ° and K ° carry momenta # and 7 respectively.  Rs2(j, q) 
can be quite noisy when and 7are both non-zero, c.f., the signal-to-noise-ratio 
problem discussed in subsection 2.1.4. Figure 4.7 shows extreme examples of the 
best plateaus and worst plateaus of Rs2(j, qJ in this work. 
For B 2 , we need the ratios in the well-separated time and chiral limit 
R312 
- 	 C(1 1 ,t2 ) 	 3 (P1
03/2
7 1 P) 
7 - -- 	 _ -+- 
, O)C pp (t2, 0) 	2(PIPIO)(OIPIP)' 	
(4.97) 
2C fr@ 1  
3/2 	1 	G(1 1 , t 2 ) 	1 	(PJO 2 P) 
R8 _  
2 Cfr 	
_ 
( t 1 ,)C(t 2 ,o) 	2 ppy 	(4.98) 
Examples of the plateaus of 3/2  R7,8 are shown in figure 4.8. 
To study the chiral behaviour of the above ratios, we define the mass and 
recoil variable (when t is large enough) 
Q rLFi4rLP 
- __________AP 	P 
- 	 nLFi4\rLF .J Lppy)LJpp 
V 	1" 




where X is a fitted quantity and is proportional to the mass of the pseudo-scalar 
meson mass. Y is obtained from X and is proportional to the recoil variable 
(p . q). 
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Figure 4.7: Plateaus of R=2 (matched to NDR-MS at the matching scale y= 
1/a) at /9 = 6.0. (a) is the plateau of RAs=2 with the heaviest light meson 
and light anti-meson in this work. The meson and the anti-meson do not carry 
momentum in this case. The fitting time-slice range is 4 < t 2 < 8 and 4 < 
T - S. (b) is the plateau of R2 with the lightest light meson and light 
anti-meson in this work. The meson carries momentum and the anti meson 
carries momentum with jpj = 
	
= 27r/L (L is the number of lattice points 
in each spatial direction), and 5 parallel to 	The fitting time-slice range is 
5<t2 <8 and 5<T—t 1 <8. 
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Figure 4.8: Plateaus of NDR-MS R3 /7,8 at /1' = 6.0. The fitting time-slice range 
are 4-< t2<8 and 4 < T - ti < 8 in both plots. The matching scale ft is 2/a. 
4.3 Operator Matching 
From what we have seen in subsection 4.2.2, we know the study of B1. and 
B' 2 requires the matching of the lattice four-fermion operators QLS=2 
": 
and quark bilinears q174702, ql -Y5q2 to the corresponding continuum operators. 
Because of explicit chiral symmetry breaking on the lattice, we have operator 
mixing amongst the four-fermion operators. In this section, we use the basis 
introduced in equation (3.77). Once again, we use the one-loop-perturbation-
theory results from the tree-level clover action with appropriate modifications for 
the KLM normalisation and mean-field improvement to perform the matching. 
However, we will not discuss the mean-field improvement in details here, since it 
is implemented in the same way described in subsection 3.3. 
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4.3.1 From Lattice to NDR-M 
The matching of BK between the lattice and the NDR-MS scheme is the same as 
the one of BB in equation (3.85) 
(  
BR_(,) - Z1 (as , a ; CSW) B 	5la t (a) + 	Z(a; csw)Btt(a)), 	(4.101) 
- Z(a9;csw) 
with Z3  (j = 1 	, 5) the renormalisatiori constants in equations (3.82), (3.83) 
and (3.84). Here we treat Z2  (a,; csw) as an overall factor (i.e., not combine its 
one-loop correction with the one in Z 1 ). Again, we find taking and not taking 
ZA as an overall factor produces compatible results of B1 . 
3/2 We now turn to the matching of B7 , 8 . This can also he done by relating the 
renormalisation constants of four-fermion operators to the ones of quark bilinears 
in the DRED-M, then match to the NDR-MS scheme [76]. First, we have the 
relations between 0  7,8 
3/2 
and the basis operators in equation (3.77) 
3/2 
—+  _J7 	02, 	 (4.102) 
08 	—20 4 . 	 ( 4.103) 
The matching of these two operators between the lattice and any continuum 
scheme can be split into two steps, as 3/2  and 
3/2
08  mix with each other under 
renormalisation in any scheme. 
The first step is the 'chiral subtraction' introduced in subsection 2.1.6. Define 
(91.att (j =1,.. . , 5) to be the operators after chiral subtraction, then we want to 
perform the one-loop chiral subtraction 
0t (a) \ (I ,iat 
2 
 t( a)) 	(Ott (a)) 
+ a 24 	( a ) 	 (4.104)
chiral ( 
0!att) 
Oiatt(a) 	= 	Okitt( a ) 	47r 
Okttt( a ) 
where Zchiral  is a 2 x 3 matrix. The values of the elements of this matrix have 
been calculated by the authors of [76] 
	
rchiraI - 	- z\ 5 1 —16 —28 2 
24 	— 24 	2 	32 	0 ) ' 
	 (4.105) 
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where tj and L 	arise from the matching of scalar- and pseudo-scalar-density 
quark bilinears between the lattice and the NDR-MS scheme, their values [46] 
are already listed in table 3.3. 
The second step is to match the chirally subtracted 0tt(a)  arid  O1att(a)  to 
their NDR-MS counterparts using one-loop perturbation theory 
/ QNDR-M 	( Z22 (o 8 ,a1t;tad) Z24(a8,a1i;tad) ) ( Qatt 
0DR_) = 	Z42(a, ay; tad) Z44(a,a;tad) 	O 	) 	
( 4.106) 
The mixing of 02 arid 04 is a universal' phenomena, i.e., it happens in any 
scheme. In principle, the renormalisation constants in equation (4.106) should all 
depend upon the reriormalisation scale y. At one-loop level, they can be related 
to the one-loop quark-bilinear renormalisation constants through [76] 
Z22 (a3 , aft; tad) = 1+-x 
{ - 2ln(a) + 	[18 	+ 5) - 5 i + A, + 32] + 1— 2X}, 
(4.107) 
a 
Z24 (,a;tad) = 	x - 121n(a) + [6 	+ 	- 	- 5] + 6}, 
47r 	I 
(4.108) 
Z42 (a, aft ;tad) = 	x 
47r 	24 	 2 
(4.109) 
Z44 (a,a;tad) = 1 + 	x {161n(at) + 	[13 i + 19 5 + 32Ar, + 1— 2X1
1 47r 12
(4.110) 
where X is the one-loop coefficient of the perturbative expansion of u0 in equa-
tion (3.69). All the Aj are the same as those listed in table 3.3. The term (-2X) 
appears in Z22 and Z44 through the implementation of mean-field improvement. 
Note that X and AE, only show up in Z22 arid Z44 because other two renormalisa-
tion constants start at 0(a8 ). Another feature worth-noting is that the one-loop 
anomalous dimension matrix in this matching (renormalisation) procedure is 
/ —2 —12 
724 = 	
0 	16 ) ' 
	 (4.111) 
which shows the universality of the one-loop anomalous dimensions when com-
pared with equation (4.68). 
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From equations (4.87) and (4.88), we also have to perform the matching 
(q15q2)NDR_ Zp(a, a; tad) (q15q2) 1att  (a), (4.112) 
in order to obtain B!82 in the NDR-MS scheme. Here we use the one-loop Zp 
from [46] and [76], with mean-field improvement 
api; tad) = 1 + 	[6 ln(ai) + (A' + A) - X 
471- 1 	(4.113) 
and treat it as an overall factor in the calculations of B 2 . 
In order to estimate the systematic errors arising from the truncation of 
the perturbative series in this one-loop-matching procedure, we match the lat-
tice B parameters to the NDR-MS scheme at three renormalisation scales i = 
1/a, 2/a, 71-/a. In this matching procedure, we use the MS coupling constants 
listed in table 3.4, i.e., the ones obtained from the procedure described in sub-
section 3.3.1. 
4.3.2 Running in the MS Scheme 
As mentioned in the last subsection, we perform operator matching between the 
lattice and the NDR-MS scheme at the scales 1/a, 2/a and 7r/a. In order to 
compare our results with other calculations and to estimate systematic errors, 
we have to perform the scale evolution in the NDR-MS scheme. Unlike what we 
do in the study of the B ° —B ° mixing, here we perform the two-loop running in 
the NDR-MS scheme with n1 = 0. Our procedure is equivalent to the 'horizontal 
matching' introduced in [76]. Here we stress again that it is also valid to perform 
scale evolution with particle threshold taken into account. We favour the NDR-
MS running with n1 = 0 in the calculations of BK and B' 2 because most previous 
calculations of these quantities were done in this way, and we want to compare 
our results with these previous work. A point in the two-loop running of B' 2 is 
that we use (ym)  to evolve pseudo-scalar density quark bilinear which appears 
in the vacuum-saturation approximations of the matrix elements ((9'82 K+) 
where -y,n is the QCD y  function for the running quark mass. To summarise the 
two-loop running in NDR-MS scheme: 
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For BK,  we use U( 1 , 2 ) which is the same as U 2 in equation 
(3.35). 
3/2 	 78 For 07,8 , we use the 2 x 2 scale-evolution matrix UNLLA([Li,/i2) constructed 
from the procedure explained in the end of subsection 1.2.3, with one- and 
two-loop anomalous dimension matrices in equations (4.68) and (4.69) (with 
flj = 0). 
For pseudo-scalar density, use 
4.4 Analysis and Results 
3/2 We have arrived at the stage where we can extract BK and B 7 ,8 by studying 
3/2 the chiral behaviour of the ratios R2 and R. As stated in subsection 4.2.3, 
There is more than one lattice operator which contribute to each ratio. In this 
subsection, we present the analysis in which we form R2 and R" in the 
NDR-MS scheme using the renormalisation constants in equations (4.101) and 
(4.107),.. .,(4.110), and then fit the plateaus of these NDR-MS ratios. As we did 
in the analysis of B°— ° mixing, we also tried to fit R2 and R4 B 	formed by 
using lattice operator Qlatt  (i 	and and then obtain NDR-MS ratios 
using these fitted 'lattice ratios'. This procedure gives results that are almost 
indistinguishable from the ones we present here. 
An issue in the study of the chiral behaviour of R2 is its dependence upon 
the recoil variable (p . q), where p and q are the momenta carried by K ° and K ° 
respectively. For each pseudo-scalar meson (we have six in total), we form the 
following four combinations of 5 and 
1 5'=q=0. 
Average over all cases in which one of the momenta has absolute value 
2r/L, while the other one is zero. 
3. Average over all cases in which Ii1 = 	= 27r/L, with ' perpendicular to 
q. 
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4. Average over all cases in which Ii1 = k1 = 27r/L, with parallel to . 
Therefore, we have twenty-four data points for RAS=2 in total. 
4.4.1 B1 and Chiral Behaviour of 011=2 LL 
In terms of the notation introduced in subsection 2.3.3, 0E=2 is a pure (27,1) 
operator. According to equation (2.97), its matrix element (PJOE 2 IP) is pro-
portional to (p. q) in Chiral Perturbation Theory, where p and q the momenta 
carried by the initial- and final-state mesons. However, because we are using a 
clover fermion action to calculate this matrix element, chiral symmetry is explic-
itly broken, the scaling of (PlO r 2 IP) should take the form 
(PIOf 2 IP) = a00  + a10 M + a01 (p. q), 	 (4.114) 
if the chiral subtraction is riot performed exactly. Mp is the pseudo-scalar-meson 
mass, a00 and a10 are lattice artifacts. We can also parameterise the above ChPT 
expansion in terms of RAs2,  X (proportional to Mfl and Y (proportional to 
(p q)) introduced in equations (4.96), (4.99) and (4.100). This leads to 
R2 = OZK + /3KX + YKY, 	 (4.115) 
where aK and /3K  are lattice artifacts. There could be contributions from higher-
order terms in Chiral Perturbation Theory. For instance, including the 0(p4) 
terms gives the expansion 
R2 = aK + 13KX + 7KY + SK X2  + CKXY + 6K Y 2 , 	( 4.116) 
where aK, 13K, 8K are lattice artifacts. We have used both equations (4.115) and 
(4.116) to perform chiral extrapolations and have found 
1. These two extrapolations give consistent aj, I3K and -yK. 
2. SN and EK in equation (4.116) are always consistent with zero. K  does 
contribute in some cases, but the contribution is always very small. 
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This means the contributions from higher-order ChPT expansion are insignificant 
in the parameterisation we use. Therefore, we can safely perform chiral extrap-
olations with equation (4.115). From the definitions of R-2, X and Y, we 
conclude 
BK= -  YK. 	 (4.117) 
The lattice artifacts aj.- and /3K  arise from the explicit chiral symmetry break-
ing in Wilson-type fermion actions'° and have been observed to give large sys-
tematic errors on BK because: 
In equation (4.115), we can see that 'YK  is a O(p2 ) term, while a1 is a 
0(p°) term, in Chiral Perturbation Theory. This means even a small lattice 
artifact OZK  might give a large systematic error on BK, as aK is not small 
compared with yKY, at the scale MK (i.e., (p. q) MK). 
OK  has been observed to be quite large in comparison with 'YK  in the calcu-
lations of BK.  For instance, a calculation of BK using the tree-level clover 
action [105] shows /3K  is not consistent with zero, and might give a 30% 
systematic error on BK (assuming X 	Y). Another calculation" using 
the Wilson fermion action [76] shows 01,7 is not zero and could give 10% 
systematic errors on BK. 
Therefore, BK is very sensitive to chiral symmetry breaking, and its chiral be-
haviour should be analysed carefully, especially when calculating it using lattice 
actions which explicitly break chiral symmetry. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the Y 
dependence in the chiral extrapolations of NDR-MS R=2  at the renormalisa-
tion scale u 1/a, according to equation (4.115), at two values of lattice spacing 
we have 12.  In these two plots, we draw a Y-dependence curve for each fixed 
X (meson mass) we have, so there are six curves in each plot. To make it more 
10 aK and 13K do not appear in the calculations using lattice fermion actions which have 
continuous-like chiral symmetry. 
"This calculation is done using a different parameterisation of the ratio between matrix 
elements and the mass and recoil variables. 
"Chiral extrapolations of Rs2  at the renormalisation scales 2/a and ir/a exhibit very 
similar features such that they do not change the discussion in this subsection at all. 




IK = 0.09+0.05-0.06 








0.0 	0.2 	0.4 	0.6 
Y (p. q) 
Figure 4.9: Y dependence of Rs 2 (1/a) in the chiral extrapolation according to 
equation (4.115) at /J = 6.0. We use four different symbols to indicate different 
combinations of momenta carried by K ° and K ° explained in the text. There 
are six points for each symbol, since we have six pseudo-scalar mesons in the 
simulation. 
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aK - 0.006+0.009-0.008 
IK - —0.02+0.06-0.08 













Y (p. q) 
Figure 4.10: Y dependence of Rs_2(1/a) in the chiral extrapolation according 
to equation (4.115) at f3 = 6.2. Other details are the same as the ones in figure 
4.9 
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clear, these curves are drawn according to the relation 
= aK + /3KXfixed + 'YK, 	 (4.118) 
where Xfl xed are from the meson masses we use in the simulations. Therefore, 
these curves will become closer to each other as 13K  gets smaller. We also list the 
resultant aK , 1j and YK  in these figures. 
There are two factors which can cause the presence of the lattice artifacts aK 
and 13K  in using Wilson-type fermion actions: 
0(aa) discretisation errors. For instance, in the Wilson fermion action, 
chiral Ward identities are violated by the presence of a 0(a) term [27], 
which arise from the irrelevant operator Wilson suggested to add to the 
naive fermion action. 
Operator matching. As discussed in subsection 2.1.6, explicit chiral sym-
metry breaking causes further operator mixing on the lattice, in addition 
to the mixing which happens in every regulari sat ion/renormalisation pro-
cedure. Ideally, this operator mixing is subtracting the effects of chiral-
symmetry violations on the lattice, and reproducing the chiral behaviour of 
the operator to be the one as expected in the continuum scheme. Figure 
4.11 shows the effect of chiral subtraction at 3 = 6.2 in our calculation of 
B1 . In this plot, we draw separately the contributions from the diagonal 
operator (Qt)  and the off-diagonal operators (Z0 2 , i = 2,. . . , 5) for all 
the twenty-four data points we have. However, in using the one-loop pertur-
hative matching, there are 0(a) systematic errors due to the truncation of 
the series. Therefore, there are residual chiral-symmetry-breaking effects. 
It has been suggested [76, 104, 105, 106] that the errors in perturbative match-
ing contribute mainly to the lattice artifact aK and result in larger systematic 
errors than the discretisation errors do. There are methods of performing non-
perturhative matching between the lattice and the NDR-MS scheme using chiral 
Ward identities [107] or using an intermediate scheme' 3 [47, 1081. It also has been 
"This scheme is called the Regularisation Independent (RI) scheme, which can be defined 
both perturbatively and non-perturbatively. Using this scheme, one can non-perturbatively 












(D (D ~e + + + + 
* 








Y (p . q) 
Figure 4.11: Y dependence of RAs2,  with diagonal- and off-diagonal-operator 
contributions drawn separately. The sum of these two contributions are also 
shown explicitly. See the text for further explanations. 
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shown that non-perturbative renormalisation in lattice calculations does reduce 
the systematic errors in BK [104, 105]. However, our findings seem not to totally 
agree with the suggestion that perturbative matching is the main source of sys-
tematic errors in the lattice calculations of BK. As observed in figures 4.9 and 
4.10, the lattice artifact 13K  is consistent with zero at /3 = 6.2, and it is about 
2cr away from zero at ,@ = 6.0. Also, aK is consistent with zero at 13 = 6.2, and 
is about 3cr away from zero at /3 = 6.0. Comparing this feature with calcula-
tions using less improved Wilson-type fermion actions and one-loop perturbative 
matching with j in equation (2.63) [76, 104, 105], our results suggest 
Discretisation errors play an important role in the presence of both aK and 
i:i 	14 
From the action we use (mean-field improved clover action), one-loop per-
turbative matching works well at small lattice spacing. 
4.4.2 Chiral Extrapolations of B'2 and B'2 
As already discussed in subsection 4.1.2, 07 3/2  and 08 
3/2 
are in the (8,8) repre- 
sentation. According to equation (2.98), their matrix elements should approach 
constants in the chiral limit. Therefore, we perform the chiral extrapolations for 
3/2 
B 7 , 8 using the relation 
R312 	= a7+/37X+87 X 2 , (4.119) 
D3/2 	- 8 - a8 + /38X + 8 X 2 , (4.120) 
such that 
3/2 B 7 	= a7, 	 (4.121) 
3/2 B3 	= a8 . 	 ( 4.122) 
Figure 4.12 shows examples of chiral behaviour of R7,8 . Note that we find 
3/2 quadratic terms contribute significantly in the chiral extrapolations of B78 . 
perform the matching between the lattice and the RI scheme, then perturbatively match the 
RI results to the NDR-MS scheme. 
14 Other recent calculations of BK [109, 110] also suggest this. 














fl = 6.2 
_.1;MISX.8.I,1] 
9 7 = 1.9+0.3-0.3 
	
M. 
	 = 1.3+0.6-0.6 
6 7 = — 2.9+0.7-0.6 
	
6 8  = — 2.6+1.3-1.3 
0.0 	 0.1 	 0.2 	 0.0 	 0.1 	 0.2 
X (M) 	 x (M) 
(a) (b) 
2 Figure 4.12: Chiral behaviour of (a) R7 .3/  and (b) R7 3/2  at 3 = 6.2, with rerior- 
malisation scale 2/a. 
4.4.3 Results and Systematic Errors 
To evaluate matching uncertainties and to compare our results with the ones 
from other calculations, we run our NDR-MS BK and B 82 to 2 GeV using the 
procedure described in subsection 4.3.2. The coupling constant used in this run-
ning is the same as the one we use for the matching (between the lattice and 
the NDR-MS scheme), run to the appropriate scales at two loops. We first look 
at table 4.1 which lists the results of BK and B7,8 
3/2 
 matched at three different 
matching scales and two different lattice spacing. We find that BK at 2 GeV 
is almost independent of the matching scale p between the range i/a '—' in/a. 
Bearing in mind that the lattice artifacts aj: and 13j<:  are always consistent with 
zero at [1  = 6.2 and are small at /3 = 6.0, we conclude that the systematic errors 
arising from operator matching (chiral subtraction) are small in our calculations 
of BK, especially at 0 = 6.2. Since we only have two values of the lattice spacing, 
it is not possible for us to perform a continuum extrapolation. However, from 
table 4.1, we find our results for BK have a small dependence on lattice spacing, 
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Table 4.1: NDR-MS B parameters at the renormalisation scale 2 GeV. The error 
bars quoted here are statistical. 
13K B' 2 B' 2 
7r/a 0.751 0.55t 	0.741 
6.0 	2/a 0.75 +4 0.53t 	0.731 
1/a 0.761 0.431 0.681 
7r/a 0.711 0.601 0.811 
6.2 	2/a 0.711 0.58t 	0.801 
1/a 0.721 0. 501 0.761 
although we cannot exclude discretisation errors at 3 = 6.0. We then quote the 
= 1/a result at = 6.2 as our best estimate of BK 
Bj:(2 GeV) = 0.72t, 
with the comment that discretisation errors might be small, and we only quote 
statistical errors here. 
We also observe that B 182 , especially B' 2 , have a stronger n—dependence 
than BK. This is a consequence of the large scheme-dependent terms and anoma-
lous dimensions. In order to see this point clearly, let's write the numerical values 
of the one-loop matching coefficients in equations (4.107), (4.108), (4.109) and 
(4.110) in the form Zjj = 1 + [yjj ln(a) + with i,j = 2,4 
Z22 (a3 ,a;tad) = 1 + 0" 	- 10.08], 	(4.123) 
471 
a 5 
Z24 (a3 ,a1.z; tad) = —[--i2ln(a) + 18.53], 	 (4.124) 
4ir 
Z42 (a3 ,a1i;tad) 	[1.37], 	 (4.125) 
art; tad) = 1 + 	[16 In (ay) - 29.64]. 	(4.126) 
47 
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Also, the numerical value of Zp is 
a5 
Zp(a5 , ay ; tad) = l+—['-ypin(ai)—dp] 47r 
= 1+ 
a5
- [6ln(a) - 16.99], 	(4.127) 
4ir 
from equation (4.113). Let's look at the matching and running of B'2 first. We 
observe that d22 + d 2 = 23.9 arid d24 + d = 52.51. This means the scheme-
dependent terms are big in the one-loop perturbative matching of B' 2 between 
the lattice and the NDR-MS scheme. What is worse is that a large d24 + d 2  in the 
one-loop matching of B 12 can induce a strong mixing with B' 2 , which is bigger 
according to the discussion in subsection 4.2.2. These big scheme-dependent 
terms d22 + d2 arid d24 + d2 can be cancelled by tuning the matching scale j 
in equations (4.123), (4.124) and (4.127). However, here we stress that tuning 
the matching scale i might introduce large contributions from the logarithms at 
higher orders, which we do not know how to deal with. In this work, we only vary 
n between 1/a and 7r/a, such that these higher-order logarithms are numerically 
small. As we can see, 'Y22 - = —14 and 'y - = —24, are both quite large. 
This means we do not have to go to a very high matching scale in order to cancel 
the scheme-dependent terms d22  + d2 and d24 + d. However, this means B' 2 is 
unstable with respect to the matching scale. 
The same argument applies to B'2 . However, B' 2 is more stable with respect 
to the variation of the matching scale than B' 2 is, because 
d 4 + 2dp = 4.34 and y - 2yp = 4 are small numbers in comparison with 
d22 + 2dp and 'N2 -  2 YP. 
d42 + 2dp = 35.35 is quite big, which means the one-loop matching of B 12 
can induce a strong mixing with B'2 . However, B' 2 is smaller than B'2 . 
This reduces the effect of a large d42+  2d. 
In quoting our best estimates of B 2 , we favour the results at larger values of 
because the matching times running is better behaved. Again, we cannot perform 
continuum extrapolations for B 82 , and we stress that discretisation errors are 
difficult to quantify because of the large i dependence (systematic errors due to 
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one-loop perturbative matching). Therefore, we quote the y = 2/a results at 
3/2 = 6.2 as our best estimates of B 7 , 8 , and add systematic errors to take into 
account the p dependence we have observed 
B 2 (2 GeV) = 0 .0 -4-8' 
B 2 (2 GeV) = 8O+8+i -8-4' 
where the first error bars are statistical, and the second ones are systematic. 
4.4.4 Comparison with Other Calculations 
We now compare our results for BI-( arid B 2 with other recent lattice calcula-
tions. In table 4.2, we can see that our result for BK is compatible with other 
calculations except for the results from JLQCD-W and Gupta. A word of cau-
tion about the JLQCD result using the staggered fermion action is that significant 
systematic errors from the truncation of perturbative series in the matching pro-
cedure have been observed [111], and it is difficult to quantify these errors. We 
show the 0(p°)  and 0(p2 ) lattice artifacts (which we call aK and /3K  in equation 
(4.115)) in the table. Note that Gupta and GBS use different parameterisations 
for the mass and the recoil variables from what Roma and we use, in analysing 
the chiral behaviour of (poQLS2pu)  However, we still call them aK and /3K  for 
simplicity. The analysis of the chiral behaviour of (po1Qs=21po)  in the JLQCD 
result from the Wilson fermion action is somewhat different from other calcula-
tions using Wilson-type fermion actions. These authors only analyse the mixing 
processes in which initial- and final-state mesons do not carry spatial momentum. 
Therefore, they cannot quantify the systematic error equivalent to 13K  in equation 
(4.115). In the result from GBS, there are two error bars. The first one is the 
statistical error, and the second one is the systematic error arising from one-loop 
perturbative matching between the lattice and the NDR;-MS scheme. This error 
is estimated by the method proposed by the authors of [106]. As we can see in 
table 4.2, our result for BK is not compatible with the one from Gupta, while we 
have used the same action and the same matching procedure. Here we stress that 
the result from Gupta is obtained using different parameterisatioris for the mass 
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Table 4.2: Comparison of our result of BK with other recent lattice calcula-
tions, at the renormalisation scale u = 2 GeV in the NDR-MS scheme. All 
the results, except for the one from JLQCD-S, are obtained using Wilson-type 
fermion actions. 'PT' means 'One-loop Perturbation Theory', 'RI' means 'Non-
perturbative Matching via Regular] sation-Independent scheme' and 'WI' means 
'Non-perturbative Matching via Ward Identities'. The results from JLQCD-W 
and JLQCD-S are already extrapolated to the continuum limit. aK and 13K  are 
0(p°) and 0(p2 ) lattice artifacts (see text). 
Authors 	Fermion action 0 Matching aK 	I3K 	BK 
This Work csW = 1/u 6.2 PT 0 0 0.721 
Gupta[110] csw = 1/u 6.0 PT 0 0 0.58(7) 
Roma[105] csw = 1 6.0 RI 0 0 0.66(11) 
JLQCD-W[107} Wilson no WI 0 N.A. 0.562(64) 
GBS[76] Wilson 6.0 PT 0 0 0.74(4)(5) 
JLQCD-S[111] Staggered cc PT N.A. N.A. 0.628(42) 
and the recoil variables in investigating the chiral behaviour of 
and this is a result at 13 = 6.0. We have tried to use the same parameterisations 
for the mass and the recoil variables as Gupta has used to perform the analysis 
of BK. In this way, we find: 
At 0 = 6.0, our result is compatible with the one from Gupta. 
At 0 = 6.2, the result is almost indistinguishable from the one we obtain 
by using X and Y to parameterise the mass and the recoil variables, 
the one presented in table 4.2. 
Therefore, we conclude that the result of BK at /3 = 6.0 depends on how we 
parameterise the mass and the recoil variables, while the one at 0 = 6.2 does not. 
We compare our results for B' 2 with other recent lattice calculations in table 
4.3. Our results seem to he compatible with the ones from GBS. However, a word 
2 of caution must be added that CBS do not seem to present the results for B 
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in the chiral limit' 5 . As can be seen in table 4.3, our results for B'82 are lower 
than the ones from Roma. A possible reason for this is that Roma investigate 
the chiral behaviour of B 2 using the relations 
R' 2 = a7 + 07X + 7 Y, 	 (4.128) 
R'  - a8 + 8X + 8 Y, 	 (4.129) 8
3/23/2 where R7 , R8 , X and Y are the same as those defined in equations (4.97), 
(4.98), (4.99) and (4.100). They then identify a7,8 as B 2 . This analysis is 
different from what we do, as we drop Y but include X 2 in studying the chiral 
behaviour of B3/2 7,8 (c.f., equations (4.119) (4.120)), and we observe that the 0 (p4) 
term X 2 results in significant negative curvatures in the chiral extrapolations for 
R/ (figure 4 . 12) 16 . 
Table 4.3: Comparison of our results of B' 2 with other recent lattice calculations 
at the renormalisation scale t = 2 GeV, in the NDR-MS scheme. The results 
from Roma and GBS are calculated at /3 = 6.0. 
Authors 	CSW 	/19 Matching B 2 B 2 
This Work 	i/ug 	6.2 PT 0.58t 0.80tt 
Roma[105] 1 6.0 RI 0.72(5) 1.03(3) 
GBS[76] 	0 	6.0 PT 0.58(2)i1 0.81(3)it 
"These authors do not write clearly how they obtain their results for 	in their paper 7,8 
[76]. 
"Roma do not show the plots of the chiral extrapolations for 	in their paper [105]. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion and Outlook 
In this work, we have investigated long-distance strong-interaction effects in some 
FCNC weak-interaction processes which can be described by four-quark operators 
when energy is much smaller than M. We have looked at the matrix elements 
for B ° —B ° mixing, K ° —K ° mixing and the Al = 3/2 part of the EM-penguin-
operator contributions to K -+ irr decays. Apart from quenching, the main 
sources of systematic errors we have observed are: 
Large discretisation errors in Lattice calculations of systems with heavy 
quarks involved. This causes especially large systematic errors in our results 
of heavy-light pseudo-scalar decay constants. 
The matching between the lattice and the NDR-MS scheme using one-loop 
perturbation theory. This results in significant uncertainties of B' 2 due to 
the strong dependence on the matching scale. 
Discretisation errors might be greatly reduced in the end, by the increasing com-
puting power lattice theorists have access to and by more and more efficient 
algorithms used in the simulations. It might also be systematically controlled 
through the investigations of more-improved actions. The errors in the one-loop 
matching forbids us from performing high-precision calculations for some ma- 
147 
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trix elements (e.g., B27,8  )', although they seem to be quite well controlled for 
certain matrix elements (e.g., BB and B 1 ), at least when the lattice spacing 
is small enough. Methods for performing non-perturbative renormalisation have 
been proposed [47, 107] and some studies of weak hadronic matrix elements using 
these methods have been performed over the last few years. This might allow 
us to extract more reliable information from lattice calculations, although there 
might be large discretisation errors in the renormalisation constants determined 
by these methods. 
Apart from the processes we have examined in this work, there are many 
other interesting weak-interaction processes described by four-quark operators 
which deserve extensive investigations. For instance: 
Hadronic B-meson decays, which are contributions from penguin operators 
involving b quarks. These processes also allow us to search for signals of 
direct CP violation. 
Al = 1/2 amplitudes of K —* 7r7r decays. This is essential in the theoretical 
calculation of e'. 
FCNC processes in sup ersymmetry-extended Standard Models. 
Since the earliest attempts of calculating the four-quark-operator matrix el-
ements in the Standard Model using lattice QCD [112, 113], there have been 
problems of subtracting divergences arising from mixing with lower-dimension 
operators. 'The classical example' is the attempt of understanding the A l == 1/2 
rule. Recently, a new approach [88, 1141 to resolving this difficulty has been pro-
posed. This proposal is based upon the observation that the amplitudes of the 
decay or mixing processes with four quarks involved are finite in the full Stan-
dard Model. One obtains divergences only after integrating out the W boson 
to obtain the four-quark operators. That is, these divergences only arise from 
the contact terms. For instance, in dealing with the amplitude of a lowest-order 
weak-]nteraction process: 
1B2 also have a 20% uncertainty in this work, because we perform the calculations in the 
chiral limit. 
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First of all, the amplitude in the full Standard Model has the expression 
A 	f d4xD(x, Mw)(FIT [J(x)J(0)] 1), 	(5.1) 2 
where D(x, Mw) is the W-boson propagator, J is the left-handed hadronic 
weak current and T is time ordering. (Fl and II) are final and initial states. 
After performing the OPE, the two split hadronic currents can be rep-
resented as a series of local operators. Therefore, the matrix element in 
equation (5.1) can be written as 
(FIT [J(x)J(0)] 1) = 	c(x,)(FlO)lI), 	(5.2) 
where 0' are operators of dimension six or higher, with i labels a series of 
operators arranged in terms of their dimensions. c(x, t) are the Wilson co-
efficients which can be calculated perturbatively when renormalisation scale 
t is large enough that perturbation theory works for QCD. The operators 
0 ' (p) could be divergent, hence they depend upon the renormalisation scale 
. The u dependence in c(x,u) must cancel the one in 0t(1).  As we can 
see, the divergences in the contact terms arise at this step. 
Define 
	
Mw) = M6 f d4 x DW( x,  Mw ) c(x, ), 	(5.3) 
where di is the dimension of the operator O(t) in equation (5.2), then the 
amplitude in equation (5.1) can be written as 
A 	C, 	 (5.4) 2. 
which is what is usually written in the literature. 
Traditionally, one keeps the contribution from the lowest-dimension operator 
(i = 1), calculates C, (p, Mw) perturbatively, and extract (FlO()II) from some 
non-perturhative calculation (e.g., Lattice QCD). This is the strategy we have 
been using in this work. However, instead of calculating the amplitude after 
the OPE is performed, one could also calculate the hadronic matrix elements 
(FIT [J(x)J(0)] II) on the lattice with respect to different values of x restricted 
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in the range a << jxj << AD. One can then fit the matrix elements (FIO(ji)II) 
using equation (5.2) and the functional form of c j (xjL) obtained from pertur-
bation theory. In this way, the matrix elements of four-quark operators can be 
extracted without performing large subtractions in the renormalisation proce-
dure, hence one does not have to be concerned with divergences arising on the 
lattice from mixing with lower-dimension operators at all. The i dependence of 
(FIO()II) is simply obtained from the one of Cj (XJL). Since this method deals 
directly with the matrix element of split hadronic currents on the left-hand side 
of equation (5.2), it is called 'OPE without OPE' [114]. 
Although this procedure contains systematic errors of O(Ix2AcD),  which 
is the difference between the left-hand side and the right-hand side of equation 
(5.2) and might be big, it offers a possible way of avoiding large systematic errors 
arising from the operator matching between the lattice and the continuum scheme 
in calculating matrix elements of four-quark operators. Hopefully, with this newly 
developed technique and the improvement in other aspects of lattice calculations 
(including more powerful machines, more efficient algorithms and other advances 
in lattice field theory), we will be able to control the strong-interaction effects 
in the weak-interaction processes such that we can gain further understanding of 
the Standard Model and possible new physics beyond it. 
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